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RESUME 

This thesis examines, what partner selection criteria should guide Danish Red Cross and Myanmar 

Red Cross’s choice of logistical partner in Myanmar. Myanmar is an emerging Asian economy, with a 

geographical dispersed population, a prone area for natural disasters and an ongoing and devastating 

refugee crisis.  Considering both these circumstances and the characteristics of the humanitarian 

industry, a solid presence in the country is vital for Red Cross and its many beneficiaries.  

With insufficient financial resources and unsecure funding, the Myanmar Red Cross is for now not able 

to run as an independent national society, and must therefore rely on others national societies and 

thus has decided to develop a national partnership for its logistical activities. However, through a 

multilevel analysis I identify several difficulties Danish Red Cross can meet in the Myanmar, and I 

correspondingly identify partner selection criteria’s that will help mitigate these difficulties. The 

multilevel analysis covers the institutional level, where institutional distances are identified; the 

industrial level that recognizes large entry barriers; the company level concerning resources, which 

finds both supplementary and complementary resource that can enhance the chances of success of 

the partnership; and finally the company level concerning transaction costs that underlines the risks of 

opportunism.  

My findings are collected and examined through a sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, the 

interrelatedness between the different levels of analysis is discussed. The resulting conclusion is a set 

off partner selection criteria, and these criteria will, based on this thesis, ensure a partner that can 

accommodate Danish Red Cross’s needs and requirements. Furthermore, a main conclusion of this 

thesis is that the choice of entry mode (non-equity partnership) is supported namely due to institutional 

distances and the nature of humanitarian organizations. 

 

Keywords: Myanmar, partnership, partner selection criteria, disaster management, humanitarian 

supply chain management 
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PREFACE 

The actual numbers of disasters and the people affected by disasters have increased over recent 

years. Simultaneously, the importance of the humanitarian field and the interest has too.  

The average annual number of disasters during 2000–2004 was 55% higher than during 1995–1999, 

and disasters affected 33% more people during 2000–2004 than during 1995–1999 (Balcik & Beamon, 

2008). Van Wassenhove summarize, that “every year, more than 500 disasters are estimated to strike 

our planet, killing around 75,000 people and impacting more than 200 million (Van Wassenhove, 

2005). The increase of ‘beneficiaries’, defined by Kovács & Spens as “…people affected by a disaster, 

to which humanitarian logisticians need to deliver aid…” Kovács, & Spens, 2011) is of particular 

interest to supply chain scholars. Since the Asian tsunamis, which struck last decade, Humanitarian 

Logistics (HL) has received increasing interest both from logistics academics as well as practitioners 

(Kovács & Spens, 2007). While humanitarian aid efforts date back to the development of social 

structures and the caring nature of humans, the academic literature on HL is actually very limited. It 

was only until the establishment of journals like Journal of Humanitarian Logistics and Supply Chain 

Management (JHLSCM) first issue published in 2011 (emeraldinsight.com) and Journal of Disaster 

Risk Reduction (IJDRR) first issue published in 2012 (sciencedirect.com), that HL actually received 

journals dedicated only to disaster and humanitarian logistics phenomenon (Beamon & Kotleba, 

2006).  

Long & Wood (1995) estimated the number of major relief agencies at over 100 in 1995, with each of 

them managing annual budgets of over $1 million. In 2004, the combined budgets of the top ten aid 

agencies exceeded 14 billion dollars (Thomas and Kopczak, 2005). Also, almost every government in 

the world is involved as either a donor or recipient of disaster relief operations (DRO) (Long & Wood, 

1995). There is therefore no questioning that disasters have a huge socio- and economic impact 

(Boonmee et al, 2017). Again, there is no doubt, no matter what the definition is, that disasters will be 

on the global agenda the next many decades to come. 
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Chapter 1 – INTRODUCTION 

This thesis focuses on the selection of Logistics service provider (LSP) for national transport 

of humanitarian aid products in Myanmar. This introduction will highlight why the topic is of 

high and rising relevance for human community in general, and how it will contribute to the 

development of Humanitarian Logistics (HL) research in particular. The thesis’s scope and 

concept is explained by describing the author’s motivation for this thesis, its relevance and 

focus, followed by the thesis central questions, the applied approach and methodology. 

Danish Red Cross (DRC) as a national society (NS) has been appointed as the leading 

supporting for the development of the NS of Myanmar, Myanmar Red Cross (MRC) under the 

main organization of Red Cross (RC). DRC will be supported in by the NS of New Zealand 

Red Cross (NZRC). See appendix A for Company Profile. DRC will take lead in establishing 

MRC as an independent NS that is able to service Myanmar more efficiently and with greater 

impact. In this thesis, I will use Humanitarian Organizations (HO) to describe the many actors 

within the humanitarian community, which include both national and international actors. The 

process of building the national capacity of MRC has been an ongoing process for the last 

two years, were DRC together with NZRC have focused on developing the capacity within 

MRC (Andersen & Klitgaard, 2018).Traditionally, RC would invest in its own fleet of 

transporting vehicles, manage their own warehouses and handle the entire distribution and 

transportation themselves however MRC has several phases to complete before being able to 

manage the operation on its own (Andersen, 2018). The management of MRC and DRC has 

therefore decided to look for a logistics partner to assist the next coming years. The scope is 

at the moment not entirely determined, as MRC internal capabilities are still being assessed, 

but the logistics partner would have responsibility of assisting with customs clearances, 

transportation from A to B, cross-docking and possibly managing warehouses. This thesis 

therefore aims to assist DRC with developing a set of Partner Criteria’s to which they can use 

for selecting a logistics partner in Myanmar once the full responsibility has been determined. 

Establishing strategic alliances has therefore become an important vehicle for business 

activity (Doz & Hamel, 1998) and the academic literature on the topic appears 

correspondingly abundant. Motives for international strategic alliances are varied, including 
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the goal to leverage resources and assets, reduce risk, gain speed, capitalize on the partners’ 

strengths, and gaining access to local markets and specific market expertise (Cavusgil, 

1997). Many of which, also seen to be present in the arguments from DRC and MRC in this 

case. In order to yield some of these goals, there are several difficulties to overcome, 

including institutional differences, industry circumstances such as market competition, 

alignment of resources, strategic differences, and developing mutual trust in the alliance. 

Before entering the partner selection process, companies should develop partner selection 

criteria that can mitigate the perceived difficulties, to overcome many of the problems 

associated with choosing a strategic partner for logistics tasks. 

 

In the following section, I will briefly explain the motivation of the paper. 

1.1 Motivation 

As a student and human being I’m interested in making a real difference in the world for those who 

need it the most. The topic of humanitarian aid and disaster relief work is therefore no coincidence. I 

hold a personal ambition to learn more about the industry, its challenges and use the knowledge 

gained through my studies of Supply Chain Management (SCM), at Copenhagen Business School 

(CBS) for the past 18 months to contribute to the phenomenon of humanitarian aid. Furthermore, it 

should be mentioned, that we as academics have the time and mandate to articulate, investigate and 

transfer knowledge, so that it can be widely applied and contribute to a better and more sustainable 

humanitarian aid and from a supply chain perspective to ensure right products, at the right place, at 

the right time. 

1.2 Relevance of the topics 

Relevance of topics will be explained by four sections, each creating its relevance of this thesis as a 

whole. This thesis is motivated by the complex problems of Myanmar. These problems are not limited 

to one specific area, as these problems refer to political issues, several demographical areas, religious 

diversity, and geographical challenges. As Myanmar is located in an earthquake prone area, having 

the India Plate running through the country, as well as being a flooded and cyclone invested area, 

there is a recurrent concern about natural disasters. The political history of a military regime and 

corrupted elections has also turned the institutional structures into chaos and present a barrier for 
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progress. Therefore, increasing Myanmar’s resilience to natural disasters is one of the main priorities 

of both local authorities and HO’s. Solving this, demands that Non-Government Organization’s (NGO) 

like DRC, can ensure delivery to remote places and areas which through the topic of logistical partner 

selection is addressed in this thesis. 

The topic of humanitarian aid and disasters have never been more relevant then at this time, as the 

frequency and its impact of natural disasters have increased dramatically (Tofighi et al, 2016). The 

increase have been documented by The Emergency Events Database (EM-DAT), the database has 

recorded 341 climate-related disasters per year on average since 2000, which is an increase of 44 

percent, compared to the average over the years 1994– 2000 and more than twice the average over 

the years 1980–1989 (Gutjahr et al. 2016). Some of the reasons for the increase are related to 

population growth rate, global trend in urbanization, residential densification, land use and stressing of 

ecosystems (global warming), natural resources immoderate use and depletion (Tofighi et al, 2016; 

Battini, 2013). There has been an increase in the interest of the international academic community in 

the challenges of HL (Kovács & Spens, 2009). Almost from a near-zero baseline of published journals 

in 2005 to around ten journals by 2011 (Tatham & Houghton, 2011). However, HL remains an 

emerging field, and there is therefore still a lack of good empirical research and as mentioned by 

Kovács & Spens: “(…) more research needs to be done (…)” (Kovács, & Spens, 2011). 

HL has been discussed in many articles and later in this paper I will too explain the concept of logistics 

for humanitarian aid. However, it has been documented by Trunick that logistics accounts for up to 

80% of the total relief expenditures in HO (Trunick, 2005). I therefore appreciate, that logistics is an 

activity that represents one of the interesting supply chain topics to investigate further, as 

improvement on this will result in high-impact in terms of costs, time and quality for the beneficiary of 

humanitarian aid. As disasters result in massive demands that often outstrip all available resources, 

the role of HL comes into play in form of planning, managing, and controlling the flow of resources to 

provide relief items to beneficiaries (Caunhye et al, 2012). However, until fairly recently HL was a 

back-office function and not appreciated for its high importance and impact. HL was therefore not 

been given the required attention and logistics skills remains underdeveloped within many 

organizations. Van Wassenhove describe that this “(…) are now changing, albeit fairly slowly, as 

logistics has started to be recognized as integral to any DRO” (van Wassenhove, 2005). Improving the 

state of the art and practice of HL will therefore have huge economic and social implications (Holguin-

Veras et al., 2012). 
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Amongst reasons for the relevance of partner selection is that the partner selection process is critical 

to the success of partnerships in especially emerging economies (Luo Y., 1998). HO’s, such as DRC 

must ensure that their supply chain can reach the beneficiary even in the event of disruption and this 

relies heavily on partners to contribute (Andersen, 2018; Klitgaard, 2018). Having entered into 

partnerships allows partners to share risk and resources and, gain new knowledge (Hitt et al., 2000). 

Companies can leverage resources that are either complementary to create synergy, or 

supplementary to obtain skills and capabilities that can create competitive advantages (Hitt et al., 

2000). The challenges remains, to select the right partner and doing the process of partner selection 

criteria’s will help the future partnership to be successful. 

 

The following sections will describe the research focus and define the research questions 

1.3 Research Focus, Research Question and sub-questions  

The research focus is formulated on the basis of an existing gap in theory, as well as on discussions 

with a set of stakeholders from the case company. A set of research question’s (RQ) have been 

formulated to highlight and shape direction and guide the selection of an appropriate research 

approach and structure for this thesis. 

1.3.1 Problem Statement & research focus 

An interesting setting for researching logistical partner selection processes is in the humanitarian aid 

industry. The very essences of the activities in the humanitarian industry are a great mix of media, 

beneficiaries, NGOs and governments. Additionally, HL is very special in its high demands for speed, 

agility and responsiveness, and thus not a typical commercial industry. HO’s, such as DRC must 

ensure that their supply chain can reach the beneficiary even in the event of disruption and therefore 

relies heavily on partners to contribute (Andersen, 2018). However, for a company with limited 

resources, the options of operating on a high level globally become difficult and this is why strategic 

logistics partnerships are essential for success (Andersen, 2018). International Crescent Red Cross 

(ICRC) operates on a global level however much of the authority is distributed to NS. MRC has the full 

authority to make the selection and decision of logistical partners (Andersen, 2018). At the moment 

DRC amongst others is supervising MRC and the process of selecting a national logistical partner 

(Andersen, 2018). 
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1.3.2 Research Question & Sub-questions 

Because the logistical partner selection is critical for the success of the operation in Myanmar, and in 

general for a humanitarian actor, the thesis will explore this field of research, and be guided by a 

multilevel analysis framework, and will provide answer to the following RQ: 

 

What criteria should guide humanitarian organization’s partner selection process for the 

national humanitarian aid operation in emerging countries? This has been investigated from a 

case study with Danish Red Cross and Myanmar Red Cross in Myanmar. 

 

Based upon the above RQ, the following sub-questions can be extracted to serve as a guide for the 

thesis to furthermore research additional sub-questions: 

 

1. Based on the Myanmar’s institutional framework, what are the perceived difficulties, and what 

local partner selection criteria can help overcome or mitigate these? 

2. What difficulties do the industrial organization of Myanmar in the humanitarian aid industry 

present, and what criteria should a local partner comply with? 

3. To create the best conditions for a collaborative partnership, and ensure a successful 

operation, what complementary and supplementary resources should a local partner contain? 

 

With these sub-questions, I aim to answer two main issues that I find particularly interesting. First, I 

want to understand and explore the process of partner selection within the humanitarian industry in 

Myanmar, and to my knowledge this specific field has not been investigated within the partner 

selection literature previously. I wish to create an overview of the challenges that DRC & MRC should 

be aware of when selecting a logistical partner in Myanmar. Secondly, my aim is to use this overview 

to develop and formulate specific partner selection criteria’s. Therefore, the conclusions to this thesis 

will namely be a set of logistical partner selection criteria’s that should guide DRC and MRC’s partner 

selection in Myanmar. Answering the RQ demands for several layers of analysis, and these layers will 

be discussed in detail in chapter 2. 
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1.3.3 Delimitation 

As DRC operates in the humanitarian context, and the traditional process of the commercial business 

of country selection process targeting profit is excluded. RC operate were they are needed and for this 

reason DRC has already singled out Myanmar (Andersen & Klitgaard, 2018). This thesis will therefore 

not focus on the country selection process itself, although this process is traditionally a key task in an 

international business. Also, this thesis will not focus on the post-selection stages including topics 

such as negotiations, contracting, and nurturing of the relationship. Although, as an academic of 

Business Management, I fully recognize that these activities are also important for the success of the 

operation, it is out of the scope of this research. Lastly, this thesis will use theory and academic work 

produced investigating commercial business from both SCM and Marketing Management (MM). 

However, as I do recognize the potential hazards of applying this theory in a disaster and 

humanitarian context, I will try to apply these while considering the context.  

 

In the following I will offer a theoretical discussion. This discussion will lead to the development of the 

subsequent research structure. The structure will guide the further theoretical investigation. 

Chapter 2 - THEORATICAL FRAMEWORK 

Because partner selection does not happen in a vacuum (Hitt et al, 2000), and most firm behavior is 

nested or embedded in a broader political, economic, and social context (Dacin, Ventresca, & Beal, 

1999), this thesis will apply a multilevel analysis. The general concept of multilevel analysis is that 

individuals interact with the social context to which they belong, and this context influences them (Hox, 

2002). In multilevel analysis individuals and groups are conceptualized as a hierarchical system at 

separate levels. The study of a hierarchical system with several levels also leads to the research of 

the interaction between the variables at each level (Hox, 2002).This thesis will aim at researching 

logistical partner selection within the humanitarian aid industry, and focus on Myanmar as the unit of 

analysis. Hitt et al. mentions that “emerging markets have become a critically important global 

phenomenon” and provide interesting “rich settings in which to contrast the firm characteristics used in 

partner selection” (Hitt et al, 2000). 

2.2 Partner Selection  

The topic of strategic alliances have been a point of study for many scholars for more than two 

decades, and among other areas these studies focus on economics, sociology, and law (Shenkar & 
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Reuer, 2006). It has become clear that strategic alliances have become an important driver for 

business activity (Casson & Mol, 2006). Motives for international partnerships are as considered 

varied and complex (Cavusgil, 1997; Nielsen, 2010b). International partnerships have drawbacks, 

however, such as the risk of opportunism and high transaction costs. Furthermore, some companies 

release proprietary knowledge to partners, which can form a potential threat. In general, firms have 

specific resource endowments (Barney, 1991), but may need additional resources to be competitive in 

particular markets (Hitt et al., 2000). Many firms therefore decide to either form partnerships with other 

firms to focus on their core business and enjoy cost reduction, capitol reductions and better flexibility. 

Partnerships, while necessary and beneficial for the parties entered in the partnership, are costly in 

terms of the time and effort required. Consequently, a firm cannot and should not partner with every 

supplier, customer or third-party provider available (Lambert et al. 1996). 

2.2.1 Partner Selection Criteria  

Cavusgil (1997) suggests that choosing a foreign business partner requires multifunctional skills, 

including cross-cultural competences, legal expertise, financial planning and management knowledge. 

This view is supported by Mockler (1999), Peng et al. (2008) and Peng & Zhou (2005). Peng et al. 

(2008) suggest a multilevel analytical framework to develop partner selection criteria. Peng et al. 

(2008) argue that firm strategy in international business has traditionally been driven by an Industry 

Based View and a Resource Based View (RBV) (Peng et al., 2008). The Industry Based View, which 

is represented by Porter’s research, argues that the structure of five industrial forces determine firm 

strategy and performance (Porter, 2008). The RBV, exemplified by Barney argues that firm-specific 

differences drive strategy and performance (Barney, 1991). Firms will choose partners based on an 

assessment of ‘fit’ between potential partners (Doz & Hamel, 1998). This assessment usually 

emphasizes resource complementarity (Harrigan, 1988) or supplementary (Das & Teng, 1999), as well 

as organizational fit based on cultural and operational style compatibility (Lorange & Roos, 1992). 

These two views do, however, ignore the institutional underpinning, which the institutional theory 

provides (Peng et al, 2008). The world is different concerning competition and how competition is 

organized, and there is an increasing realization that these formal and informal institutional 

underpinnings, i.e. the ‘rules of the game’ (North, 1990), also shape the strategy and performance of 

firms in emerging economies (Peng et al, 2008; Peng & Zhou, 2005). Industrial conditions and firm 

resources should thus not be the only drivers of strategic choices, but rather, companies should 

include the Institution Based View (Peng et. al., 2008). Based on the above, this thesis will adapt Peng 

et al.’s tripod framework. At the institutional level this thesis will use institutional theory, and at the 
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industrial level, industrial organization theory will be the main theoretical perspective. Meanwhile, the 

company level will not only use RBV to reach conclusions, but also include Transaction Cost 

Economics (TCE) and briefly Social Exchange Theory (SET). TCE is included because an imperative 

part of the screening process involves transactional integrity, i.e. the reliability of the potential partner 

(Tallman & Phene, 2006). The company must evaluate a prospective partner concerning their 

transactional integrity, which relates to opportunistic behavior, reputation, unreliability, and monitoring 

(Tallman & Phene, 2006; Tallman & Shenkar, 1994). In the particular setting of humanitarian aid 

especially reputation is important, which is easily affecting the humanitarian mandate by which HO’s 

operate under. The theoretical framework guiding this thesis can be seen in figure 2.1 below. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 – Theoretical Framework 

 

 

 

As figure 2.1 above entails, each level of analysis corresponds with a sub-question provided in chapter 

1.3.3. I plan to answer my overall RQ by going through each sub-question; however, the levels should 

not be seen in isolation, as there is a high degree of inter-correlation between the levels. I will 

aggregate my findings within each sub-question and thereby end up with answering the overall RQ. 
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In the following chapter, I will discuss the different theories found relevant in the performed literature 

review, but mainly in relation to their relevance and importance for partner selection and humanitarian 

aid. I will include definitions of the terms used. 

Chapter 3 - LITTERATURE REVIEW AND DEFINITIONS 

This chapter serves as a framework to define relevant key terms and to review existing literature with 

regard to terms and concepts central to this thesis. This chapter mainly concentrates on Institutional 

Theory (Part 1), Industrial Organizational Theory (Part 2), Company-based Theory (Part 3) and 

Disaster & Supply Chain Management Theory (Part 4). In this way it creates the foundation for 

analysis, discussion and research development. 

3.1 Institutional Theory (PART 1) 

This section will present the institutional framework with the aim of understanding potential institutional 

challenges RC can meet, when operating in Myanmar. Analyzing social, interpersonal and informal 

infrastructures related to norms, shared values, internalization and beliefs helps make outcomes more 

predictable and it can resolve ambiguities (Eisenhardt, 1985; Kanter, 1994; Parker & Russel, 2004; 

Kshetri, 2007). Liability of foreignness (LOF) is the extra costs companies incur, when entering a 

foreign domain, which local companies do not incur. These costs can derive from cultural distance (the 

cost of adaptation) and institutional distance (the cost of achieving organizational legitimacy), and 

these costs naturally result in a competitive disadvantage for the foreign company compared to local 

companies (Luo, Shenkar, & Nyaw, 2002; Zaheer S., 1995). To succeed in a foreign market, 

companies must mitigate the LOFs, and this is why an institutional analysis can benefit RC. It could be 

argued, that this can help other NS’s, like DRC or NZRC winning legitimacy and gain more control 

over the environment (George et al, 2006). Country differences have been in focus in previous 

research attempting to understand how a country’s institutions pressure companies (Kostova, 1996; 

Kostova, 1997; Kostova & Zaheer, 1999). When legitimacy requirements in a host country (in this case 

Myanmar) are significantly different from that of the home country (in this case Denmark), companies 

face the notion of institutional distances (Kostova, 1996). The larger the institutional distance between 

home and host environment is, the greater the challenge is to uphold legitimacy in the host country 

(Hotho, 2009; Kostova & Zaheer, 1999). Emerging economies have become major hosts of Foreign 

Direct Investment (FDI) due to their rapidly expanding economies, which provide business 

opportunities. However, transnational investors face the challenges of structural reforms, combined 

with weak market structure and institutional uncertainty (Luo Y., 1998; Nee, 1992). 
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3.1.1 Institutionalism 

Institutions may derive from different environmental factors such as history, surroundings and 

resources (Schuh & Miller, 2006). Institutions are often taken for granted, because they are perceived 

as the dominating way to behave, and because the participants of the social context accept them. As 

they define the appropriate behavior, they are often referred to as forces that exert pressure on 

various actors (Boxenbaum, 2006; Hotho, 2009; Morgan & Kristensen, 2006). One of the most well-

known definitions of institutions was made by North in 1990, where institutions are defined as humanly 

devised constraints that structure political, economic and social interaction (North, 1990). According to 

this, institutions comprise both informal (taboos, traditions, codes of conduct, etc.) and formal rules 

(constitutions, laws, etc.), and they shape the structure of an economy. Scott (2001) agrees that 

institutions can be used to describe beliefs, practices, or rules of importance in a community (Scott, 

2001), but whereas North focuses on the economic history of institutions (North, 1990). Scott instead 

focuses on the sociological outcome. The main goal of organizations in this environment is to survive, 

and to do so organizations need to establish legitimacy (Boxenbaum, 2006; DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; 

Kostova & Zaheer, 1999; Scott, 2001; Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Morgan & Kristensen, 2006). In order to 

approach the informal institutional aspect of Myanmar, Hofstede’s framework that combines culture 

and norms (Hofstede, 1980) will be used. 

 

In the following I will shortly introduce Hofstede’s framework. 

3.1.1.1 Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions 

Several scholars have addressed norm and culture, and their impact on management. The intangible 

nature of the terms is very well reflected in their numerous definitions and applications. Hofstede has 

arguably proposed the most influential contributions (Nielsen, 2003). Hofstede’s framework has been 

criticized, amongst others due to the methodology of the framework, and due to raised doubts as to 

whether or not the typology is comprehensive enough. The framework assumes the domestic 

population as a homogeneous group, when most nations are in fact groups of ethnic units (Nasif, Al-

Dacaj, Ebrahimi, & Thibodeaux, 1991; Redpath, 1997). McSweeney (2000) argues that nations are 

not the proper unit of analysis, as national borders do not necessarily bind culture. Hofstede’s counter 

argument is that the national borders are the only means to identify and measuring cultural differences 

(Hofstede, 1980). Also, the framework only builds on a research on one company, which arguably 

cannot provide information on an entire cultural system of a country (Soendergaard, 1994). Hofstede 
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argues that the measure is not absolute, but it attempts to provide an estimation of the differences 

between cultures (Hofstede, 1980). Furthermore, the use of a single employer eliminates the effect of 

corporate policy differences (Hofstede, 1980). Hofstede’s framework is, in spite of its criticism, very 

useful and operational, so this thesis will use the dimensions to explore the cultural differences 

between Denmark and Myanmar that might influence a strategic partner selection. 

Having finalized the institutional based theoretical framework, I will in the following move on to the 

industry based theoretical framework. 

3.2 Industrial Organization Theory (PART 2) 

As mentioned, this thesis will analyze the specific industry in order to determine industry based criteria 

for partner-selection. In the following, I will introduce the relevant areas for this thesis within Industrial 

Organization Theory. 

3.2.1 Industrial Organization Theory  

To study industrial organization is to study how companies behave in a market (Tirole, 1988). The 

theory has evolved much throughout history, and it has been recognized that industrial organization 

can offer much to the analysis of strategic choices of firms within industries (Porter, 1981). The Bain 

industrial organization paradigm held that a firm’s performance in the marketplace depends on the 

characteristics of the industry environment in which it competes (Bain, 1956; Bain, 1972). I will discuss 

the characteristics of the humanitarian industry later, as well as the competitive environment of the 

humanitarian. According to this theory, the industry structure determines the company’s conduct and 

strategy, which in turn determines the performance of the company in the marketplace (Bain, 1972). 

The industrial organization paradigm also proposes several points of criticism, such as its differing 

units of analysis, the view of the company as a freestanding entity, and its static perspective (Porter, 

1981). According to Porter (2008), in order to understand industry competition and organization, one 

must analyze its structure according to five forces (Porter, 2008). The structure of these five forces 

differs by industry, and defending against the competitive forces and using them in a company’s favor 

are crucial to strategy. Porter’s framework is among others criticized for being highly aggregated and a 

rough measure and for being imprecise. Also the definition of industry suffers from being subjective 

and not specific nor predicting (Speed, 1989). Nevertheless, to gain insight into the specific industrial 

organization Porter‘s Five Forces offer an approachable framework that can serve as a departure 

point (Thurlby, 1998). Not all forces will be analyzed in detail. Rather, this thesis will focus on the most 

relevant forces for the partner selection process.  
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I will now move on to the company level theoretical review. 

3.3 Company-Based Theory (PART 3) 

The following section will in part discuss the third leg of Peng’s tripod, the RBV. Furthermore, I will 

explore the concept of organizational fit and also include a short discussion of TCE, which in this 

context will be used in order to explore potential outcomes of a partnership. 

3.3.1 Organizational Fit 

As all other companies, RC has individual strategic needs that dictate the role of the future 

cooperation with a partner. This strategic role, or fit, needs to be determined in order to select the right 

partner (Mockler, 1999; Nielsen, 2010a). According to Nielsen, collaborative arrangements are in part 

challenging to manage successfully due to difficulties in matching the goals and aspirations across 

different organizations (Nielsen, 2010a).The two partnering companies’ strategies must support an 

effective partnering and alliance approach that can pursue synergetic strategies to generate growth 

and a competitive advantage (Lendrum, 2004). The strategic fit can vary over time and it can be used 

to achieve the organization’s objectives, and due to the important role of aligning goals and 

aspirations, attending to the changing needs are important to ensure the continuous profitability of the 

alliance (Mockler, 1999). Determining the strategic fit of the partnership is a key part of selecting a 

partner (Mockler, 1999; Nielsen, 2010a). Child & Faulkner stated that “when one of the 

partners(…)comes from an emerging country and the other from a highly developed economy, their 

configuration of objectives(…)will almost certainly differ from that in the case of the partners from two 

developed countries” (Child & Faulkner, 1998). 

3.3.2 The Resource Based View 

The RBV makes out for the third leg in Peng’s tripod (Peng, Wang, & Jiang, 2008; Peng & Zhou, 

2005). Firms are according to the RBV assumed to be bundles of capabilities and resources that are 

distributed across companies (Penrose, 1959; Wernerfelt, 1984; Peng & Zhou, 2005), and achieving a 

competitive advantage is reached by developing valuable, rare, inimitable, and none-substitutable 

resources (Barney, 1991). The RBV framework has received several points of critique. RBV has been 

criticized for its lack of clear terminology (Thomas & Pollock, 1999; Priem & Butler, 2001). In Barney’s 

work (1991), firm resources are defined as all assets, capabilities, organizational processes, firm 

attributes, information, knowledge, etc.(Barney, 1991), and this definition indicates no distinction 

between resources and capabilities. The RBV has received criticism for being static and unlikely to 
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provide a sustained competitive advantage in a dynamic market (D'Aveni, 1994; Eisenhardt & Martin, 

2000). The RBV does not address the influence of market dynamism and firm evolution over time. The 

RBV fails to explain the mechanism that transforms resources into competitive advantage 

(Mosakowski & McKelvey, 1997; Williamson O., 1999). In other words it fails to explain the linkage 

between resources and markets (Priem & Butler, 2001). This criticism builds on the implicit 

assumption of the RBV that product markets are homogeneous and immobile and feature unchanging 

demands (Wang & Ahmed, 2007). Knudsen & Nielsen (2010) write in their working paper that the RBV 

neglects to account for the mechanisms by which resources actually contribute to competitive 

advantage.  Although valid, these points of criticism will not affect the use of the RBV in this thesis, as 

the RBV is used as part of a larger framework that takes the influence of market dynamism and firm 

evolution into consideration. Alliances are amongst others, created to allow partners to share risk and 

resources, gain new knowledge, and obtain access to market (Hitt et al., 2000). According to Hitt et al. 

the general intent of strategic alliance partners is to establish and maintain long-term cooperative 

relationships to compete more effectively (Hitt et al., 2000). According to Hamel (1991) most alliances 

have a learning intent, and this point is supported by several theorists (Hitt et al., 2000; Barney, 1991) 

Companies can leverage resources that are either complementary to create synergy, or 

supplementary to obtain skills and capabilities that can create competitive advantages (Hitt et al., 

2000). In alliances between developed market firms and emerging market firms it is especially 

resource endowments and organizational learning that is of importance (Hitt et al., 2000), although 

emerging economies have grown at a stronger pace than most developed country economics, many 

of the business in emerging markets are young and recently privatized (DeCastro & Uhlenbruck, 1997; 

Hitt et al., 2000). The complementarity of resources pooled by alliance partners increases the chance 

of long-term cooperation, and conflict resolution (Buckley & Casson, 1988), and it increases 

opportunities and benefits generated by cooperation. To achieve internalization of partner skills, 

transparency is a main determinant, as it creates openness, accessibility, as well as a deeper 

relationship (Hamel, 1991; Luo Y, 2006). Emerging and developed markets provide a particularly 

interesting setting to contrast the firm characteristics used in partner selection due to the differences in 

the nature of formal and informal institutions (North, 1990; Hitt et al, 2000). Management capabilities in 

emerging market-based companies are often not well developed (Lyles & Baird, 1994), so these 

companies often need managerial capabilities and know-how in order to compete effectively in their 

domestic and international markets (Hitt et a., 2000). In contrast, companies from developed markets 

emphasize market knowledge and legitimacy. Companies from emerging markets are more prone to 

use alliances to acquire tangible and intangible resources to develop their competitive advantage in 
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their domestic and global markets (Hitt et al, 2000). This thesis will thus use the RBV to identify the 

complementary and supplementary resources a potential partner should entail to both meet the 

strategic needs to create fit and to mitigate difficulties that can arise from partnerships.  

With this, I will move on to discuss TCE. 

 

3.3.3 Transaction Cost Economics 

In the following section TCE will be discussed in the context of strategic partnership/alliances.  

John Commons first described the idea that transactions formed some kind of economic cost in 1931. 

He wrote that transactions are the alienation and acquisition of rights of property and liberty created by 

society (Commons, 1931). According to TCE all economic activities revolve around a transaction 

(Judge & Dooley, 2006). To optimize the exchange, the governance mechanism must be aligned with 

the nature of the transaction (Williamson O., 1985). There are three types of governance mechanisms 

within TCE: market governance (prices govern), intermediate governance (complex contracts and 

strategic alliances govern), and hierarchical governance (managers govern within the firm) (Barney, 

1999). This thesis will focus on intermediate governance. TCE has received critique, mainly from 

sociologists that TCE ignores the role of different capabilities in structuring economic organization 

(Richardson, 1972), it neglects power relations (Perrow, 1986), trust, and other forms of social 

embeddedness (Granovetter, 1985), and it overlooks evolutionary considerations, including market 

processes (Langlois, 1984; Foss, 2008). Although these points of criticism may point to unresolved 

issues in TCE, I use TCE in a greater framework that includes an analysis of power relations and the 

general society. My discussion of trust and opportunism will also be founded in my other levels of 

analysis.  

The TCE’s perspective has been used extensively to explore alliance outcomes (Judge & Dooley, 

2006; Mohr & Spekman, 1994; Parkhe, 1993; Barney 1999; Das & Teng, 1998; Williamson O., 1985). 

The goal of the firm in a strategic alliance is to optimize its flow of goods and services, while 

minimizing costs that come from these transactions. Therefore, TCE can be used to explore alliance 

outcomes (Judge & Dooley, 2006). To minimize potential hazards, companies (“economic actors”) 

look ahead, perceive these hazards, and embed transactions in governance structures (Williamson I., 

1998). Partnerships and strategic alliances pose a particularly rich setting for opportunism, because 

members from different organizations with different goals set the alliance. Therefore there is a built-in 

bias towards goal conflict. Monitoring is more difficult, because the information flow between 
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organizational boundaries is more strained than that within organizational boundaries (Dyer, Jeffery & 

Singh, 1998; Mohr & Spekman, 1994). Therefore, the higher the perceived level of opportunism in a 

strategic alliance, the less favorable the alliance is (Rindfleisch & Heide, 1997). Luo suggests that both 

transaction cost and information processing complexity increase with industry structural uncertainty, 

information uncertainty, environmental changeability, and legal risk (Luo Y., 2006). Emerging markets 

are characterized by a lack of market-economy institutions, regulatory cloudiness, differing institutional 

treatment of businesses depending on location, and a non-transparency of government decision-

making processes (Hoskisson et al, 2000). The uncertainty from environmental volatility leads to 

increased information processing and transaction costs, and each party must monitor the other party 

and determine by contract its obligations (Luo Y., 2006). A trusting relationship is not a costless or 

spontaneous achievement, but it requires strategies of forbearance (Parkhe, 1993). However, if a 

relationship of trustworthiness is reached there are great gains (Parkhe, 1993). Lui and Ngo showed 

that both trust and contractual safeguarding are important in non-equity alliances and the two have 

complementary effects on each other Lui & Ngo (2004). Non-equity alliances are often contract-based 

and the legal obligations (Das & Teng, 2001). TCE will be used in the analysis to develop criteria that 

will improve the potential outcome of the partnership and reduce the transaction costs of potential 

partnerships. 

 

In the following I will discuss Disaster Management (DM) and HO’s theory. 

3.4 Disaster Management Theory (PART 4) 

The goal of humanitarian operations has been defined by Tomasini & van Wassenhove (2004b) as “a 

successful humanitarian operation [that] mitigates the urgent needs of a population with a sustainable 

reduction of their vulnerability in the shortest amount of time and with the least amount of resources” 

(Battini, 2013). 

3.4.1 Objective of Humanitarian Aid 

A successful humanitarian operation mitigates the urgent needs of a population with a sustainable 

reduction of their vulnerability in the shortest amount of time and with the least amount of resources 

(Tomasini & van Wassenhove, 2004a). This clearly states the objective of humanitarian aid, to 

mitigate needs in shortest amount of time and with least resource. DM is often carried out in an 

environment with destabilized infrastructures (Murray, 2005; Long & Wood, 1995) which range from 
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lack of electricity supplies to limited transport infrastructure. Furthermore, since most natural disasters 

are unpredictable, the demand for goods in these disasters is also unpredictable (Murray, 2005; 

Murray, 2005). When analyzing phenomenons or concepts in the humanitarian setting, opposed to the 

commercial setting, one should keep in mind the lack of customer pressure makes it harder for HO’s 

to pursue their objectives (Tomasini & Wassenhove, 2009b). The absence of profit-making incentive, 

which is replaced here with the need for speedy and lifesaving response (Tomasini & Wassenhove, 

2009b) also creates different circumstanes. 

3.4.2 Definitions 

Mentzer (2001) define a supply chain “…as a set of three or more entities (organizations or 

individuals) directly involved in the upstream and downstream flows of products, services, finances, 

and/or information from a source to a customer” (Mentzer et al, 2001). Lee’s research into commercial 

companies documented that cost efficiency and speed are not sufficient and that the key to a 

competitive supply chain is to extend the concern about cost efficiency a speed further to include 

agility, adaptability and alignment (Lee, 2004). These have later been described as the three A’s 

(Tomasini and van Wassenhove, 2009a). A more detailed look at the actors of the humanitarian 

supply chain will be part of the industry analysis in chapter 6. 

Business define Commercial Logistics (CL) as a planning framework for the management of material, 

service, information, and capital flows ad includes the increasingly complex systems required in 

today’s business (van Wassenhove, 2005). CL is primarily concerned with the optimization of different 

facets of manufacturing, distribution and waste retrieval (Holguin-Veras, 2012). In short, the main 

objective of CL is to either; minimize the cost of transportation (logistics) (Holguin-Veras, 2012). 

Gutjahr et al. 2016 mentions that the term “humanitarian aid” could be defined as “…material or 

logistical assistance provided for humanitarian purposes, typically in response to humanitarian crises 

including natural disaster and man-made disaster” (Gutjahr et al. 2016). There is therefore a close link 

between providing humanitarian aid and the concept of HL, as “logistics is the part (of any disaster 

relief) that can mean the difference between a successful or failed operation’’ (van Wassenhove, 

2005). The most used definition of HL provided in the literature review was stated by Thomas & 

Kopczak. They define HL as the “process of planning, implementing and controlling the efficient, cost-

effective flow of and storage of goods and materials as well as related information, from point of origin 

to point of consumption for the purpose of alleviating the suffering of vulnerable people’’ (Thomas and 

Kopczak 2005). This definition has similarities to CL mentioned above, but differs in a few key areas; 

whilst the commercial sector aims to minimize costs, relief agencies aim to reduce human suffering 
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(Holguin-Veras et al., 2012; Day et al., 2012; Bealt et al, 2016). Additionally, whilst CL emphasizes the 

importance of satisfying demand “in conditions where supply equals or exceeds demands” (Holguin-

Veras et al., 2012, HL aims to “distribute a shortage of critical supplies in a manner that leads to the 

greatest social good” (Holguin-Veras et al., 2012). 

In general, there is no agreement among researchers on how to define the term “disaster”. The use of 

varying definitions of disaster implies that the reported numbers may also differ from source to source, 

and will rise over time with improving reporting techniques and databases are developing. Usually, the 

term disaster refer to a ‘‘disruption that physically affects a system as a whole and threatens its 

priorities and goals’’ (Van Wassenhove, 2005). Caunhye define it as “…the result of a vast ecological 

breakdown in the relations between man and his environment (Caunhye et al. 2012). Van 

Wassenhove have made a distinction of disasters, with respect to its cause, and separates the 

concept in to a natural and a man-made disaster (van Wassenhove, 2005). In addition, with respect to 

predictability and speed of occurrence, it is possible to distinguish between a sudden-onset such as 

tsunami or earthquakes and a slow-onset disaster, such as famine and drought (van Wassenhove 

2005). Van Wassenhove has tried to breakdown the nature of the disaster and the speed of which it 

occurs by making disaster categories (see figure 3.1 below). 

Figure 3.1: Disaster Categories by van Wassenhove 

 

Source: Inspired by van Wassenhove, 2005. 

Relief itself can be defined as a “foreign intervention into a society with the intention of helping local 

citizens” (Long & Wood, 1995). Once a disaster occurs, demand for large amounts of a large variety of 

supplies occurs suddenly in massive amounts. Van Wassenhove (2005) and Conzzolino (2012) each 

provided an approach to separate the DM phases, which is illustrated in figure 3.4 below. As the figure 

shows, DM activities are conducted across four consecutive stages: mitigation, preparation, response, 
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and recovery and these together constitute the DM cycle (Van Wassenhove, 2005; Conzzolino, 2012). 

The four stages can be defined briefly by using Coppola’s definitions (Coppola, 2011). Coppola 

defined mitigation as reducing the probability of disaster occurrence and decreasing the degree of the 

hazard (Boonmae et al. 2017). Coppola defined preparation as planning activities to be conducted 

following disaster occurrence that increase chances of survival and minimize financial and other 

losses (Boonmae et al. 2017). Response was defined as reducing the impact of disasters during their 

aftermath to prevent additional suffering, financial loss, or other losses (Boonmae et al. 2017). 

Recovery was defined as restoring the affected area back to a normal situation after the disaster 

(Boonmae et al. 2017). In addition to this, disaster situations can be divided into two stages: a pre-

disaster or proactive (to which include both mitigation and preparation) stage and a post-disaster or 

reactive (which include both response and recovery) stage (Boonmae et al. 2017). 

Figure 3.2 Disaster Management Cycle by van Wassenhove 

 

Source: van Wassenhove, 2005 

HL is one of the operations that are involved in following the three stages of the DM activities: 

preparation, response, and recovery as illustrated by figure 3.2 (Boonmae et al. 2017) and with the 

focus of this thesis being on logistics and SCM, the process that involves logisticians mainly concerns 

the preparation, response and reconstruction; together these constitute the HL stream (Cozzolino et 

al. 2012). Subject to the point of departure, the DM cycle can have different starting points, thus I have 

provided a walk-trough of the different phases in appendix B. 
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Previously, DRC and MRC have been engaged in so-called ‘arm’s length’ transactions with a series of 

logistical sub-suppliers in Myanmar for the national distribution and transport activities. Thereby, 

switching from one logistical company to another, losing organizational learning, trust and coordination 

experience achieved. Lambert define a partnership as “a tailored business relationship based on 

mutual trust, openness, shared risk and shared rewards that yields a competitive advantage, resulting 

in business performance than would be achieved by the firms individually” (Lambert et al., 1996). 

Lambert (1996) discusses furthermore a set of drivers, which is compelling reasons to partner up 

between two companies. An close integration between two companies could result in asset/cost 

efficiencies such as “reductions in transportation costs, handling costs, packaging costs, information 

costs or product costs” (Lambert et al. 1996) or improve customer service which can in turn “lead to 

reduced inventories, shorter cycle times and more timely and accurate information” (Lambert, 1996). 

Hertz and Alfredsson (2003) define Logistic Service Providers (LSPs) as external intermediaries who 

act on behalf of a shipper to plan, coordinate and deliver logistics activities like transportation, 

warehousing and inventory management (Hertz and Alfredsson, 2003). Cui & Hertz (2011) describe 

them as logistics intermediary firms and define them as firms which “are often non-asset based 

service providers and their business is to coordinate and connect different logistics actors and their 

activities” (Cui & Hertz, 2011). Recently, many “traditional” transportation companies such as DHL or 

TNT logistics have entered the scene of DROs (Kovács & Spens, 2007). 

Providing humanitarian aid is built on some fundamental principles, to which all humanitarian actors 

must act under in order to be considered a humanitarian actor. The following principles “must be 

present to contribute a humanitarian operation” (Tomasini and van Wassenhove, 2009a). Humanity, 

Neutrality, and Impartiality, these are also known to constitute the ‘humanitarian space’ of 

humanitarian aid (see figure 3.5 below). Van Wassenhove describe these principles as a triangular 

structure that is both flexible and dynamic (van Wassenhove, 2005) and concludes that while 

humanitarian space is actually built for humanitarians and help them navigate this complex role of 

providing humanitarian aid, it its actually the non-humanitarian actors, such as governments, military 

and politicians whom define it based on their understanding and priorities, which naturally is not 

always motivated by humanitarian needs and principles (van Wassenhove, 2005). 
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Figure 3.3 – Humanitarian Space by Van Wassenhove 

 

Source: Inspired by van Wassenhove, 2005 

Humanity is that human suffering should be relieved where ever found it is the very reason why HO’s 

are deployed. Keeping in mind that in order to relieve suffering, humanitarian assistance brings scare 

resources into societies affected by disaster and often experiencing social change, where the process 

of change itself often involves conflict (Tomasini & van Wassenhove, 2009b). Neutrality instead 

“implies that relief should be provided without bias or affiliation to a party in the conflict” (Tomasini & 

van Wassenhove, 2009b). Impartiality “indicates that assistance should be provided without 

discrimination and with priority given to the most urgent needs” (Tomasini & van Wassenhove, 2009b).  

Through the above theoretical discussion, I have critically discussed the theories and frameworks this 

thesis will build its analysis on, and furthermore I have discussed their relevance for this thesis. 

In the following, I will now move on to presenting the methodology of this thesis. 

Chapter 4 - METHODOLOGY & RESEARCH APPROACH 

I will in this chapter describe and discuss the methodology’s used in this thesis in order to explore and 

answer the RQ and sub-questions. First, I will explain and discuss the methodological framework I 

have found best for answering the RQ, the philosophy of the research, approach to theory 

development, the methodology choice of research and strategy. The paper contains a real life case 

study contribution and provides empirical evidence in support of the application of theoretical 

framework used and solution approach based on real life data and interviews. It also provides 

managerial insights for the case company and for HO’s through analyzing the current situation, and 

how to use selected theories to develop new knowledge about the research area. Furthermore, 

considerations about Research Procedure, Choice of specific Data, Ethical issues, the Role as 

Researcher, Time Horizon, and the steps of the Literature Review will be presented. 
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4.1 The Onion Model 

In order to develop my research methodology for this thesis, I followed the “onion model approach” to 

research (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2016). The model provides a logical progression through 

which a research methodology can be designed. In short, the main methodical decisions of the thesis 

can be outlined as follows; the research philosophy is pragmatism with the aim to create consistency 

with this philosophy in all further approaches to conducting this research. Consequently, the approach 

to theory development is deductive and I will be using qualitative methods to answer the RQ. The 

research strategy is a case study, to which primarily qualitative data will be collected from primary and 

secondary sources. 

4.2 Philosophy of the Research (Pragmatism) 

According to the Onion model, there are five main types of research philosophies in business and 

management; positivism, critical realism, interpretivism, postmodernism and pragmatism (Saunders et 

al, 2016). The managerial problem guides the chosen philosophical approach. Therefore the following 

section elaborates on the philosophical implications and approaches chosen in order to answer the 

managerial problem concerning partner selection. According to Blumberg et al. (2008), the way in 

which a research study should be conducted is based on the philosophies of science. These are 

located on a continuum between two extremes, namely subjectivism and objectivism, because SCM 

as a discipline encompasses a variety of philosophies from natural sciences, social science, arts and 

humanities (Saunders et al, 2016). I decided to take a philosophical stance in pragmatism, which says 

that concepts, theories and thoughts are only relevant when they support conduct.  

Pragmatism distinguishes itself from the other research philosophies with regards to three main types 

of underlying research assumptions, as well as typically applied research methods: First, the ontology 

of pragmatism is that reality is a consequence of ideas and as thus is constituted of processes and 

practices (Saunders et al, 2016). Secondly, its epistemology is that acceptable knowledge is what 

successfully enables actions and solves problems (Saunders et al, 2016). Third, its axiology is that 

research should reconcile objectivism and subjectivism by taking into account facts and values as well 

as the doubts and beliefs held by the researcher (Saunders et al, 2016). 
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Figure 4.1 – The ‘Research Onion’ by Saunders et al., 2016 

 

Source: Saunders et al., 2016 

4.3 Research strategy (Case Study) 

Saunders defines a research strategy “as a plan of how the researcher will go about answering her or 

his RQ” (Saunders et al, 2017) and highlights the importance for the choice of research strategy to aim 

for achieving “…a reasonable level of coherence throughout your research design which will enable 

you to answer your particular RQ’s and meet your objectives” (Saunders et al, 2017). Considering the 

presented RQ in chapter 1.3.2 on logistical partner selection in general, as well as in the context of 

HL, case study research seems to be one of the most appreciate research strategies to choose. Case 

studies represent a research strategy and is described by Eisenhardt as “…a research strategy which 

focuses on understanding the dynamics present within single settings” (Eisenhardt, 1989). In general, 

case studies are therefore a preferred strategy when “how” and “why” questions are being asked or 

when the researcher has “…little control over events, and when the focus is on a contemporary 

phenomenon within some real-life context” (Yin, 2003). As a case study can help deepen the 

understanding of a phenomenon through example and contextually, meaning that a phenomenon, like 

partner selection in HO’s is difficult to study outside its natural setting, and the context is important for 

undertaking such a study.  
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4.3.1 Limitations to the method 

The most common critique of case studies is that they do not contribute to theory testing and theory 

building, and that their results are not generalizable. According to Flyvbjerg (2006) these are some of 

five general misunderstandings about case studies that he actually proved opposite. The level, to 

which one can generalize from a single case study, depends on the phenomenon under study, and 

how the case is chosen. Flyvberg identified the critical case, from which one could generalize 

(Flyvbjerg, 2006). The critical case is defined “…as having a strategic importance in relation to the 

general problem…”(Flyvbjerg, 2006). The purpose of such study is to retrieve information, which 

allows for the logical generalization of the type: “if this is (not) valid for this case, then it applies to all 

(no) cases” (Flyvbjerg, 2006). The case of RC lives up to the definition of a critical case, as it is likely 

that the problem reflected by the RC case also would exist at other HO’s. Eisenhardt (1989) points out 

two potential weaknesses rooted in theory building from cases: one is that theories can become 

complex, since the intensive inclusion of empirical evidence leads to the temptation to try to capture 

everything. Secondly, theories generated are in fact theories about specific phenomena.  

4.3.2 Research procedure 

In order to identify an adequate research focus within the area of HL, the authors understanding of the 

humanitarian sector in general and HL in particular was deepened by following measures: 

- Internship at Danish Red Cross Logistics Department in Copenhagen in the period of 01-01-

2018 throughout the summer of 2018. No end date specified. 

- Appointment and corporation with Rolando Tomasini as Master Thesis supervisor. Tomasini 

has published several academic articles about Humanitarian Aid & Logistics. 

- Conducting various interviews during the process of the thesis. The interviews with 

practitioners from the case company and logistics service providers contributed to a deeper 

understanding of the humanitarian operation methods and industry practices. 

- Post-hand in date: a field trip to Myanmar to experience firsthand the logistical problems for 

Myanmar Red Cross (On behalf of DRC). Dates to be confirmed post hand-in. 

The knowledge gathered by these measures helped to define the research focus described in chapter 

1, which was defined throughout the process of data collection and interviews. According to the 

research focus, a theoretical framework was selected and described to help analyze the phenomenon 

of logistical partner selection in a humanitarian context. The phenomenon was further refined and 

enlightened through the insights gained from the case study performed.  
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Based on the results of the case study analysis, as well as on insights from different existing theories 

and existing research from Commercial Supply Chain Management (CSCM), Marketing Management 

(MM) and Humanitarian Supply Chain Management (HSCM), criteria’s to assist the process of 

choosing a logistical partner are developed. 

4.3.3 Ethical issues  

This paper follows the ethical guidelines set forth by Copenhagen Business School (CBS; Dean’s 

Office, Research, 2017), and will handle all received information from all parties with care. All 

involvement of all parties is fully voluntary and anyone could withdraw at any given point during the 

case investigation, similarly all participants have been made aware of the purpose of them taking part 

in a study, and given their consent to publishing the paper (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 201). The final 

version of the paper has been approved by all relevant participants and any thinkable limitations were 

clearly stated and discussed with participants of the study. 

4.3.4 Role as a researcher  

As mentioned in above, I secured an internship (pro-bono) at DRC in Denmark, which has contributed 

to the insights of the company and HO’s in general. However, I still consider myself as an external 

researcher. I have gained trust by presenting myself, my resume and grades and thereafter negotiated 

access to internal resources (both employees and documentation), to which I have been able to 

interview quite freely. However, I have not had any prior knowledge of the organization nor the 

humanitarian industry in general, and therefore do not consider myself an internal researcher 

(Saunders et al, 2016, p.208). It’s important to consider the role, not only as a researcher, but also 

how the belief and assumptions of one true self plays a role. Saunders et al. mentions that our beliefs 

and assumptions will have impact on the decision we make and what we as researchers decide to 

focus on (Saunders et al, 2016, p. 123). The final decision on focus, methodology and interpretation of 

data is all subjective to the researcher’s beliefs and assumptions (Saunders et al, 2016, p. 123). For 

researchers (in this case me as a student), the involvement and closeness of the case study of real-

life situations and the wealth of details are important in two respects. First, it is important for the 

development of a nuanced view of reality. Second, study cases are important for researchers’ own 

learning processes in developing the skills needed to do good research (Flyvbjerg, 2006). 

Gammelgaard discuss ‘action research’, were the researcher’s task is to create an understanding of a 

given part of the world, to identify the system parts, links, goals and feedback mechanisms in order to 

improve the case (Gammelgaard, 2003) The pragmatism of this approach means that the researcher 
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should be very close to the research object, and furthermore the researcher “should influence the 

object” Gammelgaard, 2003). For this thesis, I will not enter into ‘action researcher’, but remain an 

external researcher to the case company. 

4.3.5 Time Horizon (Cross-sectional) 

The majority of this thesis took place from 1st of January to 15th of May 2018. However, the exact start 

date is the 10th of September 2017 on which day I first contacted DRC in Copenhagen. The study is a 

cross-sectional as it represents a snapshot of a particular phenomenon at a particular time (Saunders 

et al, 2016). The interviews performed are provided in appendix and was conducted in the period of 1st 

of February to 15th of May 2018, which is not qualifying this study as a longitudinal study following the 

definition by Saunders et al. (Saunders et al, 2016). 

Literature Search 

As explained in chapter 3, the literature of Humanitarian Aid and HL is still quite young in terms of the 

academic world. I therefore made the literature review within a few concrete steps, which helped me 

organize this thesis. These steps were inspired by ‘a brief note on literature studies’ provided by 

Soerensen, 2004. Considering the literature steps provided by Soerensen, and considering the time 

and resources available to me, I decided to use a combination of the three strategies of ‘Domain-

based’, ‘Trusted-source’ and ‘Snow-balling’ (Soerensen, 2004). 

To me the topic was clear, thus I began my search for a journal within HL, which could serve as a 

means to get an overview of the literature within HL. I found Journal of Humanitarian Logistics and 

Supply Chain Management (JHLSCM) (emeraldinsight.com) and Journal of Disaster Risk Reduction 

(IJDRR) (sciencedirect.com), which I began to read to understand more about the humanitarian relief 

domain and hereby using the ‘domain-based’ strategy to produce an overview of the articles 

(Soerensen, 2004). 

As an consequences of reading articles from these two journals, I selected a handful of articles with 

comprehensive reference lists and used these to build on the theoretical framework. By isolating the 

beginning of my search to these few journals, meant that I used the ‘trust-based’ strategy, and used 

literature studies from these entrusted journals both to save time (Soerensen, 2004). This in turn 

caused a ‘snow-balling’ effect, which his described as the least structured and providing the least valid 

results (Soerensen, 2004). 
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After deciding on the RQ’s, I started to look for building up the theoretical framework and decided on a 

few groups of keywords to search. The theoretical literature review for this thesis then took its 

departure in a series of keyword searches in several journal databases in Copenhagen Business 

School (CBS) online library (e-databases). Keyword searches were chosen as a method for sampling 

literature. Relevant keywords were derived from prior articles and from suggestions provided in the 

databases at CBS (once selecting a desired article, the library suggests alternative articles to read 

within same topic). 

The following keywords were used for the literature review for humanitarian aid and logistics: 

“humanitarian” and “logistics;” + “humanitarian aid” and “supply chains;” + “disaster relief” and 

“logistics;” + “disaster relief” and “supply chains;” + “disaster recovery” and “supply chains;” + 

“emergency “ and “logistics;” + “emergency” and “supply chains” + “humanitarian aid” and “Myanmar” 

+ “Humanitarian aid” and “Burma”  

The above search revealed a number of books only available in hardcopy, to which was selected and 

ordered at the library at CBS. These books were primarily selected from the section under which 

‘humanitarian aid’ was located. Section 339.96. 

The following keywords were used for the literature review for partner selection: “humanitarian” + “third 

party logistics;” + “humanitarian aid” and “third party logistics;” + “disaster relief” + “third party 

logistics;” + “logistics” and “third party logistics;” + “partner selection;” 

The literature review was then gradually expanded by using the reference lists of the articles found 

applicable using the same keyword search. 

The following keywords were used for the literature review for institutional level: “institutions” 

The following keywords were used for the literature review for industry level: “industry” The following 

keywords were used for the literature review for company-based level: “Resource based view” + 

“transaction cost economics” 

In addition to conducting the search of specific journals, a general internet search was conducted to 

find published articles about Myanmar to support the theoretical contribution with newspapers, 

governments, HO’s etc. This search provided an interesting broadening of the area, as we found 

articles and information from several governmental agencies and HO’s as well as other institutes and 

organizations that have taken an interest in the field for a long time, some examples are UNICEF.com; 

LogCluster.com; ReliefWeb.com. 
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This following section aims to elaborate and discuss the data sources used. 

4.4 Data – Techniques and procedures 

This section will provide insight about data collection, data codification and the analysis of collected 

data. I will also explain the data and the instruments used for collecting primary and secondary data. 

4.4.1 Data Collection  

Data collection is classified in four groups: primary internal data, primary external data, secondary 

internal data, and secondary external data. Nevertheless, I have decided to primarily use qualitative 

data to examine a particular case. Silverman also claims that four primary methods are used by 

qualitative researchers: 1) observation, 2) analyzing text and documents, 3) interviews and 4) 

recording and transcribing (Silverman, 1993; Näslund, 2002) all of which I have used for this thesis. 

Primary data (both internal data and external data) has been collected through semi-structured 

interviews of internal informants from the case company, and external informants through different 

media. Secondary data as written sources has been disclosed from case company, and theoretical 

literature or reports have been found trough literature search. The reasoning behind the choice of the 

specific data sources can be seen in appendix C. Table 4.1 below illustrates the four data groups. 

Table 4.1 – Data Collection overview 

 

 

In below section, I will discuss the data validity, reliability and trustworthiness of the thesis and 

describe actions taken to increase these. 
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4.4.2 Data Validation  

While literature largely discusses quality criteria for case study-based research from a more positivistic 

perspective (Ellram, 1996; Yin, 2003), case study-based research is often based on less positivistic 

perspectives. Therefore, quality and rigor of case study-based research should be based on the entire 

research approach, the process from design to analysis, and its subsequent documentation (Näslund, 

2002). Researchers need to explicate the design and methods in detail, so that the reader can judge 

their adequacy and relevance (Pedrosa et al, 2012).  

4.4.2.1 Validity, reliability and trustworthiness 

Yin (2003) considers validity and reliability as the main criteria for judging the quality of any empirical 

social research such as case studies. According to Yin, the criterion “validity” can be split into three 

different types: construct validity, internal validity and external validity (Yin, 2003). Yin also points out 

the following, construct validity is necessary to avoid subjective judgements and to select the right set 

of measures. This type of validity can be increased by using several sources of evidence and the 

concept of triangulation; setting up a chain of evidence and having key informants review the drafted 

case study report. Internal validity concerns casual case studies only. It requires a reliable process of 

analyzing data and contrasting emerging concepts and potential theories with previous research and 

literature. The aim is to generalize and validate new theories from cases. External validity confirms 

that the study’s findings are really generalizable beyond the single case study (Yin, 2003). Finally, 

reliability requires documentation of the research procedure, in which any other researcher who 

applies it to the same case studies will arrive at the same results. Halldorsson & Aastrup points out 

that most logistics research is judged by quantitatively/positivistically inspired criteria such as validity, 

reliability, and objectivity although a rising trend towards using qualitative/naturalistic research 

approaches can be observed (Halldorsson & Aastrup, 2003). They therefore recommend 

supplementing the traditional criteria with qualitatively inspired criterion of “trustworthiness”. According 

to Erlandson et al. (1993), trustworthiness is defined as the combined qualities of credibility, 

transferability, dependability and confirmability. In order to meet the criterion of validity and 

trustworthiness, this thesis takes the following additional measures of combining the results of desk 

research with the data received from semi-structured interviews, internal documentation and 

presentations obtained, and published information. The study case reports are received by key 

interviewees and interpretations are discussed with the main interview partners from the case study 

company, and also the major findings and results (credibility) are discussed. General claims are drawn 

up with care, taking the different context of the case study into considerations. The case study 
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example is carefully explained and defined for the use of other case studies (transferability), as well, 

as a guideline for the semi-structured interviews are provided (replication). The research procedure is 

described and explained (dependability). Summarizing tables and conclusions give an overview of the 

information used for the resulting conclusions (confirmability). 

4.4.2.2 Data uncertainty 

Battini discusses in his article the issue of data in the humanitarian field, and mentions that these are 

often incomplete, scarce or completely missing. “Typically, the severity of lack of data is higher in the 

post-disaster phase than in the development phase” (Battini, 2013). Tofighi et al. also discuss the 

level of uncertainty in data and mentions that the typical setting of a disaster “introduce uncertainty 

into parameters such as demand, costs, and travel times” (Tofighi et al., 2013). Tofighi et al. adds in 

his research paper the subject of randomness, to which he defines “randomness stems from the 

random (chance) nature of data for which, discrete or continuous probability distributions are 

estimated based on available but sufficient objective/historical data” (Tofighi et al. 2013). The level of 

uncertainty in data in humanitarian field is also underlined by van Wassenhove & Pedraza (2012), 

whom uses the slogan “data is the beast” (van Wassenhove & Pedraza, 2012; Lee, 2007; Battini, 

2013).  

 

4.4.3 Data analysis – A stepwise triangulation 

Below section describes the use of triangulation in this thesis. To increase the credibility and validity of 

my analysis, I will apply data triangulation. Triangulation basically means using more than one 

approach to investigate a RQ (Bryman, 2011), and in this thesis a combination of primary and 

secondary data (both internal data from the case company and external data from outside the case 

company) enables data triangulation. A stepwise triangulation method compiling both primary and 

secondary sources and both internal and external data enables triangulation.  
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Table 4.2 – The application of data sources in the thesis 

 

 

Step 1 systemizes common elements into theory and data driven codes from interviews and written 

sources. This step includes an examination of interviews and locates relevant quotes that support the 

way I group my findings. These findings will be presented in chapter 5.  

 

Steps 2, 3 and 4 organize the findings into sub-categories that are directed towards answering the 

sub-questions. As these steps are interconnected they are presented jointly in chapter 6, where I 

analyze the findings based on the theoretical framework presented in chapter 2. I will compare 

interview quotes and secondary data, and the steps 2, 3 and 4 are divided according to the different 

levels of analysis, so step 2 analyzes the institutional level, step 3 analyzes the industrial level, and 

step 4 analyzes the company-based level.  

 

Step 5 includes theorizing my research and aggregating the analysis and propositions into final 

contributions (results) which are completed in chapter 7, where I will also discuss the sensitivity of my 

results through a sensitivity analysis in chapter 7.6. The findings are discussed and concluded in the 

chapters 8 and chapter 9, which all constitutes step 5. 
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In the following chapter, I will move on to presenting my empirical findings. 

Chapter 5 – EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

In this section, I will shortly introduce my empirical findings and the way in which my primary and 

secondary data was collected. Table 5.1 is an overview of my sample interviews. 

Table 5.1 – Sample interviews 

 

As previously mentioned in the chapter 4 about the used methodology, I have collected primary data 

from six interviewees both internal and external to the company. The primary internal interviews were 

conducted at DRC’s HQ in Copenhagen, Denmark. The first interview was focused on an introduction 

of the company, the product portfolio and service performed, and the key issues they face in Myanmar 

and getting familiar with the managerial problems at hand. The second interview was only with 

Klitgaard before her departure to Myanmar, this meeting follows up the previous meeting and aligned 

communication while she was in Myanmar. I then again interviewed Klitgaard via Skype from 

Myanmar. Upon her return to Copenhagen, I meet with both Andersen & Klitgaard for the last 

interview with them. After the first interview with Andersen & Klitgaard, I decided to develop an 

interview protocol for the forthcoming interviews (see appendix I + J + K + L). This was made based 

on the main concepts derived from theory and furthermore based on the interviews conducted at DRC. 

These interviews mainly focused on DRC & MRC, the humanitarian aid industry and logistical 

partnership selection criteria’s.  
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Furthermore, the primary reason for using email correspondence and skype from internal and external 

sources was due to geographical distance and time differences, as two of these sources are working 

in Myanmar for MRC, and the other two was temporary stationed in Myanmar. As for primary external 

data, then I focused on the LSP’s based in Denmark. Here I got in touch with Jakob Lund Andersen 

from Damco, which I interviewed in Aarhus, Denmark. Lund has several years of experience with 

providing logistical services to HO like DRC and UNICEF. I primarily focused on questions relating to 

collaboration with HO and the humanitarian industry seen from the perspective of a LSP. Finally, I was 

able to get in touch with Claus Blok Thomsen, a journalist from Poltikken, whom I was able to Skype 

interview. Thomsen possesses an extensive knowledge about Myanmar politics and institutional 

circumstances. It should be noted, that the contributions from theoretical and academic papers are all 

listed in the bibliography. 

 

With the presentation of my sources completed, I will move on to my analysis.  

Chapter 6 – ANALYSIS 

In this section, I will analyze the results of the data collection. First, I will explain the data analysis 

codes that will be used for analyzing the raw data (see chapter 7.1). From here I will divide the 

analysis into three sections. The first part will analyze the formal and informal institutions of Myanmar, 

in order to determine the institutional distances. Institutional distances will be defined in order to 

identify potential difficulties. The second part will analyze the industry to determine potential threats 

and opportunities. Finally, the third part will present a company based analysis, namely through a 

resource based analysis and a transaction cost analysis. All analysis will present and discuss partner 

selection criteria that might help MRC and a potential partner to overcome potential difficulties and 

identify opportunities that can help build a stronger partnership.  

Each section will present a concluding table with the developed partner selection criteria in a 

subjectively ranked priority. These tables will be combined in chapter 7.6.4, where I will analyze my 

aggregated results through a sensitivity analysis. 

6.1 Data Analysis 

In order to answer the RQ, I have used a technique for coding my results as suggested by DeCuir-

Gunby et al. (2011). There are two types of codes: theory driven codes that are derived from theory, 

and data driven codes that arise from the raw data (DeCuir-Gunby et. al, 2011). Codes are defined as 
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“tags or labels for assigning units of meaning to the descriptive or inferential information compiled 

during a study” (Miles & Huberman, 1994) and according to DeCuir-Gunby et al. (2011), the 

development of such codes is the first step in analyzing data, and is an integral part of the analysis 

process, as it allows the researcher to start data reduction and simplification. Coding will facilitate the 

process of connecting concepts and ideas (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). 

6.1.1 Codes 

I have through my theory development identified the following seven theory driven codes: 1) Culture 

Referencing, 2) Industry Competition, 3) Legislation, 4) rust, 5) Resources and capabilities, 6) 

Business relationship management and 7) Partnership Selection. The data driven codes I will work 

with in this thesis are derived from the interviews I conducted. I here identified two data driven codes: 

1) Logistics Service Provider, 2) Humanitarian Space. These are documented are described in detail 

in appendix D.  

6.2 Institutional Analysis 

North separated institutions into two subcategories: formal institutions (constitutions, laws (hereunder 

customs and regulations), property rights) and informal institutions (norms, traditions, codes of 

conduct) (North, 1991). Both formal and informal institutions therefore define transaction costs, and 

thus also the profitability and feasibility of economic activity (North, 1991). In this thesis, I will divide 

my institutional analysis into a formal institutional analysis, which will include the political- and legal 

framework, and an informal institutional analysis, which will discuss the socio-cultural framework of 

Myanmar compared to Denmark. Finally, this chapter will also include some demographical and 

geographical factors relevant to the humanitarian context of Myanmar. 

6.2.1 Formal Institutions: Political Framework 

Myanmar has an unstable political background (Thomsen, 2018a), but today Myanmar has found a 

somewhat stable power balance between the political leader Aung San Suu Kyi and the military 

regime (Thomsen, 2018a). After decades of autocratic rule, Myanmar’s military junta designed a new 

constitution in 2008 which meant to guide the country to ‘disciplined democracy’ (Dukalskis & 

Raymond, 2018). Today, Myanmar is officially headed by Myanmar's first civilian president in more 

than five decades (Economist, 2018). There are two legislative chambers, the 440-seat Pyithu Hluttaw 

(People's National Assembly, the lower house) and the 224-seat Amyotha Hluttaw (Nationalities 

Assembly, the upper house) Economist, 2018). This might all seem very democratically, but there is 
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some political safeguards put in place by the military to ensure control, for example in both legislative 

chambers 25% of the seats are reserved for the army, while the rest are directly elected (Economist, 

2018). In order to fully understand the political turbulence between the democratically powers and the 

military regime, the role of the government and the political turmoil in Myanmar’s history, I made a 

short recap of the national elections and main political milestones which can be found in appendix E.  

The Government of Myanmar (GoM) plays an integral role in controlling many sectors of the economy, 

including the humanitarian sector (Hnin, 2018). According to Ei Ei (2018): “(…) we have an active 

government that is establishing policies for Myanmar that includes the humanitarian industry (…) 

governmental agencies that try to support the operation“(Ei Ei, 2018). On a more general note 

Thomsen wrote on the Burmese government: “bureaucracy is a state in the state (…) the authorities 

seem to have totally forgotten that they are there to service the population (…) “(Thomsen, 2018a). 

There is large governmental control within Myanmar, especially the humanitarian sector, and 

bureaucracy is a key challenge for foreign companies operating in Myanmar. Both Thomsen (2018a) 

and Hnin (2018) describe an increasing governmental control as a problem, because rules and 

regulations are becoming more extensive, while the investment into the governmental bodies that 

uphold the rules and regulations is proportionally inadequate. This results in very slow governmental 

and jurisdictional processes, which affects the foreign companies operating within Myanmar negatively 

as it results in time-consuming and costly activities (Hnin, 2018; Thomsen, 2018a).  

Foreign investors are fairly content with the investment environment in Myanmar all considering the 

democratically challenges and natural disasters affecting the country (Linther, 2017a). Regarding 

press freedom, the information flow from government is heavily biased. Thomsen (2018a) wrote on the 

topic: “…the local areas are ruled by local governors, which administrate the regions and report to the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs, which again is under military rule, which reports to the military junta (…)” 

(Thomsen, 2018a). In June 2017, three Myanmar journalists were arrested and the number of 

defamation cases against journalists spiked in 2017 undercutting free speech (Linther, 2017a). 

6.2.2 Formal Institutions: Legal Framework 

Myanmar has a very complex jurisdictional system. According to Ei Ei: “(…) I like to say that our law 

system is a ‘carnival’ of laws and regulations (…)” (Ei Ei, 2018). Hnin (2018) describes the relationship 

between the humanitarian sector and the government concerning the regulations within the area and 

concludes: (…) it is not rowdy, but the relationship [between] government authorities and industries is 

improving in the last two years since the election in 2015(…)” (Hnin, 2018). As this thesis will mainly 
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focus on the most important points for RC I will concentrate on two main regulatory areas that relate to 

the import and distribution of humanitarian products within Myanmar, which is the regulations 

concerning import of humanitarian products and customs in Myanmar. 

6.2.2.1 Import tariffs & Customs 

International agreements play a vital role in humanitarian aid, which the host government subscribes 

with other countries (in this case Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Moreover, host 

governments have the responsibility to put into place protocols and take action to reduce the 

probability of disasters (mitigation) (Cozzolino, 2012). Myanmar is a registered member state of both 

General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT) and World Trade Organization (WTO) which naturally 

indicate a certain ambition for reducing trade barriers. Myanmar Customs Department has also been a 

member of the World Customs Organization since 1991 and a contracting party to the International 

Convention on the Harmonized Commodities Description and Coding System (HS Code) since 1994 

(LOG, 2016). ASEAN has reduce trade barriers by reducing customs tariffs to between 0% and 5% 

and transit duty was also abolished in 2000, as well as implementing a e-customs system in 2011 

(LOG, 2016). Nevertheless, all imports are required to have an import license. This is Myanmar’s 

primary method to regulate their trade deficit, and the import licenses are subjective to arbitrary 

change (Hnin, 2018). The GoM has taken some important steps towards international standards, there 

is still, however some issues which needs mentioning. Hnin (2018) complaints: “(...) we often have 

problems with registering customs papers online, as the lead time is long…also for registration in 

MACCS system, that is a customs system (…) (Hnin, 2018). There is agreements in place in case of 

emergencies, as all HO’s must liaise with the ‘Relief and Resettlement Department (RRD) of Ministry 

of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement’ for all topics including customs to be granted a tax 

exemption status (LOG, 2016). GoM issued the Natural Disaster Management Law on 31st July 2013 

which exempts the tax for humanitarian cargos (LOG, 2016). NGO’s operating in Myanmar must be 

registered with the relevant government authority, depending on their scope of their work and sign 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). 

6.2.3 Impact on Partner Selection Criteria  

To sum up, the GoM plays an integral role in many sectors, including the humanitarian sector, and 

there is large governmental control with especially the humanitarian sector, it could be advantageous 

for RC to choose a partner that knows the political system and also has a vast knowledge of the 

general political tendencies concerning transportation of humanitarian products. Due to bureaucracy 
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and insufficient investment into the public sector, operating in Myanmar involves time-consuming and 

costly procedures. Furthermore, the regulatory system is complex and incomprehensible. The 

Burmese political system inflicts uncertainty for foreign companies, due to its increasing control and 

restrictions to access, bureaucracy, slow political processes and Myanmar’s continues threat of 

moving towards Chinese policies. The institutional distance between Denmark and Myanmar within 

the political framework is large. Although both countries are official democratic, the political institutions 

are very different in real life, as Myanmar is under strict military regime. DRC and MRC must be alert 

to these political institutional circumstances, and the political institutional framework thus supports the 

choice of a local partner and a non-equity partnership with limited financial risks. Below, I have 

presented table 6.1 showing the criteria developed through the above analysis.  

Table 6.1 – Political and Legal Criteria  

Political and Legal Criteria: 

The partner must be able to ensure customs clearances, and import declarations (tax exemptions). 

The partner needs to know the specific rules and regulations applicable for the humanitarian industry. 

The partner must have knowledge concerning the political system and general industry-political 

tendencies is an advantage, both concerning transportation of humanitarian products. 

6.2.4 Informal Institutions: Culture Framework 

This section will begin with some facts about Myanmar, which describes the environment of which the 

Hofstede Framework have investigated. The official language of Myanmar is Burmese, and holds a 

population of 40.62 Million people with an annual population growth rate of 1.3% (Summit, 2018). 

There is no official state religion of Myanmar, but the dominate religion of Myanmar but approx. 88% 

of the total population is Buddhist, were Muslims only account for 4%, which include the Muslim 

minority of Rohingya (Thomsen, 2018d; Summit, 2018). In 2017 Myanmar was given a corruption score 

of 430 (0=highly corrupt and 100=very clean) in the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) (Transparency 

International, 2018). Thomsen says: “there are reports of heavy corruption in the public sector” 

(Thomsen, 2018a). Finally, Klitgaard (2018) comments: “(…) yes, there is a lot of corruption out 

here(…)it is mostly government officials, but this is slowly changing(…)” (Klitgaard, 2018). All three 

                                                
4
 This score places the country as number 130 out of 180 countries, that has Somalia as 180 with a score of 9 (Transparency International, 

2018). The least corrupt countries in comparison has Denmark ranked as number 2 with a score of 88 (Transparency International, 2018). 
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sources agree that corruption is a problem in Myanmar, and that it is mainly within the public sector 

that problems are found. Public institutions in many ASEAN countries lack transparency and 

accountability, key anti-corruption laws are absent, and civil society engagement is restricted 

(Transparency International, 2015).  

Concerning the analysis of culture, this thesis will as mentioned employ Hofstede’s framework to 

identify the cultural distance between Denmark and Myanmar to determine the aspects that can 

possibly affect DRC’s choice of partner. Furthermore, national culture is often manifested in 

organizational culture, and cultural differences will affect partnerships (Graham, 2002) According to 

Raricks et al.’s findings, the largest cultural distances between Denmark and Myanmar are found 

within the dimensions of individualism (IDV) and uncertainty avoidance (UAI) (Rarick et al., 2006). 

Their results indicate that Myanmar is a low on power distance (26), moderately collectivistic (51), 

highly feminine (24), high uncertainty avoidance culture (87) with a moderate long-term orientation 

(46) (Rarick et al., 2006). These results were actually very surprising, as evidence showed that 

Myanmar has little in common in terms of values orientation with neighboring Southeast Asian 

countries (Rarick et al., 2006). As typical values portrait of countries in that region would be high 

power distance, masculine, collectivist, moderate uncertainty avoidance, and high on long-term in 

orientation (Rarick et al., 2006). The results are summarized in below figure 6.1, which indicate that 

Myanmar is a low power distance, highly feminine, moderately individualistic, high uncertainty 

avoidance culture with a moderate long-term orientation. Appendix H contains a complete analysis of 

Hofstede’s culture dimensions. 

Figure 6.1 – Hofstede’s Cultural dimensions (Denmark vs. Myanmar) 
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Source: Inspired by Hofstede’s Cultural dimensions. 

The dimension, where Myanmar and Denmark are closest, is within Power Distance (PDI) and 

Masculinity (MAS). Myanmar is classified as a low power distance orientated culture and Denmark is 

also classified as a low power distance oriented culture only separated by 8 points. Both countries are 

also characterized as feminist societies, and also here are they only separate by 8 points.  

6.2.4.1 Impact on Partner Selection Criteria  

There are important points to be made concerning partner selection and the level of corruption in 

Myanmar. Moreno (2002) indicates that countries with a higher corruption have less interpersonal 

trust. These findings suggest that creating a partnership with a Myanmar company should focus on the 

creation of inter-organizational trust. Furthermore RC should find a partner that can comply with the 

ethical business norms of RC. National cultural distance has been linked to alliance conflict (Beamish, 

1994), misunderstandings (Lyles & Baird, 1994), collaborative problems (Mowery, Oxley, & Silverman, 

1996), knowledge transfer problems (Hamel, 1991), and poor performance or even failure (Nielsen, 

2003; Meschi, 1997). It therefore remain important is to select a partner that is more likely to create a 

‘fit’, also culturally. Since the largest cultural distances are found within the dimension of uncertainty 

avoidance (UAI) with 64 points, DRC and MRC should take note of these differences to try and 

mitigate this cultural distance. Denmark and Myanmar are also very different concerning the 

dimension of individualism vs. collectivism (IDV) with 23 points, and according to Graham (2002), this 

is a key dimension especially in face-to-face negotiations, however, my findings suggest that RC value 

cooperation, and believes that this attitude is the best to promote the success of the partnership. Thus 

this institutional distance seems less important in this case. Below I present the criteria developed 

through the analysis of the informal institutional environment.  

Table 6.2 – Informal Institutional Criteria 

Informal Institutional Criteria: 

A potential partner should be able to build inter-organizational trust. This is important due to the 

institutional framework, the inter-organizational trust is also important to reduce transaction costs. 

A potential partner should adhere to social norms and values of both the institutional framework, 

but also the ethical standards of RC. 
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A potential partner should have an organizational culture that grasp the collectivistic values of the 

Burmese cultural framework and the distance to Danish individualism in order to create the best 

possible organizational ‘fit’ with RC. An organizational fit will in turn decrease transaction costs. 

6.2.5 Demographical & Geographical Factors 

With reference to disaster types, it is important to mention that some disasters such as famines occur 

more often in less developed regions, which from the outset are struggling with inadequate 

infrastructures. Less developed regions are often also struggling with lack of transport connectivity and 

communication connectivity (Long & Wood, 1995). Less developed regions are also more prone to a 

larger scale destruction of their infrastructure once a disaster actually strikes. For example 

earthquakes and floods are often magnified, due to poor housing situations and inadequate 

construction requirements (Kovács & Spens, 2007). The infrastructure of Myanmar will therefore be 

analyzed to comprehend the circumstances of which RC are operating in. 

6.2.5.1 Infrastructural Factors 

With ASEAN turning 50 years and China’s ‘One-Belt-One-Road’ initiative setting the center stage, 

Myanmar is in urgent needs to close its infrastructure gap (Summit, 2018). According to the Asian 

Development Bank (ADB) Myanmar’s infrastructure gap between now and 2030 is worth $120 billion 

(Summit, 2018), which naturally attracts a lot of FDI to the country. However, foreign investors rarely 

like civil war and political uncertainties, which makes China a main investor in Myanmar (Thomsen, 

2018b). China has already invested billions of dollars in Myanmar, and the Chinese are ready to pour 

more money into the country as Myanmar is a crucial corridor in China’s US$1 trillion ‘One-Belt-One-

Road’ infrastructure development initiative (Linther, 2017a). Being the second-largest country by area 

in South-east Asia with relatively extensive road network and with just 20% of these paved, Myanmar 

possess vast investment opportunities in road network modernization, construction of expanded 

roadways improving connectivity (Summit, 2018). Based on the information provided, the percentage 

of developed road network in Myanmar is approx. 65% (see appendix F). Ei Ei (2018) adds the 

following:”…it’s bad some place (…) there is a big difference if it’s in the north or near the Yangon or 

Mandalay (…)” (Ei Ei, 2018). In appendix F there is an overview of the highway and rail network, and 

an overview of the current airports in Myanmar. Today, Myanmar has in total of 69 airports, only three 

of which meats International standards and accepted for international flights, one more is being built 

(Summit, 2018). Myanmar has a vast sea line, which stretches over 1475 miles (Approx. 2360 

kilometers), and is strategically well placed for trade and connectivity. Especially, China has an 
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interest in developing the deep sea ports as Myanmar is China’s main outlet to the Indian Ocean. 

Thomsen mentions: “(…) I don’t get why Myanmar keeps telling Europe the ‘going’ with China story 

(…) because everyone already knows that they have several large construction projects lined up (…)” 

(Thomsen, 2018a). The most important deep seaport is placed in Yangon, but several other ports 

along the shore line remains very active (LOG, 2016). In appendix F is an overview of the seaports 

located in Myanmar. 

6.2.5.2 Geographical Factors 

Myanmar is located right at the intersection of the Burma Plate, which is a minor tectonic plate located 

in Southeast Asia. The Burma Plate is sometimes considered a part of the larger and more well-known 

Eurasian Plate. To the west is the much larger India Plate, which is sub ducting beneath the western 

facet of the Burma Plate. The India Plate is a major tectonic plate straddling the equator in the eastern 

hemisphere (Wikipedia, 2018). Ones these move, natural disasters occur, like earthquakes or 

tsunamis, which makes Myanmar a location prone for natural disasters. In appendix F is an overview 

made by United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), which shows the 

recent natural disaster in Myanmar (ReliefWeb, 2018c). The most devastating has been the cyclones 

of ‘Giri’ in 2010 and Nargis in 2008 (ReliefWeb, 2018c). There has also been major flooding in the 

majority of the country, especially in July 2015 (ReliefWeb, 2018c). The overview also indicate 32 

earthquakes since 2012 with a magnitude larger then 5 (ReliefWeb, 2018c). To try and understand the 

vulnerability of Myanmar, see appendix F which is a heat map of affected areas by natural disaster in 

the period of 2008-2015 (ReliefWeb, 2018d). 

6.2.5.3 Refugee crisis 

The circumstances of which RC operate in Myanmar are best described as fragile, the infrastructure is 

lacking, government officials are low on trustworthiness as corruption has infiltrated the system, there 

is a civil war in many parts of the country between rebels and government forces mixed with 

reoccurring natural disasters of earthquakes, cyclones and flooding. But regardless of all these 

challenges, the biggest one remains yet unmentioned: the Rohingya refugee crisis. How it all 

escalated, is a two-sided story, but government officials proclaim that a group of Rohingya soldiers 

from the right winged organization Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA) in August 2017 performed 

an attack on several police forces in the Rakhine state (Thomsen, 2018c). Human Rights organizations 

on the other hand are proclaiming that the military commenced a persecutions of the Rohingyas in order 

to thrive them out of the country (Thomsen, 2018c). Since then, a mirage of events have incurred, lies 
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have been spread, killing has been made and people have fled out of the country to save their life’s. 

After long considerations, the UN decided to deploy their ‘UN Fact-Finding Mission’ on Myanmar, and 

after a year of investigations of accusations of “genocide” and “ethnic cleaning” the mission report was 

presented by the Fact-Finding Mission at the UN Human Rights Council (Thomsen, 2018b; OHCHR, 

2018): 

 Information was gathered from a series of missions to Bangladesh, Malaysia and Thailand, 

where teams of investigators conducted over 600 in-depth interviews with victims and 

witnesses. 

 Eight major findings in relation to allegations in Rakhine State, where so-called “clearance 

operations” took place in response to alleged ARSA attacks. 

 These “clearance operations” resulted in a very high number of casualties, were people died 

from gunshot wounds, some were burned alive in their homes – often the elderly, disabled and 

young children. Others were hacked to death. 

 The report points at human rights violations of the most serious kind, in all likelihood amounting 

to crimes under international law as it shows sign of genocide. 

 Approx. 6.700 Rohingyas has been killed (At least 730 were children less than 5 years). 

 The teams have collected and analyzed satellite imagery, photographs and video footage of 

events showing that at least 319 villages were partially or totally destroyed by fire or flattened 

to the ground by bulldozers after the “clearance operations” began on 25 August 2017. 

 For those whom escaped, in Bangladesh, there are estimated to be around 688,000 Rohingya 

refugees who are essentially trapped – either hemmed in by violence and forced displacement 

inside Myanmar or stranded in overcrowded camps in Bangladesh because they can’t return 

home. 

The report concluded that the widespread and systematic nature of the state-led violence points to 

prior planning and organization (OHCHR, 2018). Until this day, the GoM has refused to give the UN 

Fact-Finding Mission access to the country and it has blocked attempts to mount an independent and 

impartial investigation (OHCHR, 2018). In appendix G is a more detailed situation report of Rakhine, 

Kachin, Shan and Bangladesh including IDP map of Myanmar. 
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6.2.5.4 Impact on Partner Selection Criteria 

To sum up, Myanmar is an emerging economy in Southeast Asia with high investment possibilities. 

China has already invested billions of dollars in Myanmar, and the Chinese are ready to pour more 

money into the country as Myanmar is seen as a vital lifeline in case of diplomatic crisis in the region. 

The national Infrastructure Summit of Myanmar has documented that initiatives to improving the 

lacking infrastructure is real, and one would expect the country to show improvements over the next 

decade to road networks, airports and seaports. 

Table 6.3 – Demographical and Geographical Criteria 

Demographical and Geographical Criteria: 

The geographical circumstances of which the country is physically placed inflict an evidential 

problem that will continue to return for all companies in operations in Myanmar.  

An infrastructural gap that remains to be called by the GoM and this creates some considerations 

to where a potential partner should be located. 

The refugee crisis impose international political problems for the GoM, and attracts a lot of negative 

publicity by international media and international agencies such as UN. 

 

Having finalized the institutional analysis, I will in the following analyze the industrial framework 

concerning the humanitarian industry in Myanmar. 

6.3 Industrial Analysis 

According to Porter, one must analyze the structure of an industry according to five forces to 

understand the industry competition and organization (Porter, 1981; Porter, 2008). These five forces 

include threat of new entrants, and threat of substitute products, bargaining power of buyers, 

bargaining power of suppliers and rivalry between existing competitors (Porter, 2008). It is the 

configuration of these five forces that defines the industry (Porter, 2008). I have therefore decided to 

exclude threat of substitutes from this analysis accordingly, as it bears no significance to the partner 

selection process.  
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6.3.1 Defining the Industry  

RC delivers humanitarian aid all over the world for beneficiaries whom are in need of life-supporting 

products such as medicine, food and shelter (Andersen, 2018). Today, RC delivers humanitarian aid 

in more than 100 countries on almost all continents (Andersen, 2018) there is therefore no real 

limitation to the geographical scope of the competition or actors in the industry. The humanitarian 

industry is somewhat difference from other commercial industries as the beneficiary actually never 

makes a transaction for the received products, in that sense, the industry is upside down as donors 

decide who actually receive products and pays for them. Humanitarian products consist of many 

thousands of products which cover must essential needs, a few examples are here provided to show 

the extent of products delivered; water pumps, cars, fuel, gas, agriculture tools, nutrition, kitchens, 

medicine, surgery equipment, shelters, radios and the list continues (ICRC, 2018). The demand for 

humanitarian aid, and thereby the market is huge. In fact, the world demand for humanitarian products 

are not being meet and NGO’s like UNICEF and RC report of huge funding gaps to close the demand 

(UNICEF, 2018). Geographically, the demand is centered around East-Asia due to the high levels of 

earthquakes, flooding, cyclones and tsunamis, Africa mainly due to deceases, hereunder malnutrition 

and water shortage, South and Central America due to flooding and earthquakes. 

In the following section, I will describe the main actors of the humanitarian aid industry. 

6.3.2 Defining the actors of the humanitarian aid industry 

An excellent starting point for describing the humanitarian aid industry would be to describe the actors 

of the industry itself. There is many actors contributing to the environment of the humanitarian aid, all 

of which with different agendas, some political driven, some driven by profit, different ideologies and 

religious beliefs (van Wassenhove, 2005). Balcik et al. (2010) describes these actors with a high 

degree of heterogeneity in terms of culture, purposes, interests, mandates, capacity, and logistics 

expertise (Balcik et al. 2010). I will not go into detail of all of them, however some will be described 

and their role in the five forces will later be elaborated upon. Figure 6.2 below represent an overview 

of the main actors of the humanitarian aid network. 
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Figure 6.2 – Actors in the humanitarian aid supply network 

 

Source: Inspired by Kovács & Spens, 2007 and Cozzolino, 2012 

Donors are important actors, as they provide the bulk of funding for major relief activities, thus funding 

can be divided into two categories, one is the country specific funding, e.g. from governments such as 

USA and European countries in EU (Kovács & Spens, 2007). However, funding can also flow from 

foundations, individual donors and the private sector which have become important sources of funds 

for aid agencies (Kovács & Spens, 2007; Cozzolino, 2012). Traditionally, a typical emergency aid 

appeal to donors assigns inventory to a particular destination, the inventory is thereafter earmarked to 

the donor’s desired destination (Oloruntoba & Gravy, 2006) and thereby restrict the HO for using same 

for training and investment on preparedness strategies in between disasters (van Wassenhove, 2005). 

Donors tend to be more responsive to short-term needs and emergencies, rather than preventive and 

long-term measures that would minimize the likelihood of crises or aid dependency (Tomasini & van 

Wassenhove, 2009a). This is also highly influenced by the media and show correlation between the 

number of appeals for donations and the media attention provided. As a result, donors have become 

particularly influential in prompting HO’s to think in terms of greater donor accountability and 

transparency of the whole supply chain (van Wassenhove, 2005). HO’s are therefore under greater 

scrutiny to monitor the impact of aid and the arrangement of their entire operations as they have to 
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prove to donors, who are pledging millions in aid and goods, that they are really reaching the ones in 

need (van Wassenhove, 2005; Cozzolino, 2012; Andersen, 2018a). 

An extensive humanitarian relief community has developed since the World War II, which includes 

multilateral agencies such as the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) and World 

Food Programme (WFP), as well as a wide range of both NGOs and INGO’s (Olrantoba & Gray, 

2006). Aid agencies are actors through which governments are able to minimize the suffering caused 

by disasters. The largest aid agencies are global actors, such as WFP, but there are also many small 

regional and country-specific aid agencies (Thomas and Kopczak, 2005; Cozzolino, 2012). Many 

organizations have their own political motives for providing relief (Long and Wood, 1995) and political 

issues might aggravate the situation of DRO’s, and even hinder supplies in reaching a particular 

region (Tomasini & van Wassenhove, 2004a). HO’s therefore rely heavily on working within their 

humanitarian space. RC has developed seven principles they follow which consist of humanity, 

Impartiality, Neutrality, Independence, Voluntary service, Unity, Universality (RC, 2018a).  

There is also a large presence of private-sector companies (logistics and others companies) 

increasingly growing in the humanitarian relief environment (Cozzolino, 2012). LSP’s are excellent 

contributors at each stage of a DRO through their logistics and SCM core capabilities (Cozzolino, 

2012). Leading international LSPs5 have raised their importance in terms of the resources, assets, and 

knowledge shared with their humanitarian counterparts (Cozzolino, 2012). Thanks to their capabilities 

in enhancing the speed and efficiency of relief efforts, logistics companies are assuming a more 

prominent role as the partners of HO’s (Cozzolino, 2012). In relation to Myanmar, there are also a 

several national LSP’s6. 

On many occasions, the military has been a very important actor in providing primary assistance, with 

hospital and camp installation, telecommunications, and route repair. This is often a success due to 

their high planning and logistic capabilities (Cozzolino, 2012). The military can also provide assistance 

with rebel forces, as some crisis areas such as war zones, rebel forces might want to block the arrival 

of supplies (Murray, 2005). There is also examples of looting might occur after natural disasters, and 

trucks are often stopped and deviated from their intended destination (Murray, 2005). But, sadly, there 

is also cases, were the military contribute negative, as the case in Myanmar. In the country’s north and 

northeast intense fighting between rebel forces and military are taking place. The military mounts 

                                                
5
 Examples: Agility, DHL, TNT, UPS, FedEx and Maersk 

6
 Examples: The Worldwide Moving Services Co. Ltd., U Myat Aung Transport Co. Ltd, Mega United Brothers Logistics Co. Ltd (UNICEF, 

2016), Grand Fortuna Company Limited, U Myant Aung Transport Co.,Ltd, Three Seasons Transportation Services, Myat Aung Transport, U 
Khin Maung Myint & Sons (Ei Ei, 2018). 
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fierce attacks on rebels from the ethnic Kachin, Palaung and Shan rebel forces each week (Linther, 

2017a). The rebel forces are led by the United Wa State Party/Army (UWSA), and have constituted 

the Federal Political Negotiation and Consultative Committee (FPNCC) 7 to represent them in peace 

talks and cease fire agreements (Lintner, 2017b).  

In strong connection with the military, stands the government. The government can be split into host 

governments, neighboring country governments, and other country governments depending on the 

perspective. Host governments are important actors as they control assets such as warehouses or 

fuel depots. Host country logistics or regional service providers are another important set of actors that 

can either facilitate or constrain the operational effectiveness of DRO’s (Kovács and Spens, 2007) 

Governments are often seen as the main activators of HL after a disaster strikes since they have the 

power to authorize operations and mobilize resources (Cozzolino, 2012). In Myanmar, the most 

important role is the GoM, they have to take humanitarian leadership, and lead response activities in 

Rakhine through the Union Enterprise for Humanitarian Response, Rehabilitation and Development 

(UNICEF, 2018a). 

Finally, the role of the media in humanitarian relief is also worth mentioning. For HL, the media is part 

of the game, were private sector logisticians rarely have to contend with media (van Wassenhove, 

2005). It can be described as a love–hate relationship born out of a need to highlight those affected by 

disaster. In spite of the increasing role of the media, HO and journalists do not seem to have 

understood their mutual interdependence (van Wassenhove, 2005). As HO is so dependent to 

donations, the media plays a vital role as explained above. There is a very strong correlation between 

publicity and the number of donation appeals and private donations. So in this particular setting of 

humanitarian relief, the media will have to be included as an important actor. Additionally, reputation 

for an HO is key as this easily affect the humanitarian mandate by which the HO operate under. 

After having analyzed the actors of the humanitarian industry, I will now move on to analyzing the 

industry by using Porters Five Forces framework. 

6.3.3 Threat of new Entrants 

New entrants to an industry bring new capacity and a desire to gain market share that in turn can put 

pressure on prices, costs, performance and the rate of investment necessary to compete (Porter, 

                                                
7
 The FPNCC is comprised of seven member-organizations which are United League of Arakan/Arakan Army (ULA/AA), Kachin 

Independence Organization/ Kachin Independence Army (KIO/KIA), Myanmar National Truth and Justice Party/Myanmar National 
Democratic Alliance Army (MNTJP/MNDAA), Palaung State Liberation Front /Ta’ang National Liberation Army (PSLF/TNLA), Shan State 
Progress Party/Shan State Army (SSPP/SSA), Peace and Solidarity Committee/Shan State East National Democratic Alliance Association 
(PSC/NDAA) and United Wa State Party/Army (UWSP/UWSA) (FPNCC, 2018). 
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2008). The threat of entry in an industry depends on the height of entry barriers that are present. If 

entry barriers are low and newcomers expect little retaliation from the entrenched competitors, the 

threat of entry is high and industry profitability is moderated (Porter, 2008). It is the threat of entry, not 

whether entry actually occurs, that holds down profitability (Porter, 2008). There is seven major 

barriers to entry, however, I have selected those with the most relevance for this particular industry 

and excluded the remaining barriers. 

Switching costs are one of the entry barriers that are important to note for this industry, as fixed costs 

is what buyers face when they change suppliers (Porters, 2008). The larger the switching costs, the 

harder it will be for an entrant to gain customers. In this industry, there are very low switching costs as 

all most all HO’s purchase the same products from the same set of suppliers for each category and 

they also use many of the same suppliers for logistics. Similarly, the beneficiates have no switching 

costs associated with consuming the products delivered either (Andersen, 2018).  

Next is the barrier of capital requirement, this is need for large financial resources for new entrants in 

order to compete in the industry (Porters, 2008). Operating in the humanitarian relief industry as a 

physical supplier of relief products to beneficiaries requires a large organization in terms of huge 

funding, large cash deposits, man-power and a solid humanitarian mandate. There are therefore large 

capital requirements.  

New entrant must, of course, secure distribution of its products or services and the more limited the 

distribution channels are and the more that existing competitors have tied them up, the tougher entry 

into an industry will be (Porters, 2008). Andersen (2018) contribute to this by saying: “…there is 

always a lack of transport options and capacity…when disasters hits, we have about 24 hours to 

confirm all bookings of airfreight carriers (…)” (Andersen, 2018). It will therefore be difficult for new 

entrants to secure transportation capacity as logistical suppliers also serve other industries, there is a 

constant demand that will peak once disasters hit, and here prices will often increase (Lund, 2018).  

6.3.4 The Power of Suppliers 

Powerful suppliers capture more of the value for themselves by charging higher prices, limiting quality 

or services, or shifting costs to industry participants (Porters, 2008). Humanitarian aid agencies are 

very dependent on a series of sub-suppliers, for example LSP’s. As explained in above, humanitarian 

aid agencies transport relief products through large distances by using aircraft carriers and large 

container ships. These are the two main transport options used for delivery to host countries. At the 

host country, as series of other options in addition to the two are used, for example barges up rivers, 
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small vans or trucks and even motorcycles (Andersen, 2018). Here the suppliers are often in a great 

bargaining position towards humanitarian aid agencies like RC once disaster strikes, and less once 

the disaster is in the recovery phase and agencies starts to pull out again (Andersen, 2018). Klitgaard 

(2018) elaborate on this by adding: “(…) we do fight for (…)capacity constraints, like warehouse 

capacity, air planes is often a problem and then of course container capacity on ships” (Klitgaard, 

2018). Powerful suppliers can squeeze profitability out of an industry (Porters, 2008). The LSP’s for air 

cargo is often in a great negotiation position, as their option is primarily used in the first hours of an 

natural disaster, whereas the container ships capacity is more frequently used for less urgent 

deliveries and therefore procured under different circumstances (Lund, 2018). 

6.3.5 The Power of Buyers  

In this section, I have decided to replace beneficiaries with donors in the ‘buyers’ role. Reason for this 

is mainly, that be beneficiaries defacto has no purchase power. Bennett & Kottasz (2000) argue in 

their article, that the “customer to be satisfied in the humanitarian supply chain is in effect the donor” 

(Bennett & Kottasz, 2000). Andersen (2008) said the following: “(…) we often then to focus on 

satisfying the need of our donors (…) I guess they are in reality our biggest customer (…)” (Andersen, 

2018). In this industry donors has the negotiating leverage through its large volume donations, theory 

would call this large volume purchases (Porters, 2008). There is an unquestionably a degree of 

competition for funding from national, international, corporate and individual donors (Tatham & 

Houghton, 2011). Andersen adds that humanitarian aid agencies end up spending a lot of resources 

on competing for donors and satisfying their needs (Andersen, 2018). This needs to be seen from a 

donor’s perspective as well, if all products (humanitarian aid agencies services) are standardized, 

whom do we then fund? If the industry’s products are standardized or undifferentiated, buyers believe 

they can always find an equivalent product, they tend to play one vendor against another and buyers 

face few switching costs in changing vendors (Porters, 2008). Nevertheless, this why have a positive 

side as the requirement to be able to demonstrate competence to donors is leading organizations to 

improve their systems of governance, to develop appropriate metrics to be able to demonstrate their 

positive qualities and to search for new methods and approaches that will improve their efficiency and 

effectiveness (Tatham & Houghton, 2011). The power of buyers, here donors, is therefore seem as 

large. 
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6.3.6 Rivalry among existing competitors 

Rivalry among existing competitors takes many familiar forms, It is therefore important to remember 

that competition acts on dimensions other than price, e.g. “On product features, support services, 

delivery time, or brand image” (Porter, 2008). As discussed above under donors, the ‘buyers’ are not 

really buying a product and negotiate prices, but they do negotiate value for money. Andersen (2018) 

described this as well: “(…)we compete on other things then profits (…) on KPI’s, value for dollar, like 

delivered products (tons) per 1000 dollars, delivery time (lead-time)(…)” (Andersen, 2018). 

Nevertheless, in this case there is an infinite demand, and this creates circumstances at inter-agency 

level, which there is relatively little tension of the competitive sort (Tatham & Houghton, 2011). 

Arguably, this reflects the fact that humanitarian aid agencies are, in this regard, not in a zero sum 

game as, in terms of their output, there is a near-infinite elasticity of the market (Tatham & Houghton, 

2011). In other words, there will almost always be more beneficiaries in need of support than there is 

the ability to provide. UNICEF also emphasize in their yearly report, “…planning and action also 

included work with partners, donors, NGO’s, governments and industry to close critical supply 

gaps…”(UNICEF, 2016). It would seem that the humanitarian industry is very focused on how to work 

together. Thus, this has led to using “co-opetition” to describe the inter-NGO relationship, at one level 

they are cooperating in order to help each other support those affected by a disaster while 

simultaneously competing for, potentially, scarce resources in terms of donations (Tatham & 

Houghton, 2011). Nevertheless, humanitarian aid agencies are competing over scare resources in the 

field, and one might describe this as the tactical level. Tatham & Houghton conclude, that “there may 

be understandable tension around the delivery of food in the aftermath of a disaster” (Tatham & 

Houghton, 2011). Based on above, I would define the rivalry as low in this industry; even do the 

circumstances of donation create positive rivalry and competition. 

To summarize, the overall rivalry among existing competitors are rated as low, mostly due to no profit 

situation, but there is competition of donors funding. The threat of new entrants is rated low, as entry 

barriers, especially due to large capital requirements and the no profit situation. The power of 

suppliers is rated as medium, as the supplier groups are both represented by powerful suppliers such 

as the LSPs, but also by less powerful material and medical suppliers. The power of buyers are rated 

as high, as the high demands donors are able set for procedures and documentation of value per 

spend dollar. 
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6.3.7 Impact on Partner Selection Criteria 

RC has perhaps found a portion of its industry, where the competitive forces are strongest, where it 

can avoid supplier power, if they are on the forefront of establishing logistical agreements to support 

their operation. For a company to succeed in an industry, the company has to match the internal 

competences and values to its external environment. In order to achieve such a match the company 

must understand the industrial organization according to five forces (Thurlby, 1998). It is thus a major 

criterion to a partner that the company understands the abovementioned competitive dynamics and 

challenges of the industry. Furthermore, the partner should not just understand this for the overall 

industry, but more importantly, understand the dynamics and challenges specific for Myanmar. As the 

industry focuses on product standardization for more efficient service and performance optimization to 

satisfy donors, all while maintaining the humanitarian mandate of the organization to continue 

operations. The partnering company should have a high degree of experience with serving 

humanitarian aid agencies, and should have knowledge of the humanitarian space and how to operate 

within these, ties with government officials and ministries would also be an asset. Below I present the 

resulting partner selection criteria for the industry analysis. 

Table 6.4 – Industrial Criteria 

Industrial Criteria: 

Be able to ensure swift documentation and clearance of humanitarian products following rules and 

regulations that are specific for the country will be the partner’s main responsibility. 

A partner should understand the dynamics and challenges of the humanitarian aid industry in Myanmar 

and the overall industry in general is important, and building on this, knowledge concerning the products 

is important to transport. 

The partner should understand the importance of donor satisfaction and be able to create transparency 

of costs by opening their books, this also include the hidden agenda of media attention and therefore 

emphasize the importance of being able to service the media if required. 

 

Having examined the industrial organization for the Myanmar humanitarian industry, I will in the 

following move on to the company-based theories. 
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6.4 Company Based Analysis 

In the following chapter, I will analyze first RBV, then Strategic Fit and finally TCE. 

6.4.1 Resource Based View 

The RBV view argues that firm-specific differences drive strategy and performance (Barney, 1991). 

Relating this to partner selection, firms will choose partners based on an assessment of ‘fit’ between 

potential partners (Doz & Hamel, 1998), and this assessment will usually emphasize resource 

complementarity (Harrigan, 1988) or supplementary (Das & Teng, 1999) as well as organizational fit 

based on cultural and operational style complementarity (Lorange & Roos, 1992). According to Lund 

(2018) choosing the right partner can impose a paradox concerning resources: “It is a paradox. You 

have to consider the criteria … you have to balance these dimensions and choose what is better for 

your intensions (…)” (Lund, 2018). According to Andersen (2018), RC is interested in long-term 

relationships with their partners with the goal of developing their capabilities (Andersen, 2018). To 

increase the chance of long-term cooperation, the complementarity of resources is generally thought 

best (Buckley & Casson, 1988). Furthermore complementarity of resources is thought to reduce 

opportunism in alliances (Yan & Gray, 1994) however, more control is necessary to deal with the 

growing complementarity and interdependence. According to Annerstedt (2012) there are three 

groups of company resources: tangible assets, intangible goods, and intangible competencies. 

Tangible assets include physical and financial assets that are recognized for debt security purposes, 

intangible goods refer to enforceable ownership rights and intellectual property rights, and intangible 

competencies are distinctive factors of competitive advantage. This thesis will seek to identify all three 

groups in the case of DRC and MRC in order to create a company profile. To identify the intangible 

competencies of DRC and MRC, this thesis will use the seven value streams identified by the 

Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) in 2001, namely relationships, knowledge, leadership and 

communication, culture and values, reputation and trust, skills and competencies, and processes and 

systems (The Department of Trade and Industry, 2001). With these seven value streams relationships, 

knowledge, reputation and trust, and skills and competencies were the value streams that especially 

stood out in the interview with RC representatives.  

Concerning relationships, commitment and loyalty were two key words for the management of the 

business relationships: “It is very relationship-based. We are very close with our logistic providers […] 

many of the LSP’s [that showed up for the meeting] showed a commitment and it was very impressive” 

(Andersen, 2018). Managing relationships is a key resource for the company, and as Klitgaard 
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expressed it, managing the relationships with their partners is the only way for RC to survive the 

competitive environment of reaching first (Klitgaard, 2018). According to Knudsen & Nielsen (2010), 

collaborating firms can generate relational rents that are determined by the degree of investment in 

relation specific assets. However, they also depend on intangible aspects of cooperation such as trust, 

reputation, etc. (Knudsen & Nielsen, 2010; Dyer & Singh, 1998). As collaborative capabilities are 

positively related to alliance performance (Knudsen & Nielsen, 2010; Annand & Khanna, 2000), and 

RC also places great emphasis on this capability, a local partner in Myanmar should also entail this 

capability. As an extension to the abovementioned importance of managing relationships, reputation 

and trust are likewise very important – both for RC and its products/service, but also for the company’s 

partners. For RC to achieve legitimacy both within the institutional framework, as well as in the 

humanitarian industry, the company must be trustworthy and have a good reputation. Unlike private 

sector businesses, humanitarians often have to contend with many stakeholders, including large 

numbers of uncoordinated and disparate donors, the media, governments, the military not to mention 

the final beneficiaries (van Wassenhove, 2005). As mentioned above in the industry analysis, Bennett 

& Kottasz (2000) argued that the “customer to be satisfied in the humanitarian supply chain is in effect 

the donor” (Bennett and Kottasz, 2000) and indirectly the media is a mean to this. The humanitarian 

industry as a whole faces many reputational challenges, ensuring that the humanitarian mandate is 

not hurt. As a result, this is a sector where reputation and trust is particular difficult and important.  

RC has many years of specialized expertise within the humanitarian field, and moreover it has the 

mandate to operate (Andersen, 2018). Andersen explained that RC is looking for a distributor with 

experience within humanitarian aid and transporting large quantities and sensitive medical products 

(Andersen, 2018). This relate to the skills and competence stream identified. Furthermore, it is 

important to RC, that the potential LSP has a large fleet of vehicles available with extensive local 

knowledge of routes, roads and alternative paths to move products – also in case of regular transport 

systems incurred disruptions. As concluded above, MRC wishes to use the strategic alliance to 

achieve their humanitarian objective and achieve a national distribution network in Myanmar. As 

previously defined, a successful humanitarian operation mitigates the urgent needs of a population 

with a sustainable reduction of their vulnerability in the shortest amount of time and with the least 

amount of resources (Tomasini & van Wassenhove, 2004a). This clearly states the objective of 

humanitarian aid, to mitigate needs in shortest amount of time and with least resource. Thus, a 

potential partnering company must have complementary resources and absorptive capacity. 

Furthermore, as argued, DRC is looking to establish their own vehicle fleet (in time), but due to the 
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complex institutional and industrial frameworks and economical requirements for this request, this 

could be facilitated through a local LSP. Hence, the willingness to share this expertise and resources 

is a criterion that is very important. Culture and values in an institutional framework are thus a value 

stream that have proven important for this thesis as well as resources concerning local culture and 

values that are not owned by DRC. Thus, DRC should target a partner that includes complementarity 

of resources, absorptive capacity, and the willingness to share expertise. 

6.4.1.1 Limited Resources 

As highlighted in the industry analysis, funding are not always available on time, one thing is that the 

nature of disasters are rarely scheduled and often sudden-onsets of nature or man-made. In addition, 

donations will often only start once the media has the attention and governments have been activated 

to start funding and even so, when donations have been pledged they only come after assessment 

and are not always paid on the spot (Tomasini and van Wassenhove, 2009a). UNICEF mentions the 

that the world demand for humanitarian products are not being meet and NGO’s like UNICEF and RC 

report of huge funding gaps to close the demand (UNICEF, 2018). Liquidity, as well as good credit 

terms, for new suppliers is an issue for humanitarian managers in the field to ensure the operation 

runs smooth. In relation to this, Klitgaard (2018) added the following: “(…) there is a high staff turnover 

and the main reason for this is job insecurity, as we can only provide contracts for the period we have 

funding for (…)” (Klitgaard, 2018). This impose a risk of losing tacit knowledge and therefore support 

the concept of partnership with a more stable financed partner, whom can ensure staff commitment 

with a longer time frame. 

6.4.1.2 Staff & Training 

As highlighted by Klitgaard the nature of humanitarian personnel, their diverse backgrounds and the 

organizational climate in many humanitarian organizations work against process integration 

(Oloruntba & Gray, 2006). A survey of 45 international aid organizations found that over 80 per cent of 

all respondent organizations had a member of staff specializing in logistics and transport duties, but 

only 45 per cent had someone with a formal qualification in logistics, transport or related areas 

(Oloruntoba and Gray, 2003; Oloruntba & Gray, 2006). It is noted that HO’s in particular do not have 

an adequate number of educated logisticians in their relief teams, and that they lack sufficient training 

to make them effective humanitarian logisticians (Thomas and Kopczak, 2005; van Wassenhove, 

2005; Kovács et al., 2011; Bealt et al., 2016). These issues undoubtedly affect HO’s abilities to help 

people in the right place, at the right time and with the right products (Bealt et al., 2016). 
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Humanitarians logisticians in this sector often have to work with fragmented technology and poorly 

defined manual processes, on top of this there are greater issues of safety in the field, as they may be 

operating in a politically volatile climates (van Wassenhove, 2005), similar to the circumstances in 

Myanmar. Humanitarians often work under high levels of uncertainty in terms of demand, supplies and 

assessment. Then there is the added pressure of time which, in this context, is not just a question of 

money, but a difference between life and death. This result in high staff turnover, often through burn-

out in response to the emotional and physical demands (van Wassenhove, 2005). This means that 

skilled staff is always in short supply, as the pool of qualified and readily deployable personal are 

limited (Tomasini and van Wassenhove, 2009a). 

6.4.1.3 Warehouses & Fleet Management 

The global warehousing concept has gained popularity over the last decade as stock pre-positioning 

becomes one of the strategies for ensuring a timely response to emergencies (LOG, 2018a). Below 

figure 6.3 shows a complete overview of the current warehouses, both temporary and fixed (28) 

belonging to MRC.  

Figure 6.3 – MRC Warehouse Map 

 

Numerous organizations have centralized pre-positioning units strategically located globally (LOG, 

2018a) Andersen (2018) explained that RC has the capacity to “(…) deliver 5000 Family Kits within 48 

hours worldwide and then 15.000 Family Kits within 14 days worldwide (…) we primarily deliver from 
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three main hubs, Panama, Dubai and Kuala Lumpur” (Andersen, 2018a). Field warehouses are 

usually temporary in nature, and can housed in a buildings which was not designed to be used as a 

warehouse, in a temporary building/structures, and are often in mobile units (LOG, 2018a).  

6.4.1.4 Impact on Partner Selection Criteria  

Looking at the above analysis of the resources of RC, and taking the nature of the agreement into 

terms, RC wishes a long-term distribution partner in Myanmar. As complementary resources increase 

the chance of long-term cooperation (Buckley & Casson, 1988) and reduce opportunism (Yan & Gray, 

1994), complementary resources should be sought for in a partner. This includes resources within 

relationship management, trustworthiness and a good reputation, as well as knowledge, skills, and 

expertise. However, RC must also keep in mind one of the main reasons they are looking for a local 

partner, namely logistical capacity and cultural knowledge. Supplementary resources are also 

important to increase the learning from the relationship. A suitable LSP should have governmental 

access and knowledge. This is a supplementary skill, as MRC has a stable operations platform, but 

with high turnover in staff. It is important that a future alliance is based on matching motives of 

knowledge exploitation, as matching motives are likely to lead to increased chances of success 

(Nielsen, 2010a). Finally, Cavusgil suggests that compatability of management philosophy and 

corporate goals are important criteria when companies select a national LSP (Cavusgil, 1997). As 

mentioned above, DRC wishes to create more independence for MRC, this is the end goal. The 

company wishes to achieve this goal through amongst others collaboration with national LSP’s. Thus, 

a criterion is that the Myanmar partner also values capacity building, reputation, and ambition, and that 

the partner perhaps has similar humanitarian goals. Following, I have inserted the table 6.6 containing 

the resource related criteria in ranked order. These are all complementary and supplementary 

resources DRC should look for in a potential partner. 

Table 6.5 – Resource Based View Criteria 

Resource Based View Criteria: 

Complementary – Expertise, skills and knowledge: A Partner with experience within humanitarian aid 

and transporting large quantities and sensitive medical products with extensive local knowledge of 

routes, roads and alternative paths to move products, that has willingness to share this expertise. 

Complementary – assets: A partner has a large fleet of vehicles available and a small-medium sized 
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company. The partner should be financially stable, which is a criterion set up to avoid that the 

partner goes bankrupt. 

Complementary – Trust and Reputation: A partner should entail trust and reputation. This is 

important for managing relationships, both for RC and its products/service, but also for donors and 

medias found in the industrial analysis. 

Complementary – shared values and goals: A partner that wishes to achieve business goals through 

amongst others collaboration and values capacity building, reputation, and ambition, and perhaps 

has similar humanitarian goals.  

Supplementary: A partner with commitment and loyalty. Shared values and goals, can increase the 

compatibility of the partners, and increase the chances of long-term cooperation. 

Supplementary: A partner with a long-term perspective. RC is interested in long-term relationships 

with their partners with the goal of developing their capabilities To increase the chance of long-term 

cooperation 

Supplementary – an established operating platform: To mitigate the impact of the budget constraints 

and high staff turnover (limited pool of qualified personal). 

Supplementary - Cultural knowledge: For the purpose of general success of the partnership, cultural 

knowledge allows RC to navigate easily in the country, and also increases the chance of earning 

legitimacy in Myanmar. 

6.4.2 Strategic Fit and Motivations 

As argued above, two partnering companies must align their organizational goals and aspirations to 

create strategic fit, which in turn can increase the chance of success. According to Nielsen (2010a) 

there are two types of business goals in strategic alliances namely knowledge exploitation and 

knowledge exploration, RC use exploration which focuses on discovering new capabilities and 

invention (Nielsen, 2010a). When discussing motives for creating a strategic alliance, Andersen 

argued: “… we do not have the resources to operate with the same level in all national 

societies(…)our way is simply through the local societies (…) to build some local resources through 

partners” (Andersen, 2018). DRC’s strategic objective in the long run, is that MRC can see itself 

running a NS on a high level in Myanmar; however, this is not realistic at the moment (Andersen, 
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2018). Thus, the motive for creating strategic alliances is to fulfil the strategic objective. DRC’s 

motivation for entering into a strategic alliance in Myanmar is mainly the lack of resources to achieve 

their goal. DRC & MRC’s motive is mainly exploitative (cost sharing). Due to this motive, it is very 

important that RC selects a partner with the same motive; otherwise a strategic misfit will characterize 

the relationship. If one partner wishes to exploit knowledge-related capabilities of its partner, which 

has explorative motivations, the relationship may end up encouraging opportunistic behavior (Nielsen, 

2010a). A mismatch can ultimately lead to failure. If however, RC succeeds in finding a partner, who is 

equally interested in exploitation of complementarities in knowledge bases, then both companies 

introduce only relevant company-specific knowledge to the relationship. For RC there is also an 

underlining wish to access and internalize knowledge concerning the industry and institutional 

framework (Andersen, 2018). Nevertheless, the current and predominant goal is to ensure capacity in 

Myanmar, and ensure the ability to deliver aid through a LSP in Myanmar. 

6.4.2.1 Impact on Partner Selection Criteria 

Table 6.6 – Strategic Fit and Motivation Criteria 

Strategic Fit and Motivation Criteria: 

It is very important that RC selects a partner with the same motive (exploration) otherwise a strategic misfit 

will characterize the relationship. RC & MRC’s motive is mainly exploration, as it focus is on activities 

within the boundaries of the established premises.  

 

In the above section, trust and reputation have been discussed shortly. In below section I will dig into 

an analysis of the transaction costs that RC can encounter when working with a local partner in 

Myanmar, and which partner selection criteria RC can impose to mitigate these. 

6.4.3 Transaction Cost Economics and Trust 

The goal of any firm in a strategic alliance is to optimize its flow of goods and services, while 

minimizing costs that stem from these transactions. This is why TCE can be used to explore alliance 

outcomes. As argued in the theory section, opportunism poses a particularly dangerous hazard in 

strategic alliances (Judge & Dooley, 2006). This holds even truer for alliances between companies 

from emerging and developed economies due to structural uncertainty, information uncertainty, 

environmental changeability and legal un-protectability (Luo Y., 2006). One of the reasons that 
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strategic alliances hold a rich setting for opportunism is the built-in bias for conflict caused by different 

organizations with different goals for alliance. Also monitoring can be difficult due to the strained 

information flow across organizational boundaries. There is the danger of an asymmetric inter-firm 

learning relation, which is often particularly true for strategic alliances between companies from 

developed markets with companies from emerging markets. This asymmetry in motivations is 

important to consider as it can lead to opportunism and increased transaction costs (Nielsen, 2010a). 

All of the above also holds true for DRC’s situation. DRC is a NS from a developed economy, and is 

part of an international organization with many years of experience and expertise. Myanmar is an 

emerging economy, and the institutional analysis has shown that Myanmar is characterized by 

regulatory cloudiness, a lack of governmental transparency, differing institutional treatment, and state 

control. These are all factors that lead to higher transaction costs according to Luo Y., (2006). 

According to Andersen: “(…)managing relationships is (a) important lesson in this as private 

companies have a lower turnover on staff and access to better processes and capacity(…)we do have 

agency problems sometimes” (Andersen, 2018) Parkhe (1993) wrote that a trusting relationship is not 

costless or spontaneous, but the gains of reaching trust creates many gains such as decreasing 

opportunism, increasing the likelihood of passing through conflict, improvements on the 

communication flow, and positive alliance outcomes (Das & Teng, 1998; Zaheer, McEvily, & Perone, 

1998).This is one of the reasons why RC invested heavily in the logistics meeting. Andersen said: 

“(…) you get to know them (…) you should not underestimate face-to-face contact (…)” (Andersen, 

2018). According to Nielsen (2010a), RC needs to find a partner with the same strategic motivation to 

enter the strategic alliance. Complementarities in knowledge bases and the transfer of explicit 

knowledge are what characterize this type of alliance (Nielsen, 2010a). Governance mechanisms are 

required to control the alliance and to avoid increased transaction costs resulting from opportunism 

and market and industry volatility (Luo X., 2002). RC creates a contract with the partner, which is 

developed in cooperation between the two companies. Andersen (2018) contributes: “(…) we never 

dictate the demands, because that never creates success (…)” (Andersen, 2018). A contractual 

agreement are standard practice in both Denmark and Myanmar, a contractual agreement is a safe 

way to avoid negative effects from opportunism (Andersen, 2018; Lund, 2018). 

6.4.3.1 Impact on Partner Selection Criteria 

To avoid problems stemming from an asymmetry of inter-organizational learning, Lund (2018) advises 

RC to be clear about the goals of the cooperation and to demand the same of a partner (Lund, 2018). 

A partnership between companies from emerging and developed economies pose a particularly rich 
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setting for opportunism and high transaction costs. This analysis has shown that Myanmar has both 

institutional and environmental volatility. Therefore, both companies should work to create relational 

trust, which can decrease the risk of opportunism and increase the communication between the 

companies. Trust should be seen as bedrock on which businesses are built. Finally, a contractual 

agreement should be negotiated to avoid negative effects stemming from opportunism. This thesis’s 

final set of partner selection criteria for TCE and Trust is presented below in table 6.7.  

 

Table 6.7 – Transaction Cost and Trust Criteria 

Transaction Cost and Trust Criteria: 

The most important is that a partner is willing to sign a contractual agreement. This is important due to 

the nature of the partnership and will increase trust and mitigate transaction costs. 

A partner should be willing to invest into the inter-organizational trust.  

 

6.5 Summary of Findings 

In the above I have through a multilevel approach analyzed the specific framework for RC operations 

in Myanmar. The purpose of this analysis was to identify relevant criteria that DRC and the NS of 

Myanmar should use to select a logistical partner in Myanmar, and each section of the analysis has 

identified a number of criteria. All of the criteria have been selected with the goal of the strategic 

alliance in mind to promote a strategic fit between the partnering companies. In the following I will 

seek to accumulate my findings and present a comprehensive analysis, which will also position my 

research in relation to previous research within partner selection criteria. 

I will in the following chapter I will present and discuss the above findings. 
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Chapter 7 – RESULTS 

Extracted from the analysis presented in chapter 6, there was 25 partner selection criteria’s identified. 

In table 7.2 below the accumulated and un-weighted findings have been collected. It is however 

important to also underline two key findings that go beyond the partner selection criteria: 1) The 

institutional analysis found that due to the instability and governmental control that characterizes the 

institutional framework of Myanmar, operating in Myanmar is associated with a high risk and high 

transaction costs. 2) The importance of compliance with the key partner selection criteria resulting 

from this study is underlined by the findings concerning the complex, time-consuming and often 

troublesome customs. With the resulting criteria of this thesis, it has become clear that there exists 

some interrelatedness between some of the criteria across the levels of analysis. 

Table 7.1 – Accumulated Findings 

 

I have presented the thesis final ranked findings, split into the levels of the analysis at the end of this 

chapter, in table 7.2. 
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7.1. Specific Institutional Knowledge 

One recurring criterion is the specific knowledge concerning institutions, industry, and culture in 

Myanmar. Knowledge concerning Myanmar has resulted in four different criteria: vast knowledge on 

rules and regulations, knowledge regarding the political system and general industry-political 

tendencies, understanding the competitive dynamics and challenges of the market, and specific 

cultural knowledge. As this variable coincide all three levels of analysis, I will assign it a high degree of 

importance for my final conclusions. Within Nielsen’s (2003) study, the related criteria access to local 

cultural knowledge, access to local regulatory knowledge, access to local market knowledge, and 

partner ability to negotiate with government all ranked high for the group rest of the world (RoW), 

which Myanmar is included in. The ability of the foreign partner to perform customs clearance on 

behalf of RC and the findings of a geographic base of the foreign partner near Naypyidaw has also 

proven important. The importance of this group of criteria possibly demonstrates the importance of 

institutional differences between Denmark and Myanmar. 

7.2. Knowledge and Expertise 

The knowledge and expertise of the partnering company is a point that also has resulted in different 

criteria. Nielsen (2003) partly confirms this point, as access to distribution channels ranked relatively 

high for the RoW, but technological expertise ranked the lowest for the RoW in Nielsen’s study 

(Nielsen, 2003). The difference in results within this point can be attested to the fact that Nielsen’s 

study was for a large group of companies, whereas this research is carried out for a specific firm within 

a medium knowledge intensive industry. To be able to locally handle, distribute these humanitarian 

products, the local partner must have a certain amount of knowledge and access to knowledge 

concerning humanitarian products, especially medical products. This point relates to the importance of 

both complementary and supplementary resources. 

7.3. Trust and Legitimacy 

Another variable that has several overlaps in the level of analysis is trust. This variable is found at all 

levels but the industrial organizational level, and has resulted in four criteria: can build inter-

organizational trust, carries reputation and trust, masters relationship management, and should be 

willing to invest into creating inter-organizational trust. However, also the criteria complying with ethical 

standards and financial stability and small-medium sized company relates to this issue, as they 

indicate the level of legitimacy of the partnering company. Thus, these findings attach a vast 
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importance to trust, even within the partner selection process. Several levels are naturally inherent 

within trust as financial status, reputation, and the size of the firm, are all indicators of legitimacy and 

trustworthiness. For Nielsen’s group RoW, especially the partner financial status proved an important 

criterion (Nielsen, 2003). The importance of trust and legitimacy is furthermore supported by many 

scholars within strategic alliances that underline that trust among others lowers transaction costs, 

increases knowledge sharing, and increases the chance of long-term success (Das & Teng, 1998; 

Zaheer, McEvily & Perone, 1998; Dyer & Singh, 1998). Trust and legitimacy are thus very important 

criteria for the success of the partnership. 

7.4. Strategic Fit  

Finally, this study has like other studies found that organizational and strategic fit is an important factor 

to increase the chances of success. Organizational fit can decrease transaction costs, facilitate trade, 

and increase the chances of long-term cooperation. The importance of strategic fit has been 

discussed throughout this thesis, and the alignment of goals and motivations of the partnership has 

proven important for the success of the partnership. Nevertheless, Nielsen argues that companies 

may adapt their goals and strategies, so despite initial motivational misfits, underlying rationale 

communalities (such as economic rationale) can help adjust expectations accordingly. Due to this 

argument, the strategic fit will in this thesis receive the lowest rank. 

7.5. Final Ranking 

The above-mentioned results have led me to develop the following grouping of the partner selection 

criteria with the following ranking: 1. Trust and legitimacy, 2. Specific knowledge concerning the 

institutional framework and market, 3. Knowledge, expertise and experience within humanitarian 

transport and 4. Organizational fit. This ranking is a result of the above analysis and includes many of 

the developed criteria, however, other equally important albeit more specific criteria have been 

excluded. 

7.6. Sensitivity Analysis 

According to Saunders et al., (2016), a qualitative research’s full contribution cannot be realized 

merely by accumulating data without any synthesis. To do a sensitivity analysis is to determine, how 

sensitive the results of a study are to changes in how it was performed (Harden, 2008) as this aims to 

explore the relationship between the quality of the study and the contribution to synthesis (Harden, 

2008). In the case of this thesis, the sensitivity remains within the subjective weighted ranking of the 
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developed criteria. I will in the following sections analyze the sensitivity of my results through a 

univariate sensitivity analysis, discussing the effects of changes in the institutional background, 

industrial framework and company on my final conclusions. 

7.6.1 Institutional sensitivity analysis  

Many of the criteria and their ranking found at the institutional level are very specific for Myanmar. The 

government plays an integral role in controlling many sectors, including the humanitarian sector (Hnin, 

2018; Thomsen,2018), which this research has found to be a problem for foreign organizations that 

wish to operate within Myanmar, as it inflicts complex, bureaucratic, time-consuming and costly 

procedures. One of the main findings besides the succeeding partner selection criteria is that the 

political institutional framework supports the choice of a local LSP due to the state (military) control 

and the unstable political history. Furthermore, my analysis of the informal institutional framework in 

Myanmar identified a high level of corruption and large cultural distances between Myanmar and 

Denmark. As my research has also shown that differences in national culture pose potentially negative 

effects, the resulting criteria were developed with the purpose of bridging the cultural distance and 

promoting inter-organizational trust. Based on the above, I will argue that changing the institutional 

framework would consequently also change the criteria and overall conclusions of this research in 

respect to the findings on the institutional level. If this research had instead studied partner selection 

within a two Western European countries, the institutional distance would perhaps have been less 

prominent, which would result in less weighted ranking of the succeeding criteria. The generalizability 

of my results from the institution-level analysis is thus arguably not very high. However, the sensitivity 

of my results within this level depends on the alternate country, because if this research is applied to 

other countries that have corresponding institutional frameworks, the results may not be so distinctive 

after all. For countries that are institutionally very distant from the framework of Myanmar, the 

conclusions would consequently also be very different. 

7.6.2 Industrial sensitivity analysis  

The thesis has shown that the humanitarian industry is a large industry with many different and 

dispersed actors, and is based on significant human needs due to the continuous increase in 

beneficiaries and demand for humanitarian aid. Furthermore, it is a medium knowledge-intensive 

industry, which is heavily dependent on donations and governmental support. The results proceeding 

from the industry-level analysis, were very dependent on firstly, the governmental control with the 

industry resulting in high entry barriers to the humanitarian sector in Myanmar, and secondly, the 
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knowledge and funding requirements of the industry. The governmental control with this specific 

industry relates to the above discussion of the institutional framework. The remaining results were 

found specifically for the humanitarian industry, but these results could easily be generalized. Thurlby 

(1998) wrote that in order to succeed in a market the company must understand the industrial 

organization according to the five forces. This gave rise to the criteria that a partner should understand 

the overall industrial organization. Furthermore, I concluded that a partner should not just understand 

the overall industrial organization, but understand the challenges and dynamics specific for the 

national market. These two conclusions are not exclusive to the humanitarian industry. Therefore, I will 

derive that the results found at the industrial organization level are generalizable, and the sensitivity of 

the results to the specific industry is low. The ranking of the consequent criteria of this level of analysis 

would most likely remain the same for most industries. 

7.6.3 Company level  

At company level, this research found that both supplementary and complementarity in resources are 

important for alliances. This is a balance that must be weighed in every partnership alliance, and 

decided on the nature of the alliance and the motives for entering in an alliance. Complementarity of 

resources increases the chance of long-term cooperation and reduces the risk of opportunism 

(Buckley & Casson, 1988) however, if the motivation to enter an alliance is to learn e.g. a specific 

culture, supplementary of resources is crucial. This overall finding applies to any company regardless 

of resources and motives for entering a strategic alliance. This thesis found some specific both 

complementary and supplementary resources to improve the chances of success within the 

framework of RC. These findings are very sensitive to the specific company, and are thus less 

generalizable. Through the study of organizational fit, this thesis acknowledged the importance of 

strategic fit, when entering into an alliance. For RC, knowledge and resource exploitation was 

identified as the main motive behind an alliance, as the company mainly wishes to fulfill the goal of 

attaining a national distribution network to be able to reach all beneficiaries. However, regardless of 

the motive, the importance of strategic fit is highly generalizable and not sensitive to the specific 

company. Finally, this research has underlined the importance of trust and legitimacy for strategic 

alliances. This includes the reputation and size of the company, the financial status, and the 

willingness to build a relationship. Based on the above, the findings at company level are not sensitive 

to the specific company. The specific resource endowments may be very sensitive to the case 

company; however, the overall conclusions and the weighted ranking would remain indifferent 

regardless of the specific company 
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7.6.4 Results of the sensitivity analysis 

The above analysis has shown that the institutional level constitutes the most sensitive variable to my 

results. The industrial organization level and the company level both entail sensitive elements, 

however, the weighted rankings resulting from these levels of analysis are not very sensitive to 

variations. 
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Table 7.2 – Ranked Findings 
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Chapter 8 – DISCUSSIONS 

When I started my analysis, I did so by defining seven theory driven codes and two data driven codes. 

The theory driven codes were identified while writing my literature review through the process of 

revising the theories, which the thesis would entail; whereas the two data driven codes were assessed 

through both primary and secondary data. The codes have been used to discover the different 

interviewees’ view on the codes, which has enabled me to develop a comprehensive analysis of the 

challenges MRC and DRC faces in selecting a logistical partner for their operations in Myanmar. 

Nevertheless, I have through my research identified further codes that could be interesting to examine 

in future research. These include examining the individual level, within the multilevel approach, 

behavioral theory and decision making theory; and furthermore a more sociological view on 

institutionalism. The discussion of these potential codes will be integrated in the following discussion, 

and will be included in the conclusion as recommendations for further research. 

First, I will introduce the theoretical contributions of this research. 

8.1 Theoretical contributions 

By studying RC’s operation in Myanmar as a humanitarian actor, this research has contributed to the 

research on partner selection, and more specifically to the research on partner selection criteria, and 

even added to partner selection within humanitarian industry. This thesis has developed a number of 

criteria that are specific for Myanmar, and as the above analysis has shown, the institutional 

framework of this study constitutes the greatest sensitivity to my results. The remaining two levels of 

analysis have resulted in generalizable results that can contribute to the research on partner selection. 

The four broad categories (trust and legitimacy; specific country knowledge; supplementary resources; 

and organizational fit) can be generalized for partnerships with companies from institutionally distant 

countries, and this finding supports previous research by Nielsen (2003). These four categories of 

criteria have been argued through a multilevel theoretically and empirically analysis, and this thesis 

thus builds on the current partner selection research by providing an in-depth analysis of the 

relationship between the institutional, industrial, and company levels and partner selection criteria. 
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8.2 Limitations and Discussion 

This thesis has applied a multilevel analysis to approach the issues related to alliance research. 

Nevertheless, this thesis has recognized a fourth level of analysis: the individual level. Within the 

individual level, theories such as the Behavioral Theory and Decision Making Theory could be 

interesting to research the potential effects of demographics, attitudes, and characteristics on strategic 

alliance outcomes. The effect of the individual level within RC was somewhat evident in the interview 

with DRC and MRC. MRC has recently been put in charge under the supervision of DRC, and their 

staff is therefore experiencing a high level of change. More staff is being on-boarded in their teams 

and this is challenging the culture of RC in Myanmar (Klitgaard, 2018). This has transformed the NS of 

Myanmar from a rather small entity, to a larger branch with more responsibilities with more attention 

and under a larger scrutiny by more established branches, like DRC. This change within the 

organization can arguably attest to the importance of the individual level within organization and its 

effect on alliances. Previous research at this individual level is rare, but Tyler and Steensma (1995) 

studied the individual level by demographic characteristics and perception of attitudes toward 

technology and risk. Hambrick, Li, Xin, and Tsui (2001) investigated the interrelatedness between the 

individual-level and the group-level conflict. Arguably, this research could also have chosen to focus 

on merely one level although recognizing the importance of a multilevel analysis. This thesis has 

chosen to analyze three levels, which has imposed some restrictions on the depth of this thesis. If I 

had focused on a single level, I could have conducted a more in-depth analysis of e.g. the institutional 

distances and their importance. However, this type of analysis would not have presented a holistic set 

of partner criteria, but merely reflect part of the criteria a potential partner should entail. Furthermore, 

this analysis has taken a predominantly neo-institutional perspective focusing on North’s definition on 

institutionalism. Socio-economic conditions and other country-level specificities may influence alliance 

performance, which is something RC must take into considerations as well, when selecting a 

partnering company.  

Furthermore, the neo-institutional theory’s focus on the importance of institutional legitimacy for 

organizations operating globally has through my analysis proven very relevant. Nevertheless, whereas 

my analysis based on North discussed the barriers and costs that the institutions of Myanmar entail; a 

more sociological focus such as the proposed framework of Scott (1995) could have given rise to 

other results and different results, and a more in-depth discussion of the value of social networking 

within the institutional framework, such as governmental connections. Relatedly the use of Hofstede’s 

cultural dimensions (Hofstede 1980 & 1998) also gives rise to several points of critique, as discussed 
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in the literature review. Several other frameworks have been proposed throughout time (Kogut & 

Singh, 1988). However, it is important to stress that this study does not presume to provide a cultural 

analysis, but rather it attempts to assess the cultural distances relevant to strategic alliances (or 

partner selection).  

8.2.1 Data collection 

Concerning the collection of primary data, this study was limited due to the geographic distance 

between Denmark and Myanmar. While, I succeeded in collecting two interviews with relevant internal 

interviewees in Myanmar, I only accomplished to interview one external interviewee in Myanmar, 

although this source is very relevant to the research, I had hope to find more. Furthermore, the 

interviews conducted with internal interviewees in Myanmar were, all but collected through e-mail 

interview, which as mentioned above allows time to reflect for the interviewees (as opposed to face-to-

face interviews), and furthermore I could not read facial expressions or body language that may have 

influenced the meanings and interpretation. This thesis is mainly a case study of RC in Myanmar; 

however, the research framework can easily be generalized. The study bridges the different levels by 

combining and integrating theories discussed above from a partner selection perspective. However, 

while the theories applied in this framework provide a foundation for a general theory explaining of 

partner selection, other cases may require a different choice of theories and levels of analysis. 

Because alliances are complex phenomena and the concept of humanitarian aid is also complex or 

wicked as previously discussed, the boundaries remain blurred between levels of analysis (Nielsen, 

2010c). Identification of theoretical relevant levels should be determined based on the specific case 

and its setting. 

8.2.2 Ranking of criteria & sensitivity analysis 

The interrelatedness between the different levels of analysis has already been touched upon in this 

research. I integrated the different levels of analysis to develop the ranking of the partner selection 

criteria. One of my findings was that the importance of trust and legitimacy is well reflected on all three 

levels of analysis conducted in this research, which led me to rank this criterion the highest. However, 

the theoretical reasoning behind this overlap has not been discussed in depth. A number of alliance 

studies have recognized the potential influence of higher level, environmental factors; however, few 

studies focus on the direct effects of such factors on alliance performance (Nielsen, 2010c). To rank 

the developed criteria, I used subjective ranking based on DRC and MRC’s strategic and resource 

based position. Whereas subjective methods determine the weights according to the preferential 
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judgments of decision makers, objective weighting methods determine the weights using mathematical 

models (ToloieEshlaghy, Homayonfar, Aghaziarati, & Arbabiun, 2011). The choice to use subjective 

ranking method based on DRC and MRC’s strategic and resources, was made to take the decision-

maker’s preferences into consideration, thus ensuring relevance for the decision makers. However, 

subjective ranking can result in imprecise conclusions, especially if the information, which the results 

are based on, is imprecise (ToloieEshlaghy, Homayonfar, Aghaziarati, & Arbabiun, 2011). This 

problem underlines the importance of data validation, which this thesis has already outlined in above.  

In this thesis I have proposed a sensitivity analysis to ensure the validity of my findings, however, an 

objective ranking method within the same field of study might have been interesting to introduce. 

Nevertheless, this method would require a quantitative RQ. Doing a sensitivity analysis is to assess 

the quality of my study, which leads to further discussion (Harden, 2008). Can or should the quality of 

qualitative research be assessed at all, how should this be done and who should asses quality? I have 

taken the view that the quality of qualitative research should be assessed to avoid drawing unreliable 

conclusions. 

Finally, looking realistically at the situation, it might prove very hard for MRC to find a partner that 

incorporates all the proposed criteria’s. However, based on the above analysis and discussion, I would 

recommend the decision-makers at DRC and MRC to focus on the highest ranked criteria, such as 

finding a partnering company that can uphold their legitimacy in the operations, without compromising 

their level of standard and humanitarian mandate, and a partnering company that is trustworthy and 

financially stable. Respect the humanitarian boundaries with reference to the humanitarian space. 

Furthermore, the prerequisite of being expected to achieve customs clearance and licenses should 

also be weighted heavily.  

Having finalized my discussion, I would like to offer my conclusions and provide recommendations for 

further research. 
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Chapter 9 – CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this research was to answer the following RQ: What criteria should guide HO’s 

partner selection process for the national humanitarian aid operation in emerging countries? This has 

been investigated from a case study with DRC and MRC in Myanmar. The analysis was completed 

through the use of the following codes; Culture, Industry Competition, Legislation, Trust, Resources 

and Capabilities, Business Relationship Management, Partnership Selection, Logistics Service 

Provider and Humanitarian Space. Through a multilevel analysis, I identified several partner selection 

criteria’s that should guide DRC and MRC’s partner selection process in Myanmar. Each level of 

analysis reflected its own characteristics and difficulties. 

9.1 Institutional conclusions 

The first section of my analysis was concerned with the institutional framework. At this level I identified 

the formal institution of Myanmar as an important variable for any foreign company/organization 

wanting to operate in Myanmar, and especially within the humanitarian industry. The government in 

Myanmar plays an integral role in many sectors, and there exists large governmental control. The 

increasing level of government control combined with insufficient investment into the public sector has 

resulted in time-consuming and costly procedures (especially for customs and license approval) for 

foreign companies. Furthermore, the regulatory system in Myanmar is highly complex and 

incomprehensible. These findings led to the concluding criteria of vast knowledge on rules and 

regulations; and finally a partner should know the general political system and tendencies in the 

country. Another important conclusion from the institutional analysis is that due to political instability 

and state control, selecting a local partner through a non-equity partnership is seemingly the best way 

to operate in Myanmar. Concerning the informal institutional environment, I have identified a 

somewhat high level of corruption, and furthermore cultural distances. These findings resulted in the 

important criteria of inter-organizational trust; complying with ethical standards (in spite of corruption; 

and unstable institutional circumstances), and independence. Furthermore, in relation to the 

institutional framework, I discussed the term of LOFs. I concluded that possible sources of LOFs in 

this case could stem from the political distance (government control and bureaucracy), regulative 

distance (complex and incomprehensible), economic distance, and social and cultural distance. The 

great institutional distances between Denmark and Myanmar can result in a greater challenge in 

upholding legitimacy in Myanmar. 
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9.2 Industrial conclusions 

Through my analysis of the industrial environment, I identified the humanitarian industry as low 

knowledge intensive industry with relative low rivalry due to the nature of the industry and lack of 

profitable goal-setting. However, as mentioned above, the institutional framework imposes possible 

difficulties, such as the protective customs system, which a potential partner should help overcome. 

Therefore, a partner should understand the customs system and have experience with this when 

dealing with humanitarian logistics. Finally, this study has established that Naypyidaw serve as a 

center of both government concentration, and a cluster for logistics service providers in Myanmar. This 

combined with the institutional analysis, has led me to conclude that Naypyidaw is a natural base for a 

potential partner. 

9.3 Resource Based View conclusions 

The RBV helped identify the resources that a potential partnering company should complement and 

supplement. I concluded that RC is a high demanding company, which is something that a partnering 

company should match. Furthermore, legitimacy, reputation and relationship management were also 

resources that should be matched in a partner due to donor demands and maintaining the 

humanitarian mandate intact. MRC should furthermore look for a partner that is financially stable, and 

is small-medium sized. Supplementary, MRC should search for a partner that entails local (formal and 

informal) institutional knowledge, institutional legitimacy and operational skills. Furthermore, a partner 

should have established distribution network and a fleet of vehicles. The alliance should be based on 

matching motives of knowledge exploitation and similar humanitarian and business goals, as this fit 

increases the chance of success. 

9.4 Transaction cost economics conclusions 

TCE’s was used to approach issues of trust and legitimacy. The goal of humanitarian organizations is 

to mitigate the urgent needs of a population with a sustainable reduction of their vulnerability in the 

shortest amount of time, while minimizing costs stemming from transactions. Opportunism is an grave 

danger, and to avoid transaction costs the partnering companies should be clear about the goals of 

the cooperation, and both companies should work to create relational trust, organizational fit, and 

good inter-organizational communication. Finally, a contractual agreement should be negotiated to 

avoid negative effects from opportunism. 
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9.5 Main conclusion 

The above conclusions lead to aggregate findings, where I, through an analysis of the combined 

partner selection criteria, concluded that the criteria found at different levels of analysis were highly 

interrelated. This urged me to aggregate the criteria into four main groups in the following ranking: (1) 

Trust and Legitimacy, (2) Specific Country Knowledge, (3) Supplementary Resources, and (4) 

Organizational Fit. To evaluate my conclusions, I performed a sensitivity analysis (see chapter 7.6). 

From this, I conclude that my conclusions stemming from the institutional framework constitute the 

most sensitive conclusions. Both the industrial organization level and the company level conclusions 

include sensitive elements, however, the conclusions at these levels are considerably less sensitive. I 

have in this study explored the process of partner selection within the humanitarian industry in 

Myanmar, and I have through a multilevel analysis gained an overview and identified the potential 

difficulties and challenges DRC and MRC should be aware of when selecting a logistical partner in 

Myanmar. This analysis resulted in very specific partner selection criteria 

9.6 Recommendation for further studies 

For further research, my recommendations are to examine the conclusions of this study in relation to a 

group of potential LSP’s. A group of LSP’s should be identified and assessed according to the partner 

selection criteria provided by the above analysis and conclusions. Moreover, it would be interesting to 

study the theoretical interrelatedness between the levels of analysis in greater detail, as well as the 

number of levels. Finally, as discussed the concluding ranking of criteria in this study is subjective to 

the opinion of the author. Therefore, it could be interesting to present an objective ranking process to 

the study or use a analytic method evaluate the presented criteria’s and see if the conclusions would 

remain the same. 
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Appendix A: Company Profile 

“The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) were founded in 1919 

in Paris in the aftermath of World War I. The war had shown a need for close cooperation between 

Red Cross Societies, which, through their humanitarian activities on behalf of prisoners of war and 

combatants, had attracted millions of volunteers and built a large body of expertise. A devastated 

Europe could not afford to lose such a resource” (RC, 2018b). “It was Henry Davison, president of the 

American Red Cross War Committee, who proposed forming a federation of these National Societies. 

An international medical conference initiated by Davison resulted in the birth of the League of Red 

Cross Societies, which was renamed in October 1983 to the League of Red Cross and Red Crescent 

Societies, and then in November 1991 to become the International Federation of Red Cross and Red 

Crescent Societies. The first objective of the IFRC was to improve the health of people in countries 

that had suffered greatly during the four years of war. Its goals were "to strengthen and unite, for 

health activities, already-existing Red Cross Societies and to promote the creation of new Societies" 

There were five founding member Societies: Britain, France, Italy, Japan and the United States. This 

number has grown over the years and there are now 190 recognized National Societies - one in 

almost every country in the world” (RC, 2018b). “The Red Cross idea was born in 1859, when Henry 

Dunant, a young Swiss man, came upon the scene of a bloody battle in Solferino, Italy, between the 

armies of imperial Austria and the Franco-Sardinian alliance. Some 40,000 men lay dead or dying on 

the battlefield and the wounded were lacking medical attention. Dunant organized local people to bind 

the soldiers' wounds and to feed and comfort them. On his return, he called for the creation of national 

relief societies to assist those wounded in war, and pointed the way to the future Geneva 

Conventions” (RC, 2018b). “The IFRC carries out relief operations to assist victims of disasters, and 

combines this with development work to strengthen the capacities of its member National Societies. 

The IFRC's work focuses on four core areas: promoting humanitarian values, disaster response, 

disaster preparedness, and health and community care” (RC, 2018b). The unique network of National 

Societies - which cover almost every country in the world - is the IFRC's principal strength. 

Cooperation between National Societies gives the IFRC greater potential to develop capacities and 

assist those most in need. At a local level, the network enables the IFRC to reach individual 

communities (RC, 2018b). The role of the field delegations is to assist and advise National Societies 

with relief operations and development programmes, and encourage regional cooperation (RC, 

2018b). The IFRC, together with National Societies and the International Committee of the Red Cross, 

make up the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement (RC, 2018b). 
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Appendix B: Disaster Management Phase 

Mitigation 

The first phase is the mitigation phase where activities, such as building on the shoreline in regions 

prone to tsunamis can be avoided or setting up sonars for alerting populations of tsunamis. In Japan, 

for example, they have built protective walls to restrict the impact of the big waves (Van Wassenhove, 

2005). The mitigation phase also refers to laws and mechanisms that reduce social vulnerability, 

which are issues that relate to the responsibilities of governments and do not involve the direct 

participation of logisticians (Cozzolino et al. 2012). 

Preparedness or preparation 

The second phase is the preparedness phase which addresses the strategy put in place that allows 

the implementation of a successful operational response in the setting of a disaster (Tomasini & 

Wassenhove, 2009b; Conzolino et al., 2012). This could involve, for example, educating village heads 

and school children on what to do when the ocean retracts in a very unusual way (Van Wassenhove, 

2005). The preparation phase also refers to various operations that occur during the period before a 

disaster actually strikes (Cozzolino et al. 2012). The preparation phase is crucial because it is the one 

in which the physical network design, information and communications technology systems, and the 

bases for collaboration are developed (Cozzolino et al. 2012). The preparation phase is the phase in 

which aid agencies can develop collaborative platforms such as the United Nations Joint Logistics 

Centre (UNJLC) (Kaatrud et al., 2003) or the Disaster Relief Network operated by the World Economic 

Forum (Bradley et al., 2002; Sawyer et al., 2005). The aim of this stage is to avoid the gravest 

possible consequences of a disaster. This phase also incorporates the efforts that are made between 

disasters in learning and adapting from past experiences to prepare for new challenges (Cozzolino et 

al. 2012). Nowadays, being better prepared could also mean ensuring that early warning systems 

based on sophisticated information and communication technologies are in place. Preparedness 

phase could also entail ensuring that food and medical supplies are pre-positioned in warehouses 

close to the disaster-prone areas. Doing so would enable people to respond much faster enabling 

them to reach the beneficiaries earlier (Van Wassenhove, 2005). This also mean time for coordination 

software like Humanitarian Logistics Software of the Fritz Institute (Murray, 2005) comprehending the 

special purposes of HL (Tomasini & van Wassenhove, 2004b). 
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Response 

The third phase is the response phase, which refers to the various operations that are instantly 

implemented after a disaster occurs (Cozzolino et al. 2012). In spite of all the above mentioned efforts 

in previous phases, a large-scale disaster will substantially destroy infrastructure, such as roads, 

bridges and homes (Van Wassenhove, 2005). The Response phase therefore has two main 

objectives; they are consecutive and constitute two sub-phases (Cozzolino et al. 2012). The first 

objective is to immediately respond by activating the ‘‘silent network’’ or ‘‘temporary networks,’’ as 

defined by Jahre et al. (2009); this is the immediate-response sub-phase. The second objective is to 

restore in the shortest time possible the basic services and delivery of goods to the highest possible 

number of beneficiaries; this is the restore sub-phase (Cozzolino et al. 2012). In the response stage, 

coordination and collaboration among all the actors involved in the humanitarian emergency deserve 

particular attention (Balcik et al. 2010; Kovács & Spens 2007; Maon et al. 2009; Tomasini and Van 

Wassenhove 2009a). Connections to feasible donors, suppliers, NGOs, and other partners are made 

in the first phase, but they are not activated until the catastrophic event takes place here in response 

phase. Then, all the actors involved operate as quickly as possible: at the start, speed—at any cost—

is of the essence, and the first 72 hours are crucial (Van Wassenhove, 2005). 

Rehabilitation or Reconstruction 

The reconstruction phase refers to different operations in the aftermath of a disaster. It involves 

rehabilitation, and this phase aims to address the problem from a long-term perspective. The effects of 

a disaster can continue for a long period of time, and they have severe consequences on the affected 

population. In addition, disasters can also have long-term effects on the management of companies. 

For example, immediately after a disaster, transportation companies may undergo a modal shift from 

road to rail that prevails long after the occurrence of the disaster (Kovács & Spens 2007; Conzzolino, 

2012). 
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Appendix C: Methodology Considerations 

Approach to theory development (Deductive Exploratory) 

This thesis will be a case study drawing on a deductive exploratory approach. The thesis will be 

exploratory, as it will seek to investigate, how firms can select a logistics partner, which is an area that 

has not yet received much theoretical attention. Furthermore, it will be deductive, as the study will be 

based on existing theories (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 2008). The deductive approach has been 

chosen as it enables the study to create results drawn from established knowledge. By applying 

theories on empirical data, the results from interviews open up for an analysis that leads to answering 

the RQ (Saunders et al, 2016). This use of theories gives structure to the thesis and provides support 

for the arguments. As argued in literature, there is a number of ways to conduct exploratory research 

(Saunders et al, 2016). Some of these are “search of literature, interviewing ‘experts’ in the subject, 

conducting in-depth individual interviews or conducting focus group interviews” (Saunders et al, 2016). 

Because of their exploratory nature, interviews can be relatively unstructured and often rely more on 

the quality of the contributions from those who participate to help guide the research (Saunders et al, 

2017). By using an anti-positivist approach, the world is essentially relativistic and thus “one must 

understand it from the inside rather than the outside” (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). The majority of the 

conducted interviews will therefore follow a semi-structured process. 

Methodological choice (Qualitative) 

This thesis originates in practical problems facing the HO’s. It therefore follows a research approach, 

which interprets the theory of business management as a clearly application-orientated social science 

that contributes to solution design for practical problems. It is essential to create coherence between 

the research designs on the one hand, and the pragmatist research philosophy and deductive 

approach to theory development on the other. This is in line with the emerging consensus that there 

should be more qualitative research within logistics (Arlbjørn & Halldorsson, 2002) to counter act the 

“dominance of the positivist approach and quantitative methods” (Näslund, 2002). The qualitative 

approach is concerned with describing meaning, rather than with drawing statistical inferences, and a 

qualitative approach is often chosen, when doing case studies or interviews (Blumberg, Cooper, & 

Schindler, 2008). The use of both qualitative and quantitative data could also be linked to the 

discussion of wicked problem’s as the need to take a more qualitative approach is augmented by the 

fact that “logistics problems are often ill-structured, even messy, real-world problems” (Näslund, 2002). 

There is therefore no definitive solution, some logistical research problems are better addressed by 
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quantitative methods, some by qualitative and some, perhaps by a combination of methods (Näslund, 

2002). 

Primary Data 

The thesis includes two semi-structured interviews and three email ‘interviews’. The two semi-

structured interviews with two persons are built up using an interview protocol, in which the key 

concepts from theory will be used. The interviews will be semi-structured in order to allow the 

interviewee to follow his or her own thought. This may evoke additional information from the 

respondents, which might prove useful for the thesis (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 2008). The 

three email ‘interviews’ were conducted with key persons at MRC, where there was no possibility of 

conducting face-to-face interviews due to the geographic distance. The email ‘interviewees’ were sent 

questions via email and often followed up by several emails. This type of interviews differ from the 

spontaneous nature of face-to-face interviews, as the ‘interviewees’ have time to reflect and compose 

the responses, and furthermore, the interviewer cannot read facial expressions or body language that 

may influence meanings.  

Interview considerations 

For the internal interviews, I have chosen to interview two key persons at DRC. The informants 

thereby possess in-depth knowledge about the company’s activities and history. Data is collected from 

key persons at the top and middle management level in the case company’s headquarter (hereafter 

HQ) in Copenhagen. These interviews were conducted in order to best explore the company’s attitude 

towards partner selection, previous experience and resources. It should be noted as mentioned, that 

Susanne Klitgaard was also interviewed via skype after she was sent on the mission to Myanmar. 

Klitgaard is a Danish citizen, whom has previously been on mission in Myanmar and could thus 

present knowledge on Myanmar from a Danish perspective to identify possible difficulties within the 

institutional system. In addition to this, Klitgaard, was able to establish contact with the two primary 

responsible logisticians for MRC and I was thereafter able to email interview these. ‘Interviews’ with Ei 

Ei and Hnin within MRC were conducted to gain knowledge on Myanmar’s legal and institutional 

framework. 

For the external interviews, I ‘interviewed’ two persons external to the company. Interviews were 

conducted to gain expert knowledge; primarily on logistical service providers and institutional 

circumstances. Jakob Lund Andersen has expert knowledge on servicing HO’s and transportation 

offerings, and on partner selection. I also manage to interview Claus Blok Thomsen, a Danish 
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journalist whom lives in Myanmar writing for the Danish newspaper Poltikken. Thomsen has expert 

knowledge about Asia in general and in particular Myanmar as he has been reporting about the 

political and humanitarian crisis in Myanmar. 

The interviews with Lund, Andersen and Klitgaard were all conducted in Danish, however translated to 

English directly afterwards. The email interviews with Ei Ei and Hnin was conducted in English. Finally, 

the interview with Thomsen was also performed in Danish, but not translated to English due to time 

constraints, but quotations were used has been translated for the ease of the reader. Although I strive 

to translate with great accuracy, some of the meaning might be lost in the translation. 

Secondary Data 

Secondary data information is being used to support the primary data and to help answer the 

management problem. This data includes books, articles, webpages, journals, publications and 

reports. Moreover DRC has been able to provide significant secondary data. This information is in risk 

of being biased by the company, seeing that it comes directly from the company or its sister branches 

(NZRC in particular), thus presenting the product in a positive light of the organization. This data will 

be used with caution to not decrease the validity and reliability of this thesis. The advantages of using 

secondary data are that it provides a comparative and contextual insight, and furthermore it is more 

permanent in the sense that secondary data has been reviewed by peers (Blumberg, Cooper, & 

Schindler, 2008). However, disadvantages include that its definitions may be unsuitable for this study 

or simply different from the definitions used in this paper. For this purpose, I have tried to clearly state 

the definitions used in this paper. The lack of control over data quality and the initial purpose of the 

research may have affected the presentation of data in the paper (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 

2008). However, taking this into consideration, the information used has been very relevant and 

useful, as it has provides the thesis with facts that could not otherwise be obtained elsewhere. 
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Appendix D: Codebook for Analysis of Interview Data 

Codes: Theoretical description: Example from source: 

Culture Geert Hofstede has arguably proposed the 

most influential framework concerning culture 

(Nielsen, 2003), which combines culture and 

norms (Hofstede, 1980). Hofstede proposes 

a framework that argues the differences in 

power distance, collectivism versus 

individualism, femininity versus masculinity, 

uncertainty avoidance, and long-term 

orientation (Hofstede, 2018). 

“Culture is interesting; I think it’ would be 

interesting to use Hofstede just to have 

some parameters to know what compare 

cultures. It’s interesting to facilitate the 

communication between partners, and to 

know, where to search in the states in 

relation to culture” (Andersen, 2018a). 

Industry 

Competition 

Industry Competition refers to the framework 

of Porter’s five forces (Porter, 1980; Porter, 

2008). Porter’s five forces are divided into 

horizontal- and vertical competition. 

Horizontal competition includes the 

bargaining power of suppliers and buyers, 

whereas the vertical competition includes the 

threat of new entrants and the threat of 

substitutes. In the center is the power of the 

existing rivalry (Porter, 2008) 

“…one might expect a high level of rivalry 

between us NGO’s, but we actually try to 

help each other a lot…I think it’s because 

of the nature of our service – helping 

those in need”. “…once we are in the 

field, we share much of the available 

capacity, like trucks and warehouses, but 

also information about customs, 

availability of capacity and 

routing…”(Klitgaard, 2018a). 

Legislation This code refers to the regulatory controls 

such as legal documents, policies, formal 

systems, standards and procedures that can 

establish the relationship between the two 

parties and specify boundaries (Das & Teng, 

2001). The regulative processes of 

institutions consist of rule setting, monitoring, 

and sanctioning activities (Scott, 2001). 

Individuals and organizations adhere to 

legislation so that they would not suffer the 

“All imports are required to have an 

import license. This is Myanmar’s primary 

method to regulate their trade deficit, and 

the import licenses are subjective to 

arbitrary change” (Hnin, 2018). “..we often 

have problems with registering customs 

papers online, as the lead time is 

long…also for  registration in MACCS 

system, that is a customs system, we 

have to go physically to the Custom 

Office and complete and submit the 
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penalty for noncompliance (Kshetri, 2007). registration forms which is very time 

consuming” (Hnin, 2018). 

Trust Strategic alliances pose a particularly rich 

setting for opportunism, because members 

from different organizations with different 

goals set the alliance (H. & Singh, 1998; 

Mohr & Spekman, 1994). Trust is not a 

costless or spontaneous achievement, but it 

requires strategies of forbearance (Parkhe, 

1993). Trust can improve the communication 

flow, which in turn has shown to have 

positive impacts on alliance outcomes (Das & 

Teng, 1998; Zaheer, McEvily, & Perone, 

1998) 

“ (…) I guess managing relationships is 

therefore an important lesson in this as 

private companies have a lower turnover 

on staff and access to better processes 

and capacity. We don’t. So we need to 

use local companies. The risks are that 

there is a lack of control and our donors 

try to prohibit the use of private 

companies or at least we need to 

document spending very tightly. We do 

have agency problems sometimes (…)” 

(Andersen, 2018a).  

Resources 

and 

Capabilities 

Alliances are created to allow partners to 

share risk and resources, gain knowledge, 

and obtain access to market (Hitt et al, 2000). 

For the partners in a strategic partnership, 

the alliance may not only mean access to 

each other’s skills, but it may furthermore 

mean a possibility for acquiring a partner’s 

skills through internalization (Hamel, 1991). 

“(…) we are definitely looking for a 

smaller logistics service provider, and not 

an international player – that would beat 

the purpose of the whole exercise. We 

want someone with local knowledge (…) 

(Andersen, 2018a) “(…) we want to build 

a strong relationship that can help us and 

we can help our partner develop 

knowledge as well. We want to know 

more about how Myanmar operates both 

in the government, but also between 

companies” (Andersen, 2018a). 

Business 

Relationship 

Management 

Relationship management aims at creating a 

partnership between the organization and its 

business relations rather than consider the 

relationship merely transactional. Partners 

who feel that a business responds to their 

needs are more likely to continue the 

engagement. Maintaining a level of 

“(…) You need to continuously mange the 

relationship, it has to be managed. This is 

not special for Myanmar, but for all our 

partnerships. A general thing is the 

experience with the industry complexity of 

humanitarian industry. I think culture is 

the first point, after that regulation and 
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communication with business partners allows 

the business to identify potential sources of 

costly problems (Investopedia, 2018). 

infrastructure of the country. I think these 

are important points to consider for 

managing the relationship” (Andersen, 

2018a). 

Partner 

Selection 

Partnership in this thesis refers to the 

possibility of a logistical partnership between 

MRC and a company from Myanmar. The 

partner selection process is critical to the 

success of partnerships in emerging 

economies (Luo Y, 1998). Geringer (1991) 

proposed a distinction between task related 

selection criteria and partner related selection 

criteria. The task related selection criteria 

define an appropriate partner as one with 

contributing resources and capabilities (Dong 

& Glaister, 2006). Partner-related selection 

criteria require the consideration of how the 

chosen partner will fit with the local firm in 

relation to national and corporate cultures, 

and whether trust can exist is important for 

determining the optimal partner (Dong & 

Glaister, 2006). 

“(…)partner selection imposes a bit of a 

paradox concerning resources and 

criteria’s of the partnering company. You 

have to consider the criteria’s that you 

want to look at and balance these 

dimensions and choose what is better for 

your intensions. If you just want to know 

the market, the institutional environment, 

then you are not trying to do something 

different. If you want to know more about 

how to operate, and perform the tasks, 

then look for a partner that is an expert in 

this. But if you want to minimize the 

barriers, maybe it is interesting to find a 

partner that is more similar to you, and it 

is probably going to be short-term 

relationship. But if you are trying to 

develop a long-term relationship, then it is 

a different situation” (Lund,2018) 

 

Logistics 

Service 

Provider 

Hertz and Alfredsson (2003) define LSP as 

external intermediaries who act on behalf of a 

shipper to plan, coordinate and deliver 

logistics activities like transportation, 

warehousing and inventory management 

(Hertz and Alfredsson, 2003). Cui & Hertz 

(2011) describe them as logistics 

intermediary firms and define them as firms 

which “are often non-asset based service 

providers and their business is to coordinate 

“This is a national logistics service 

provider that has a fleet of vehicles, and 

perhaps warehouses, which they 

manage, perhaps they have offices 

multiple places in Myanmar. I imagine 

they have customs offices in several 

seaports and airports to declare goods 

and manage customs tasks” (Andersen, 

2018a). 
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and connect different logistics actors and 

their activities” (Cui & Hertz, 2011) 

 

Humanitarian 

Space 

“The following principles “must be present to 

contribute humanitarian operations. 

Humanity, Neutrality, and Impartiality, these 

are also known to constitute the 

‘humanitarian space’ of humanitarian aid 

(Tomasini and Wassenhove, 2009a). 

Van Wassenhove describe these principles 

as a triangular structure that is both flexible 

and dynamic and concludes that while 

humanitarian space is actually built for 

humanitarians and help them navigate this 

complex role of providing humanitarian aid, it 

its actually the non-humanitarian actors, such 

as governments, military and politicians 

whom define it based on their understanding 

and priorities, which naturally is not always 

motivated by humanitarian needs and 

principles (Wassenhove, 2005). 

“(…) we have a lot of procedures to 

follow. Most is quite easy to follow, but 

some of it we need to sign and confirm 

we have understood. We also act within 

the humanitarian space, which is the 

guidelines we try to follow, especially 

once we are in the field. Here at RC, we 

have seven principles we try to follow. 

This is not an easy task to navigate. 

Sometimes other actors try to make us 

break our codes of conduct(…)as we do 

work in corrupted places, it is always 

great to have prepared for those 

situations” (Klitgaard,2018a) 
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Appendix E: Myanmar’s political history 

The main political parties are National League for Democracy (NLD) and Union Solidarity and 

Development Party (USDP) (Economist, 2018). The NLD is Burma’s main political party opposing 

military rule, and holds today 254 seats in the 440-seat lower house, while the opposition and pro-

military USDP has 30 seats. Minority ethnic-based parties and independents hold the rest (Economist, 

2018). 

Year of political event: 

 1952: Independence of Burma (later Myanmar) and ruled under a parliamentary democracy. 

Collapse of Communist Party of Burma (CPB). 

 1962: Military coup (under rule of General Ne Win from Revolutionary Council, later Burma 

Socialist Programme Party whom which continued to confront challenges of both armed and 

unarmed varieties throughout its 26-year rule. 

 1988: General Ne Win resigns on 23rd of July 1988 after nation-wide protests and pressure, 

however armed forces seize control of the state as the State Law and Order Restoration 

Council (SLORC) and declares martial law. 

 1990: National elections arranged by SLORC. NLD wins (60% of the votes) the election over 

the pro-military National Unity Party (NUP) (21% of the votes), which provided NLD with 392 

out of 485 seats (80.8% of seats) in the National Assembly.  

 1993: SLORC creates the Union Solidary and Development Association (USDA) 

 1997: SLORC is re-named to State Peace and Development Council (SPDC). 

 2008: SPDC held a referendum on the constitution that was distinctly unfree and unfair. 

 2010: The regime attempted to guide the transition whilst retaining power and sought to use 

USDA as the electoral machine for the military and renamed and registered the USDA as the 

Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) in 2010. 

 2010: National election won by USDP (57% of the votes) over NUP (20% of the votes), were 

Thein Sein (a former general) was chosen as the country’s president and who turned out to be 

a moderate reformer. NLD was omitted from participating in elections in 2010. 

 2012: National by-elections in 2012 to fill seats vacated by cabinet and bureaucratic 

appointments saw the NLD win nearly every contested seat, with Aung San Suu Kyi herself 

winning a seat in the legislature. 
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 2015: A national election was held and was expected to be a revealing milestone in Myanmar’s 

modern politics. This time the NLD vigorously contested the election against the pro-military 

USDP. The NLD won the 2015 elections by winning 57% of the votes while the USDP gained 

28%. After the electoral defeat, the USDP turned its attention to internal reform, so that it would 

be more competitive in the future. This was determined as a reasonably free and fair election. 

 2016: Negotiations about leadership positions lasted for several months until March 2016 were 

NLD’s Htin Kyaw was selected as president by the legislature with Myint Swe of the USDP and 

Henry Van Thio, an ethnic Chin from the NLD, serving as vice presidents. To circumvent article 

59(f) of the Myanmar constitution, which stipulates that presidents and vice-presidents of 

Myanmar cannot have spouses or children owing allegiance to a foreign power, the NLD-

dominated legislature passed a law granting Aung San Suu Kyi the title of “State Counselor”. 

 2017: National by-elections for newly vacant seats were held in April 2017. 

 2020: The next general election is due by 2020 
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Appendix F: Geographical & Infrastructural Information 

 

Developed Road Network in States and Regions 

 

Source: Inspired by data from Summit, 2018 
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Asian Highway Routes cross Myanmar 

 

  

Source: Summit, 2018  
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Trans-Asian Railway Network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Summit, 2018, p. 5 
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Airports in Myanmar 

  

Source: Summit, 2018 
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Seaports in Myanmar 

 

Source: Summit, 2018 

 

Source: Summit, 2018  
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Indian Plate and Burmese Plate 

 

 

 

Source: (Wikipedia, 2018) 
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Recent natural disasters overview  

 

Source: ReliefWeb, 2018c 
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Areas of Potential vulnerability based on recent Flood/Cyclone Events (2008-2015) 

Please find link to online version in bibliography. Even do unreadable, the colors keeps volumes. 

White indicates areas which have not been affected by natural disasters in the period of 2008-2015. 

 

 

 

Source: ReliefWeb, 2018d 
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Appendix G: Resume of the refugee crisis 

In Kachin and Shan states, armed conflict has continued and an estimated 106,000 displaced people 

remain in camps. In Kachin and Shan, most IDPs, particularly in areas beyond the Government 

control, continue to rely on humanitarian support and facilities available in China, as their access to 

health services and referral systems in Myanmar remains limited (UNICEF, 2018a) Access constraints 

faced by organizations working to establish functional referral systems equate to a serious health risk 

for the affected population. In mid-2017, only 33 per cent of the target population in Kachin had access 

to basic health care, largely due to logistical and security constraints, while 93 per cent in Shan had 

access (UNICEF, 2018a). The conflict in Kachin and Shan between the GoM military and ethnic 

armed groups has decreased in terms of the number of clashes, however the severity of attacks in 

2017 increased leading to additional displacement of 43,000 people since the start of the year 

(UNICEF, 2018a). The displacement in Shan is generally categorized by short displacements with 

people sheltering in public and religious buildings; while in Kachin longer-term movement and 

settlement in informal camps is more common (UNICEF, 2018a) For some in northern Shan, recent 

displacements are the second, third or fourth displacement leading to increased vulnerability. In both 

states, the displacement remains fluid and the numbers in need, and the type of assistance required, 

varies greatly. Given the lack of access in many areas for UN staff and international NGOs, many 

partners rely on the work of NGOs; however, they too are facing increasing restrictions on their 

movements. The constant movement of people and new displacements are straining existing 

capacities and resources. In response to the increased fighting and movements, the Area 

Humanitarian Country Team in Kachin has developed a contingency plan to prepare for additional 

large-scale displacements. (UNICEF, 2018a) 

Since the conflict erupted in 2011, there have been approx. 105000 Internally Displaced Persons 

(IDPs) across Kachin and Northern Shan States (Myanmar / Burma). • In April 2018, a new escalation 

in hostilities in Kachin State has been reported, causing at least 10 fatalities and approx. 5250 

displaced persons. (ReliefWeb, 2018a) 

In Rakhine State is the second poorest state in Myanmar and is characterized by high population 

density, high levels of malnutrition, low incomes, extreme poverty and weak infrastructure. According 

to the report, an estimated 185,000 Rohingya children remain in Myanmar’s Rakhine State, fearful of 

the violence and horror that drove so many of their relatives and neighbors to flee. In Rakhine, in 

addition to long-standing limitations in general health service provision, humanitarian needs remain 
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due to continued restrictions on access to health facilities and township hospitals for the Muslim 

population (including IDPs) in central Rakhine. (UNICEF, 2018a) In central Rakhine, 129,000 internally 

displaced, including over 120,000 Rohingya in camps are reliant on humanitarian assistance for basic 

survival and access to social services such as water and sanitation facilities and health care. 

Rohingya and other Muslims throughout Rakhine continue to face severe restrictions on freedom of 

movement, and tensions between Muslims and non-Muslims and between Arakan/Rakhine and 

government officials remain high. As part of the overall strategy of support and localization of 

assistance in Myanmar, UNICEF continues to look at strengthening national capacity of GoM officials 

and national NGOs, however, in Rakhine, very few national NGOs have the capacity to take on the 

significant burden of camp management and humanitarian activities. (UNICEF, 2018a) 

In Bangladesh, there are estimated to be around 534,000 Rohingya refugee children from last year’s 

and previous influxes. “Some 720,000 Rohingya children are essentially trapped – either hemmed in 

by violence and forced displacement inside Myanmar or stranded in overcrowded camps in 

Bangladesh because they can’t return home,” said Manuel Fontaine, UNICEF Director of Emergency 

Programmes (UNICEF, 2018b) 
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Overview of IDP sites in Kachin and northern Shan States  

 

 

 

Source: ReliefWeb, 2018b 
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Appendix H: Hofstede’s Culture Dimensions 

Power Distance Index (PDI) deals with the fact that all individuals in societies are not equal – it 

expresses the attitude of the culture towards these inequalities amongst us (Hofstede, 2018b). PDI is 

defined as the extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and organizations within a 

country expect and accept that power is distributed unequally (Hofstede, 2018b). People in societies 

exhibiting a large degree of Power Distance accept a hierarchical order in which everybody has a 

place and which needs no further justification. In societies with low Power Distance, people strive to 

equalize the distribution of power and demand justification for inequalities of power (Hofstede, 2018b). 

Myanmar scores 26 on PDI index, significant lower than the average Asian countries (Avg. 71) (Rarick 

et al., 2006). This is indicating a low level of acceptance of inequality among societal members. Within 

Southeast Asia, Myanmar’s PDI is closest to Thailand (64) (Rarick et al., 2006). At 26 Myanmar sits in 

the much lower rankings of PDI, i.e. a society that believes that inequalities amongst people should be 

minimized. Both managers and employees expect to be consulted and information is shared 

frequently. At the same time, communication is informal, direct and participative (Hofstede, 2018a). 

With a score of 18 points, Denmark is at the very low end of this dimension (Hofstede, 2018a). 

Meaning that Danes view inequality as wrong, independence as a key virtue, are tolerant, innovation 

should be fast, and it is easy to change jobs. Power is decentralized and managers count on the 

experience of their team members. Respect among the Danes is something, which you earn by 

proving your hands-on expertise. Workplaces have a very informal atmosphere with direct and 

involving communication and works on a first name basis. Employees expect to be consulted 

(Hofstede, 2018a). 

 

Individualism address the degree of interdependence a society maintains among its members 

(Hofstede, 2018b). A society’s position on this dimension is reflected in whether people’s self-image is 

defined in terms of “I” or “we” (Hofstede, 2018b). The high side of this dimension, called Individualism, 

can be defined as a preference for a loosely-knit social framework in which individuals are expected to 

take care of only themselves and their immediate families (Hofstede, 2018b). Its opposite, collectivism, 

represents a preference for a tightly-knit framework in society in which individuals can expect their 

relatives or members of a particular in-group to look after them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty 

(Hofstede, 2018b). With a score of 51 Myanmar places it self mostly on collectivist values (Rarick et 

al., 2006).This is manifest in a loyalty to the in-group in a collectivist culture is paramount, and over-
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rides most other societal rules and regulations. The society fosters strong relationships where 

everyone takes responsibility for fellow members of their group. An offence leads to loss of face and 

Burmese are very sensitive not to feel shamed in front of their group. Personal relationship is key to 

conducting business and it takes time to build such relations thus patience is necessary as well as not 

openly discuss business on first occasions (Rarick et al., 2006). Denmark, with a score of 74 is an 

Individualist society (Hofstede, 2018a). This means there is a high preference for a loosely-knit social 

framework in which individuals are expected to take care of themselves and their immediate families 

only. It is relatively easy to start doing business with the Danes. Small talk is kept at a minimum and 

you do not need to create relationships first. Danes are also known for using a very direct form of 

communication (Hofstede, 2018a). Whereas Myanmar is seen as a collectivist culture, where relations 

are valued over tasks and the in-group harmony is very important, Denmark is grouped as an 

individualistic culture, where the identity is based on the individual, and where confrontations are 

viewed as healthy (Hofstede, 2018a). The conflict between the needs of self and society is most 

clearly manifested in the context of the fundamental business activity: face-to-face negotiations. These 

negotiations are crucial to all business relations (Graham, 2002). Negotiators from more individualistic 

cultures tend to behave more individually and will try to maximize their own welfare without regard for 

the other (Graham, 2002). However, in my interview with Andersen (2018), a great amount of 

importance was put on cooperation and collectivistic values: “We have a contract that specifies [our 

requirements concerning a partner]. In the appendix we write the goals we jointly agree upon. We 

don’t dictate, because that never creates success” (Andersen, 2018). In this case it is thus noticeable 

that RC reflects collectivistic values concerning the interaction with their partners. Therefore, this 

cultural difference will not be discussed further.  

A high score (Masculine) on this dimension indicates that the society will be driven by competition, 

achievement and success, with success being defined by the winner/best in field – a value system that 

starts in school and continues throughout organizational life (Hofstede, 2018b). A low score on the 

other hand (Feminine) means that the dominant values in society are caring for others and quality of 

life (Hofstede, 2018b). A Feminine society is one where quality of life is the sign of success and 

standing out from the crowd is not admirable. The fundamental issue here is what motivates people, 

wanting to be the best (Masculine) or liking what you do (Feminine) (Hofstede, 2018b). In the business 

context Masculinity versus Femininity is sometimes also related to as “tough versus tender” cultures 

(Hofstede, 2018b). Myanmar scores 24 on this dimension and is thus considered a Feminine society 

(Rarick et al., 2006). Myanmar is the one of the lowest Masculinity ranking among the average Asian 
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countries of 53. This lower level is indicative of a society with less assertiveness and competitiveness, 

as compared to one where these values are considered more important and significant. This situation 

also reinforces more traditional male and female roles within the population (Rarick et al., 2006). 

Denmark scores 16 on this dimension and is therefore considered a Feminine society (Hofstede, 

2018a). In Feminine countries, it is important to keep the life/work balance and you make sure that all 

are included. An effective manager is supportive to his/her people, and decision making is achieved 

through involvement. Managers strive for consensus and people value equality, solidarity and quality 

in their working lives. Conflicts are resolved by compromise and negotiation and Danes are known for 

their long discussions until consensus has been reached. Incentives such as free time and flexible 

work hours and place are favored (Hofstede, 2018a). Since both cultures are grouped within the 

feminine dimension, meaning that both cultures value modesty, co-workers, and conflict resolution by 

compromise. 

The Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI) has to do with the way that a society deals with the fact that 

the future can never be known: should we try to control the future or just let it happen? This ambiguity 

brings with it anxiety and different cultures have learnt to deal with this anxiety in different ways 

(Hofstede, 2018b). The extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by ambiguous or 

unknown situations and have created beliefs and institutions that try to avoid these is reflected in the 

score on UAI (Hofstede, 2018b). Myanmar scores an 87 on this dimension, and therefore indicates a 

very high uncertainty avoidance culture for Myanmar (Rarick et al., 2006). These societies show a 

strong need for rules and elaborate legal systems in order to structure life (Hofstede, 2018b). The 

individual’s need to obey these laws, however, is weak. Corruption is widespread, the black market 

sizeable and (Hofstede, 2018b). To compound the issue, in these societies, if rules cannot be kept, 

additional rules are dictated (Hofstede, 2018b). With a score of 23 Denmark scores low on this 

dimension (Hofstede, 2018a). This means that that Danes do not need a lot of structure and 

predictability in their work life. Plans can change overnight, new things pop up and the Danes are fine 

with it. It is a natural part of their work life (Hofstede, 2018b). Curiosity is natural and is encouraged 

from a very young age. This combination of a highly Individualist and curious nation is also the driving 

force for Denmark’s reputation within innovation and design (Hofstede, 2018b). At the workplace, the 

low score on UAI is also reflected in the fact that the Danes tell you if you are in doubt or do not know 

something. It is ok to say “I do not know” and the Danes are comfortable in ambiguous situations in 

the workplace (Hofstede, 2018b). This dimension describes how every society has to maintain some 

links with its own past while dealing with the challenges of the present and future, and societies 
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prioritize these two existential goals differently (Hofstede, 2018b). Normative societies, which score 

low on this dimension for example, prefers to maintain time honored traditions and norms while 

viewing societal change with suspicion (Hofstede, 2018b). Those with a culture which scores high, on 

the other hand, take a more pragmatic approach: they encourage thrift and efforts in modern 

education as a way to prepare for the future (Hofstede, 2018b). In the business context, this 

dimension is referred to as “(short-term) normative versus (long-term) pragmatic” (Hofstede, 2018b). 

Myanmar’s scores 46, a relative moderate score (Rarick et al., 2006), which show s some cultural 

qualities supporting long-term investment such as perseverance, sustained efforts, slow results, thrift; 

being sparse with resources, ordering relationship by status and having a sense of shame (Rarick et 

al., 2006). Compared with westerners which believe that if A is right, B must be wrong, people from 

East and Southeast Asian countries see that both A and B combined produce something superior. 

This mindset allows for a more pragmatic approach to business (Hofstede, 2018a). A low score of 35 

indicates that Danish culture is normative (Hofstede, 2018a). People in such societies have a strong 

concern with establishing the absolute truth; they are normative in their thinking. They exhibit great 

respect for traditions, a relatively small propensity to save for the future, and a focus on achieving 

quick results (Hofstede, 2018a). 

The above illustration of the dimensions indicates that Myanmar may not be the typical Asian culture 

and is actually close to Denmark on several dimensions. With an individualistic, feminine, and 

moderate long-term orientation, Myanmar is somewhat unique in Asia (Rarick et al., 2006). The 

unique circumstances of Myanmar’s political environment may be the cause, as the lower power 

distance value seems to be consistent with the economic system that developed in Myanmar after 

gaining independence (Rarick et al., 2006). The “Burmese way to socialism,” an earlier economic 

program reflected a desire to maintain economic equality among societal members (Rarick et al., 

2006). As mentioned above, Myanmar is also a strongly Buddhist country, perhaps the most devouted 

among the Southeastern Asian nations. This spiritual orientation may also shape the low power 

distance and feminine orientations of Myanmar to a greater extent than even its other Buddhist 

neighboring countries (Rarick et al., 2006). With its unique political, and desperate economic situation, 

people in Myanmar may be more focused towards individualism at the moment as a basis for survival, 

this would also perhaps explain the slightly less long-term orientation in the region (Rarick et al., 

2006).  
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Appendix I: Interview Protocol Andersen & Klitgaard 

Benjamin Andersen, Logistics Coordinator & Susanne Klitgaard, Logistics Delegate, Danish Red 

Cross, Blegdamsvej 27, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Introduction: The purpose of this interview is to investigate the topic of partner selection in the 

humanitarian industry in the context of Myanmar. In order to perform this thesis, I’m asking for your 

assistance as I need to understand the humanitarian industry, Red Cross as an organization, your 

operation in Myanmar and what your experiences and wishes are in terms of selecting a logistical 

partner. 

Structure of the interview: I have divided my questions into four sections; first I’m going to ask some 

questions about you, followed by some questions about Red Cross, then I would like to know more 

about the humanitarian industry,  

Section 1 – Background information 

1. Could you please describe your academic back ground?  

2. What is your current position at the company, and how long have you been working at here? 

Section 2 – About the company 

3. On your webpage, I’m able to see that you are active as a humanitarian organization all over 

the world. Please describe your organization? 

4. Where do your store your products?  

5. Where are your main suppliers located? 

6. How would you describe your customers? 

7. Which countries are you (Danish Red Cross) currently active in? 

Section 3 – Humanitarian Industry 

8. How would you describe the humanitarian industry, using your own words?  

9. Who do you see as the big players in this industry?  

10. How would you describe your competitors? How do humanitarian organizations compete? 

11. How is Danish Red Cross being involved with operations in other countries? 

Section 4 – Operation in Myanmar 

12. What is your experience about culture? Values? Norms? For example, when you are on a 

mission in Myanmar? 
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13. How are you experiencing being in country different then Denmark? 

14. What is Red Cross’s position when it comes to corruption?  

15. Do you act by following a code of conduct? 

16. How is your operation established in Myanmar? 

a. Do you have your own warehouses? 

b. Do you have your own fleet of vehicles? 

Section 5 - Logistics Service Providers 

17. How do you decide on which sub-suppliers to use in Myanmar? 

18. Do you have a set of criteria’s you use, when selecting a sub-supplier in Myanmar? (Example, 

size, geographical location, specific knowledge, any particular synergies?) 

19. What is your experience with selecting sub-suppliers? Any problems? Any successes? 

20. Do you sub-suppliers of Red Cross have any formal requirements to live up to? 

a. How do you picture the ideal transportation company? (E.g. well established, financial 

stabile, resource endowed, political active and well connected, great reputation etc.) 

b. What is the perceived risk of working with external carriers? 

c. What is the normal time horizon when making contracts with external carriers? 

d. How much time and effort do you as Red Cross invest in external carriers? 

e. Do you share knowledge about the products, or sizes etc.? 

f. How much control does Red Cross required? (E.g. Information) 

g. Which legal clauses do your work with? Are the legal circumstances tough when 

working for Red Cross? 

h. What is the current relationship with external carriers you are using at the moment? 

Would you describe it as close, none existing or…? 

21. What value creating activities do you expect to gain from selecting a logistical partner in 

Myanmar? (Answer: Better information, better registration, damage control) 

a. Are you currently measuring the service level of carriers? 

b. Why not?  

c. What are you measuring? Any KPI’s? 

Thank you very much for your participation. 

22. Do you require any confidentiality agreements? 
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Appendix J: Email Interview Protocol Ei Ei & Hnin 

Email interview, Ei Ei, Director of Logistics, Myanmar Red Cross & Hnin Hnin, Deputy Director, 

Myanmar Red Cross. 

Introduction: The purpose of this email interview is to investigate the topic of partner selection in the 

humanitarian industry in the context of Myanmar. In order to perform this thesis, I’m asking for your 

assistance as I need to understand the humanitarian industry, Red Cross as an organization, your 

operation in Myanmar and what your experiences and requests there are in terms of selecting a 

logistical partner. 

Structure of the email interview: I have divided my questions into four sections; first I’m going to ask 

some questions about you, followed by some questions about Red Cross, and then I will ask some 

questions about the humanitarian industry and your processes surrounding logistical partner selection. 

Section 1 – Background information 

1. Could you please describe your academic back ground?  

2. What is your current position at the company, and how long have you been working at here? 

Section 2 – Operation in Myanmar 

3. What is your experience about culture? Values? Norms? For example, when you are on a 

mission in Myanmar? 

4. How are you experiencing working with Danish people? 

5. What is the Government of Myanmar’s primary role in helping humanitarian organizations, like 

Red Cross? 

6. What is Red Cross’s position when it comes to corruption?  

7. How is the customs and import control of Myanmar? 

8. Do you act by following a code of conduct? 

9. How is your operation established in Myanmar? Warehouses? Fleet of vehicles? 

Section 3 - Logistics Service Providers 

1. How would you describe the capacity of the road transport providers in Myanmar? 

2. How do you decide on which sub-suppliers to use in Myanmar? 

3. Do you have a set of criteria’s you use, when selecting a sub-supplier in Myanmar? (Example, 

size, geographical location, specific knowledge, any particular synergies?) 
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4. What is your experience with selecting sub-suppliers? Any problems? Any successes? 

5. Do you sub-suppliers of Red Cross have any formal requirements to live up to? 

6. What value creating activities do you expect to gain from selecting a logistical partner in 

Myanmar? (Answer: Better information, better registration, damage control) 

a. Are you currently measuring the service level of carriers? 

b. Why not?  

c. What are you measuring? Any KPI’s? 

Section 4 - Supplier Selection 

1. What is your experience with supplier selection? 

2. What is your experience with having tenders in Myanmar? 

3. Are the transport companies offering their service mainly local companies or none-national 

companies? 

Thank you very much for your participation. 

4. Do you require any confidentiality agreements? 
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Appendix K: Interview Protocol Lund 

Jakob Lund Andersen, Operations Manager, Damco Logistics, Sommervej 31b, 8210 Aarhus V, 

Denmark. 

Introduction: The purpose of this interview is to investigate the topic of partner selection in the 

humanitarian industry in the context of Myanmar. In order to perform this thesis, I’m asking for your 

assistance as I need to understand the humanitarian industry, the role as Third Party Logistics and 

Logistics Service Providers to humanitarian organizations.  

Structure of the interview: I have set a few questions relating to the role of Third Party Logistics and 

Logistics Service Providers to humanitarian organizations. But feel free to contribute wit information 

you might find relevant. 

Section 1 – Background information 

1. Could you please describe your academic back ground?  

2. What is your current position at the company, and how long have you been working here? 

3. Please describe the organization you work in? 

Section 2 – Humanitarian Industry 

1. How would you describe the humanitarian industry, using your own words?  

2. Who do you see as the big players in this industry?  

3. How would you describe your competitors? How do humanitarian organizations compete? 

4. How would you describe the entry barriers?  

Section 3 - Logistics Service Providers 

1. How do you decide on which sub-suppliers to use in general, or for example in Myanmar? 

2. Do you have a set of criteria’s you use, when selecting a sub-supplier in Myanmar? (Example, 

size, geographical location, specific knowledge, any particular synergies?) 

3. What is your experience with selecting sub-suppliers? Any problems? Any successes? 

4. Do you sub-suppliers have any formal requirements to live up to? 

Thank you very much for your participation. 

5. Do you require any confidentiality agreements? 
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Appendix L: Interview Protocol Thomsen 

Claus Blok Thomsen, Danish Journalist, Asian correspondent for a Danish newspaper, Politikken, 

based in Naypyidaw, Myanmar. 

The purpose of this interview is to investigate the topic of partner selection in the humanitarian 

industry in the context of Myanmar. In order to perform this thesis, I’m asking for your assistance as I 

need to understand Myanmar and the institutional circumstances, both informal and formal. 

Structure of the interview: I have divided my questions into four sections; first I’m going to ask some 

questions about you, followed by some questions about Myanmar and the business environment and 

the political circumstances. 

Section 1 – Background information 

1. Could you please describe your academic back ground?  

2. What is your current role at the company, and how long have you been working here? 

Section 2: Myanmar and companies in Myanmar?  

1. How would you describe Myanmar culture? Corruption in Myanmar?  

2. What about the political history and the election process?  

3. How would you describe the role of Aung San Suu Ky? 

4. Is Myanmar open to foreign companies, or are there many restrictions and barriers to entry?  

5. How is the labor market in Myanmar? Are there many trade unions?  

6. Outside the major cities, how is the infrastructure in Myanmar?  

Section 3: The Humanitarian Industry / Business Environment 

1. Is it easy to operate as a humanitarian organization in Myanmar? Why/Why not?  

2. 2. What companies dominate in Myanmar? Are they Burmese, foreign, big companies, small 

companies, governments? How would you describe the business environment in Myanmar? 

3. Is there any legislative control with the market and how does it work? (Lobbyism, corruption?) 

4. Are there any geographic areas, where the business industry and decision power is centered?  

5. How would you describe the possibilities for a foreign companies and NGO’s to operate in 

Myanmar?  

Thank you very much for your participation. 

6. Do you require any confidentiality agreements? 
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Appendix M: Interview with Andersen & Klitgaard (A) 

Benjamin Andersen, Logistics Coordinator & Susanne Klitgaard, Logistics Delegate, Danish Red 

Cross, Blegdamsvej 27, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark, d. 10-01-2018, Time. 15.00-16.00 (Andersen & 

Klitgaard, 2018a) 

D: Thank you for seeing me and taking the time. Do you have log in for the wifi I can use? 

B: Yes, that is guest_password: henridunant, the server is called rk1.guest.rodekors.dk 

D: Who is Henri Dunant? If you don’t mind me asking? 

B: haha. Of course not, were to start. I would google him if I was you. He his the founder of Red Cross 

Crescent. 

D: Could you please describe your academic back ground? And what is your current position 

at the company, and how long have you been working at Red Cross? 

B: I have a background in fast consumer products and have been working for Red Cross in various 

positions for the last 10 years. 5 of them stationed in Panama with the Emergency Logistics Unit. 

S: I have also been working at Danish Red Cross for about 10 years, the last 3 at a Delegate for 

Danish Red Cross. 

S: I mainly work with various national branches in the world and help them. I look at de-centralization 

of procurement tasks, procurement procedures, and tender procurement. Help with problems they 

have. 

D: Can you define ‘who’ is?  

S: That is all the national branches….Danish Red Cross help a lot of the small branches with need our 

help. So I go there and help out for a few months and then I go back here..  

S: For example, I was in Myanmar to help with the ‘Nagy’ national disaster in 2008 and have been 

back couple of times since then. 

D: Are you going there again soon? 

B: Yes, once we get the approval from the budget, then Susanne is going there. Properly in February. 

Let’s see. 

D: On your webpage, I’m able to see that you are active as a humanitarian organization all over 

the world. Please describe the organization? 
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B: Yes, Danish Red Cross is one of the largest national branches as we also manage a lot of the 

central procurement for whole Red Cross. 

S: You can also read about us at the webpage. I think it is under IRFC.org and then under “what we 

do”. 

B: We support Panama in South America, Dubai and Kuala Lumpur in Asia. 

D: And now also Myanmar? 

B: Yes, Myanmar is very special as we have been working there for a long time but do not have the 

full confidence of the local staff there. We are in the process of building the national capacity of the 

national society of Myanmar. This has been an ongoing process for the last two years or so. Danish 

Red Cross together with other national societies have focused on developing the capacity. 

S: So now we are working with New Zealand to help them. 

D: New Zealand? How does that work? 

S: Yes, Danish Red Cross have been appointed to lead the development of a national warehouse 

strategy in Myanmar. The money just comes from New Zealand’s government, so New Zealand Red 

Cross is also in the loop. 

B: That is why a lot of the reports we have is made by New Zealand’s Red Cross. They need to make 

the donors happy. 

D: Okay, so you are in the lead, and they assist? 

B: Yes, That is also why Susanne is going there. I was just there in November. 

D: What is the products and where do your store your products?  

S: Look at this (Susanne shows me a map of Myanmar and points to the chart). Here is the 

warehouses they have at the moment. We have about 1200 Family kits right now on stock. 

B: Yes, there is too many warehouses…about 30. That is too much. I think 28 have turned into 31 

since I left them in November. They don’t really know what they are doing out there. 

B: And New Zealand has the money to renovate 5 of them and make them bigger. All financed by New 

Zealand Government. 

D: So this will only focus on Myanmar for you guys?  

B: Yes, only Myanmar – is that a problem? 
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D: No, not at all. Just that Myanmar is decided upon from a different set of criteria’s then 

normally in business. 

B: Yes, we are in Myanmar because we have to. There is no choice to this. We are not there make a 

profit or because we see it as a good opportunity, this properly the more business way of thinking. 

D: Yes of course, that makes sense. 

D: So what are the types of problems there? 

S: We have a lot of problems out there. Mainly related to “Expire Dates” of the products, and they 

don’t follow the FIFO principle. Do you know FIFO? 

D: Yes, I know it. First In First Out… We used it in Shipping for Bunkers and Oil as well. 

S: Okay, and then we have problems with them understanding the donor and project handover over. 

They don’t close down the projects after they end. 

D: That you need to explain to me. I don’t get that either. 

B: Okay, every time a donor contributes with let say 10.000 Family kits to Myanmar. This donation is 

earmarked maybe under the ‘Nagy’s in 2018’. But a lot of different donors do that, so maybe some of 

all these kits are stranded in a warehouse somewhere because maybe no need for them right now. 

That is fine, but then when the project then closes, we want them to kind of release the kits, so we can 

put them on our general stock. Does that make sense? 

S: They actually keep them in the corner collecting dust. They don’t dare touching them. They will 

rather want an full warehouse, then an empty warehouse. 

D: Okay, that’s silly. So there are some problems with understanding procedures and donors. 

How that works? 

S: Yes, a lot. This is often what I solve when I go. Trying to make them understand. Buy the staff 

change a lot and then I have to start all over. 

S: They have so much authority respect, not sure how to explain, but they never question the fact that 

some products have been on the inventory for maybe 8 years. They just leave them be and order new 

afraid of touching them. 

D: Okay, so you lose knowledge? 

S: Yes. 
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D: How do they know which project the donations belong to? 

B: We use something called a CTN-Number. 

D: Is there any other problems? 

S: Yes, there is some internal problems between Myanmar Red Cross Disaster Management. We call 

it DM and then Myanmar Red Cross Logistics. They have problems with power distribution and 

authority. 

D: How many are working for Myanmar Red Cross?  

S: Right now they are quite understaffed, I think they are 2 full time and then 5 part-time, they are paid 

by donors and is project paid. 

B: We try to keep a higher budget, so they can have more full time staff. But Myanmar Red Cross 

Logistics needs re-organizing, as they don’t get paid for the work they do for DM. 

D: Okay, so like internal fees, or like administration fees. 

B: Yes, exactly that.  

D: How is the funding of the operation in Myanmar? 

B: Here is the budget, so you can get an idea of the size. Its low considering how many people are in 

need. But there is also a lot of humanitarian organizations working out there. 

B: There is a Delegation from New Zealand out there tight now to decide if they provide more 

donations. Because we also need better transportation fleet or at least have funding to purchase this. 

D: How is the quality of the staff? You mention that they did not understand donors and the 

FIFO for example. 

S: I do a lot of training with the staff. But again, they easily switch jobs when then budget runs out and 

then when funding comes in again, the staff is gone. It is always a problem in this industry. 

S: They have actually just requested funding for training of staff for one of the smaller locations, but 

we are not active there right now. So not sure why? I have to talk with them about that. 

D: Do you have your own warehouses? 

S: Some of them. I will send you a list of how much we own ourselves and how much is rented. The 

New Zealand delegation will also decide if we should use old locations, but the buildings are old and 

some of them need to be taken down.  
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S: It will properly take them a year to build new ones with better logistic considerations. Like a ramp, 

and better space for turning the trucks around. Right now it is not easy for the carriers. 

D: Do you have your own fleet of vehicles? 

B: No, we don’t. They can’t manage it right now because they are low on resources and staff. So we 

are using external carriers. 

D: How do you decide on which sub-suppliers to use in Myanmar? 

S: I have no idea. They purchase that themselves. I know that they started looking into this and want 

to make some sort of an agreement. 

B: I told them to wait. We need to understand our needs first and look into which kind of logistical 

partner we need. 

D: Okay, so they do not some kind of criteria’s to use, when selecting a sub-supplier in 

Myanmar? Like the location of the partner or something like that? 

S: No, but almost all the products go via Yangon. This is where all the shipping comes in. We don’t 

use airports much in Myanmar. 

S: Sea ports are our main focus. That is all we use. 

D: How long time will you be in Myanmar? (Question for Susanne) 

S: Subject to the budget, but the plan is 6 months. We have an internal deadline on some of the 

decisions we need to make on 1st of April. 

D: Okay, so you won’t be back before June? 

S: Yes, I will come back in March or April depending on when I leave here in February. 

S: I will use all my time on capacity building and training local staff. 

D: Do you have any systems with information? Like quantitative data? 

B: We use Excel here in Denmark, we have some information in a Humanitarian system called LOGIC 

but they do not use this in Myanmar. Is a warehouse management system. We also have use 

Navision, but not for Myanmar. 

S: I don’t think they have much available in Myanmar. I can see what I can find when I arrive there. I 

will so get you the contact details to Ei Ei and Hnin Hnin which are the directors. I will send you the 

contact details later. 
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D: Perfect. 

S: I suggest that you email the questions you have for Hnin Hnin and Ei Ei as I don’t think they will be 

able to fully understand your oral English. So they have time to look at the words and look them up if 

they don’t understand them al. 

S: Also, that will give them some time to answer in writing and you properly get better reply’s. 

B: We have to cut the meeting short, as we have to leave for another meeting. 

D: Okay. Thank you very much for your time. It was really useful. I properly need to ask a lot of 

questions again 

B: You are very welcome. Just write us or come again. 

D: Do you require any confidentiality agreements? 

B: No, that okay, but let us read it before it is published. 
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Appendix N: Interview with Andersen & Klitgaard (B) 

Benjamin Andersen, Logistics Coordinator & Susanne Klitgaard, Logistics Delegate, Danish Red 

Cross, Blegdamsvej 27, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark, d. 18-04-2018, Time: 13.00-16.00 (Andersen & 

Klitgaard, 2018b). 

B: Welcome back. 

D: Thank you. 

S: and to me too. 

D: it’s been tough out there? 

S: Yes, one problem substitutes the next. 

D: I have definitely learned a lot about how chaotic and unstructured it all seems. 

S: I have actually also been very surprised about the standard of the operation. The staffs are 

however trying their best and really want to succeed. 

D: What about the information flow, has that been better? 

S: Yes, I learned that they use ‘Viper’, it’s like Skype to communicate and send documentation back 

and forth. So I have received a lot more by using that to communicate with the local staff. I now get my 

hands on Goods Receipt, scanned copies of transport documents and Air Waybills 

B: That is about time. 

S: I have had a change to ask them more about a possible partnership agreement and they have 

agreed to discuss this with you. Ei Ei and Hnin Hnin will be able to answer all your questions.  

D: Great stuff. And they know more about what I asked when we last spoke?  

S: Yes, it would seem so. 

D: Great stuff. 

B: But they need to consider how much we commit us to transporting. I believe we need to deliver 

1200 Family kits in Myanmar over the next year. Just to compare, our current setup is that we (red. 

Red Cross) can deliver 5000 Family Kits within 48 hours worldwide and then 15.000 Family Kits within 

14 days worldwide. We primarily deliver from three main hubs, Panama, Dubai and Kuala Lumpur. 
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D: Okay, so Myanmar Red Cross just need to be able to deliver this on a continues basis and 

then if a new disaster hits, more is delivered. 

B: Yes, Kuala Lumpur is the regional transport hub for Asia. So Myanmar will get most of its deliveries 

form them. 

Note: The meeting then continued about the Danish Red Cross Emergency Unit which is outside the 

scope of this thesis and therefore not transcribed. 
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Appendix O: Interview with Andersen (A) 

Benjamin Andersen, Logistics Coordinator, Danish Red Cross, Blegdamsvej 27, 2100 Copenhagen, 

Denmark, d.01-03-2018, Time: 15.00-16.00 (Andersen, 2018a). 

B: So, could Susanne answer some of your remaining questions last time. 

D: yes, indeed. It was great for me to ask some of the things I did not quite understand the first 

time after our meeting. There are a lot of new words to comprehend. 

B: yes, I get that there always is when entering a new industry. What do you want to discuss today? 

D: I would like to understand more about what your concerns are about partner selection; 

perhaps talk about your motivation and try to understand this, also discuss the industry and 

Red Cross as a whole. I have a few questions ready, but otherwise I will just let you talk for the 

most of the time. 

D: What is the overall perspective if Red Cross? 

B: We deliver humanitarian aid all over the world to beneficiaries whom are in need of life-supporting 

products such as medicine, food and shelter. We deliver aid in more than 100 countries on almost all 

continents of the world. We operate without limitations to religion, or geographical location. We must 

ensure that we can supply aids all over the world and are ready for any challenge, we therefore rely a 

lot on logistical partners both national and international partners. This is a critical point of the 

humanitarian industry. We operate on an international level trough International Crescent Red Cross 

(ICRC), however I would say that a lot of the authority is distributed to the national societies, just like 

Myanmar Red Cross.  

D: So they decide for themselves? 

B: They have the overall responsibility and therefore also full authority over the operations on a 

national level. They also decide whom they work with and in the end partner up with to succeed. But 

they follow some guidelines and procedures for all national societies, or at least they try to. But this is 

also why Danish Red Cross together with other national societies supervises them on the procedures 

and help with large decisions, like the process of selecting a national logistical partner. We have made 

it an operating goal to create a national distribution network through a local partner. The partner 

should be able to support our operation and warehouse network. The warehouse network is already in 

place. 
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D: So how would you define a logistics service provider in this case? 

B: This is a national logistics service provider that has a fleet of vehicles, and perhaps warehouses, 

which they manage; perhaps they have offices multiple places in Myanmar. I imagine they have 

customs offices in several seaports and airports to declare goods and manage customs tasks. 

D: So why a partner, if MRC are already operational? 

B: Until now distribution and transportation has mainly been dealt with on an ad-hoc and in an 

unstructured way. There is no reasoning behind which they use for these activities. 

D: So they don’t have any criteria’s for the partners today? 

B: No, this is very random and basically depends on whom takes to contact and has the responsibility. 

And they don’t set any demands. 

D: So what are your expectations for the logistical partner in Myanmar? Perhaps capacity, size, 

number of staff, geography-wise etc. What have you considered here. 

B: Mmm..There is a lot of things, but let’s see. We are definitely looking for a smaller logistics service 

provider, and not an international player – that would beat the purpose of the whole exercise. We want 

someone with local knowledge. But they need to be financial stable that is important, so we need to be 

able to have a look in to their references and books to consider them. 

D: What sort of partnership are you looking for? 

B: We want it to be full of cooperation and good spirits. We never dictate the demands, because that 

never creates success. We have a contract that specifies demand and our requirements concerning a 

partner. In the appendix we write the goals we jointly agree upon. But the rights to transport our 

products are tied to a performance. If the company does not do it right, we have the right to terminate 

the cooperation. We need to have the agreement in writing of course. I also think that contractual 

agreements are standard practice in Myanmar nowadays. There is of course some which is done on 

mutual respect and not on paper. Some of these agreements are short-term agreements, but other is 

long-term agreements. It depends on the interests of the parties. For example, some companies want 

to know how the industry of Myanmar works, how the institutional framework works, etc., so they enter 

with this proposal, and they are clear about it from the beginning, others like us want tasks to be 

performed. 

D: But how do you get to know these companies that must be difficult?  
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B: We of course have our local national societies which we try to use. Hnin Hnin and Ei Ei have a 

large network we will be using to screen possible companies. We have also held a distributor meeting 

or conference I would say last year with great success; it was a way for us to meet them in person. It 

was both for current suppliers and potential suppliers. You got to know them. Understand their culture 

a bit more and they got to ask questions also. You should not underestimate face-to-face contact, 

because it makes it easier, and we get to show them our challenges in a better way. So we were all 

there, also contacts from New Zealand Red Cross. The humanitarian industry is very relationship-

based. We are very close with our distributors in the countries that we operate. It would say that many 

of the distributors showed a commitment and it was very impressive. 

D: Why is it that you not just do the distribution and routing yourself in Myanmar? 

B: That is also what we want to achieve in the long-run. But the circumstances of funding in Myanmar 

are difficult and the government support is not stable. So we have to look at other strategies to 

succeed. So one of the causes of these many partnerships is due to the low resources and the often 

change in human staff in the humanitarian organizations, Susanne can explain more about the staff 

funding in details, she also have the budgets I believe. I guess managing relationships is therefore an 

important lesson in this as private companies have a lower turnover on staff and access to better 

processes and capacity. We don’t. So we need to use local companies. The risks are that there is a 

lack of control and our donors try to prohibit the use of private companies or at least we need to 

document spending very tightly. We do have agency problems sometimes. You need to continuously 

mange the relationship, it has to be managed. This is not special for Myanmar, but for all our 

partnerships. A general thing is the experience with the industry complexity of humanitarian industry. I 

think culture is the first point, after that regulation and infrastructure of the country. I think these are 

important points to consider for managing the relationship. 

D: So this is a temporary solution? 

B: You can say that, but we need to partner up on the logistics for the next many years. Maybe 10 

years, and that is a long time in humanitarian context. We want to build a strong relationship that can 

help us and we can help our partner develop knowledge as well. We want to know more about how 

Myanmar operates both in the government, but also between companies. So definitely, in the long run, 

the national society will be running these them in Myanmar. If things go really really well for MRC over 

the next years and if there is a constant buildup of their own resources (e.g. funding), then it is not at 

all unlikely that MRC could be more independent and run their own distribution of products as we have 
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seen this in other countries. However, this is not realistic at the moment as the funding is too low and 

we do not have the resources to operate with the same level in all national societies; we have to two 

rely a lot on governmental interest and funding. So, if we had 50 million $, which could be used only in 

Myanmar quickly, we would. Our way is simply through the local societies and trying to help them as 

much as we can to build some local resources through partners. 

D: You mentioned culture before yourself. How do you consider this today? 

B: We don’t really consider it in writing if that is what you mean? We don’t sit down and analyze one 

nation from the other. 

D: Okay, why is that? 

B: I guess we just don’t have such a analytic way of doing business, maybe not enough time. 

D: Do you know Geert Hofstede’s Culture Dimensions. I think I will use these to look into the 

differences between Denmark and Myanmar. 

B: That is a great idea. Culture is interesting; I think it would be interesting to use Hofstede just to have 

some parameters to know what compare cultures. It’s interesting to facilitate the communication 

between partners, and to know, where to search in the states in relation to culture. 

D: How much can you deliver aid once a disaster hits in Myanmar? 

B: Today, Myanmar RC is able to deliver 1200 kits within 48 hours, this number needs to reach 5000 

within 2020. 

D: Going back to funding and donors. I get the feeling that documentation of spending is 

important. 

B: Yes, we have the problem that a lot of the funding we receive is earmarked, so we need to clearly 

document the spending at all time. It is therefore important, that a future logistical partner understands 

this and have very tight control mechanism. We also have to make sure that costs are reduced 

accordingly and spending is not wrong. 

D: I will now like us to talk about the products. I have seen your product catalogue, it’s huge. 

How would you describe the products you transport? 

B: Yes, we can basically deliver everything and everywhere in the world. But the products vary a lot as 

you said some of our products are quite strong and we build our packing around the transportation, 

but we also have sensitive products, like medicine. There is only a few companies can handle these 
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products for us, because they need to have a knowledge of medicine and cooling requirements, some 

of the medicine is very fragile in that sense. This is another reason why we like to work with the same 

companies for transport, as they understand our needs. The large 3PL’s already have this 

understanding and knowledge. The smaller ones do not, so there we need to train them. We have the 

requirement that they must be trained before we can let them transport the products. We are the 

experts in that sense, but we need to pass that knowledge on our suppliers. So we need a distributor 

that can handle both large quantities, but also sensitive humanitarian products. 

D: I also need to ask you about the funding and donors. Do you look at donors or beneficiaries 

as your customer? 

B: Mmm.. I properly look at both that way.  We are not like a normal business. As we never get paid by 

our services to the people in need, we often then to focus on satisfying the need of the donor…I guess 

they are in reality our biggest customer, which is quite sad also. But don’t be fooled, the beneficiaries 

do need their demands meet. So if our products are actually not good enough or can’t be used, then 

they will be rejected, so in the desperate situation many of them are in. Similarly, the beneficiates have 

no purchase switching costs associated with consuming the products we deliver as they simply use 

what is delivered to them as soon as it is delivered, they do not think much of who as delivered it, but 

they can of course recognize the logos of our trucks…for the donors, we compete on other things then 

profits I would say, for example on KPI’s, value for dollar, like delivered products (tons) per 1000 

dollars, delivery time (lead-time) for delivery once disaster occurs. We use a lot of resources in 

satisfying our Donors in terms of documentation and information requirements, which is of course fair 

enough…but it can be tough and difficult under such chaotic circumstances we operate in.  

D: This also leads me to another question, what about rivalry between humanitarian 

organizations. How would you describe this? 

B: I guess if you are standing on the outside and looking in, one might expect a high level of rivalry 

between us NGO’s, but we actually try to help each other a lot in the different phases…I never thought 

much about this, but I think it’s because of the nature of our service – helping those in need. 

D: I would like to ask you about the availability of transport options. Like air freight and sea 

freight options. How does that work? What is the competitive position of these suppliers? 

B: Mmm….there is a huge competition to deliver these large volumes for humanitarian organizations, 

as there is large money in this industry and the demand is high. I would say that the negotiation power 

is very different between phases of the disaster management, but also between the different suppliers. 
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In general, the negotiation power of air freight carriers is high and for the sea transportation, which we 

use when it is less urgent, is therefore less in this group. But there is always a lack of transport options 

and capacity…when disasters hits, we have about 24 hours to confirm all bookings of airfreight 

carriers, as they are under high demand when disaster hits….if we don’t book it…we will risk end up 

having no way to transport our relief products and materials. Once we have delivered at the host 

country it is a different scenario. At the host country, as series of other options in addition to the two 

are used, for example barges up rivers, small vans or trucks and even motorcycles. Here the suppliers 

are often in a great bargaining position towards humanitarian aid agencies like RC once disaster 

strikes, and less once the disaster is in the recovery phase and agencies starts to pull out again. 

D: Thank you for today. I think we covered a lot. I actually did not have more questions to ask 

today. I might come back with more. 

B: No problem, I think you are covering a lot of interesting perspectives with your questions. 
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Appendix P: Interview with Klitgaard (A) 

Interview with Susanne Klitgaard, Logistics Delegate, Danish Red Cross, Blegdamsvej 27, 2100 

Copenhagen, Denmark, d. 07-02-2018, Time: 15.00-16.00 (Klitgaard, 2018a) 

D: So, last time, we cut the meeting short. Really great you had the time to see me before you 

leave. 

D: Is everything now confirmed? 

S: Yes, of course. I actually had my last briefing just now. I was outdated on some instructions. 

D: Okay, so you have some kind of code of conduct to follow or? 

S: Yes, we have a lot of procedures to follow. Most is quite easy to follow, but some of it we need to 

sign and confirm we have understood. We also act within the humanitarian space, which is the 

guidelines we try to follow, especially once we are in the field. Here at RC, we have seven principles 

we try to follow. This is not a easy task to navigate. Sometimes other actors try to make us break our 

codes of conduct. 

D: Like on corruption? 

S: Yes, as we do work in corrupted places, it is always great to have prepared for those situations. 

D: I did not have time last to ask all my questions, so I will just go through some of them, but I 

also learned a lot last time.  

D: You mentioned the Red Cross operation, but I did not fully understand the roles of all the 

branches and national branches. Do you mind explaining this again? 

S: Of course. So on the federal level (On Danish: ‘Forbund’) there is IFRC and ICRS, they operate 

separately from the national societies. On the national level there is for example Danish Red Cross, 

New Zealand Red Cross and Myanmar Red Cross. We can then talk about field level, here we have 

the DM, that is the Disaster Management, LOG, the Logistics. We also have Health and Finance 

departments on field level. You can see them in the reports I send you. 

D: Perfect. This all clear now and I have seen the various departments on field level in the 

reports. 

D: What about rivalry between humanitarian organizations? Is that a problem? Perhaps in the 

field? 
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S: No never, of course there is some competition over resources. It is properly because of the nature 

of work, as we don’t fight over profits either, but donations instead. Nevertheless, we do fight over 

other things in the planning phases, like capacity constraints, like warehouse capacity, air planes is 

often a problem and then of course container capacity on ships. But once we are in the field, we share 

much of the available capacity, like trucks and warehouses, but also information about customs, 

availability of capacity and routing. 

D: We also talked about the CTN number. What is included in this? 

S: That is the YEAR + SPECIFIC CODE + DONER. Often you will also see a PNS number that stands 

for Partner National Societies. For example for Myanmar, there is a PNS group of Danish Red Cross, 

New Zealand Red Cross and Qatar Red Cross. Maybe there is some more, but I can remember 

them…you can see it in the reports I think. 

D: I have looked at the Procurement Data that I received, there was a lot of location codes  

mentioned. Like NPT. Can you provide me with a full list?` 

S: Yes, I will sent it after the meeting.. 

D: There was also a requisition code in the procurement data, one example is 914-DM-YGN-

2016. What does that stand for? 

S: That is a unique code + Department + Location + Year 

D: Can you then also send the one for Department codes?  

S: Yes, I will do that 

D: So YGN, that is Yangon right? 

S: Yes. That is correct. 

D: What are the typical service providers you use? For customs, transport bookings etc. 

S: We use a lot of variations for these tasks. Typically it would be freight forwarders either through 

international companies or directly local freight forwarders. This is primarily what we use today, but 

really dispersed. Then we also use various clearing agents. 

D: So partners for these activities are important? 

S: Yes, we can’t manage all these activities ourselves, so we need partners to manage these 

operations. 
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D: What is the most used mode of transport used in Myanmar? A mode of transport is the 

means by which goods and material are transferred from one point to another. The basic 

modes of transport are: 1. Air 2. Sea 3. Road 4. Rail 

S: For National transport? 

D: Yes, let us just stick to that for now. 

S: When we are working in conditions now, where we are in between events, we mostly use road. The 

roads are available and still being used and developed. But when we are close to events, during and 

after, we use helicopters and sea. There is a lot of water ways in Myanmar. But we should focus on 

road, as this is where we are looking for a partner to assist us. 

D: Okay..but? 

S: It would have been easy to use one of our TPL’s in Myanmar however it is just so that these do not 

operate in Myanmar at the required level. They of course have a network of sub-sub suppliers we can 

ta p into, but it seems that this is not really creating any benefits or long-term positive effects for 

us…next time we use a transport company it’s like starting all over again”. 

D: Are you ever nervous about going on missions?  

S: No not really, I’m always looking forward to meeting new people and seeing some friends again. 

There is always plenty to do. 

D: What about safety, do you ever feel unsafe? 

S: I would say that in general, there is no safety concern for humanitarian workers in Myanmar, but 

other places in the world, there is places I have been where I was afraid and been in uncontrollable 

situations as we call them, those are not nice to be in. But it is more places where there is still active 

war like Syria; those places are risky right now. 

D: Okay that is understable. 

D: I actually don’t have more questions today. 

S: Great stuff, then I need to go home and back. 

D: Can we speak on skype once you’re in Myanmar+ 

S: Yes, I just need to get organized out there, than we call talk. 

D: Great. I look forward to hearing how it goes out there. 
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Appendix Q: Interview with Klitgaard (B) 

Interview on Skype with Susanne Klitgaard, Delegate, Danish Red Cross on 20-03-2018, Time: 10.00 

-11.00, (Klitgaard, 2018b). 

D: Hi Susanne. How are you? 

S: Great – thank you. Even dough it is quite chaotic down here. You got my email right? 

D: Yes, I read the report. You are not bored that is for sure. Did you get settle in the apartment?  

S: Ohh yes, but I spent the last two days on cleaning everything. I was really dirty, next time I take a 

hotel instead of an apartment. 

D: I have looked at some of the data now, and I have a few questions. I have also sent them on 

email, but not sure you have seen them? 

S: I have seen them, but I must admit that I have not have time to look more at them.  

D: Okay, that is okay, you will make it when you have time. 

D: How are things going? 

S: It’s really chaotic out here. This is a tough mission and the path is still very long to reaching the 

required targets set out. 

D: What are the problems you are having? 

S: I’m just unraveling the things out here, as there is a lot of information missing. Like they don’t keep 

records that are the biggest problem. I also use a lot of time on training the staff in procedures we 

have. Many of the ones working here now have only been onboard for 3 and 6 months and don’t even 

have a logistical background of sorts. I’m afraid that when I come back 2-3 of them have already found 

another job with less insecurity. 

D: What about corruption have you notice this? 

S: Yes, there is a lot of corruption out here, not within Red Cross, but they face this as a challenge of 

course. It is mostly government officials, but this is slowly changing. At least, that is what Hnin Hnin 

and Ei Ei are saying to me. I have never witnessed something shocking; nevertheless, we have lots of 

problems regarding this with customs. There is no way to compare with Denmark. 

S: Another thing is that the there is a high staff turnover and the main reason for this is job insecurity, 

as we can only provide contracts for the period we have funding for and not unlimited time. Thus we 
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often see staff changes in Myanmar which makes it difficult to hold on to knowledge in the 

organization out here. Hnin Hnin and Ei Ei are funding differently, so they are not nervous about losing 

their jobs.  

D: Are you able to send me a product catalogue of the entire products you deliver? 

S: Yes, but I actually think it is only available online now. Try searching after ‘Emergency Product 

Catalogue’ on our website. 

D: Okay, great I will. 

D: About the transportation data, do we agree that everything is transported from Yangon? 

S: Yes, so all the shipping comes into Yangon. That is what you see from the reports of transportation. 

D: And what about the list of suppliers? I not that there is many different transportation 

companies mentioned? 

S: That is the complete list, yes. 

D: Okay, and have you heard anything about how these are selected?  

S: Yes, they have used these and provided me with some comments, but they don’t have a contract 

with them and take prices ad hoc for each request. 

D: Waow. Really? Okay, then we need to sort that out I guess. 

S: Yes, I was thinking – maybe we should look more into this. 

D: I have also noted down all the transshipment locations, and there is about 49 new locations 

to the complete list. 

D: Can you send me a warehouse overview for my records? 

S: yes, will send it now. 

D: Have you received the stock take reports? 

S: No, I’m still waiting for this. 

D: Okay, then I will work without them.  

S: Is there more we need to discuss now?  

D: No, I think I got everything. I will send you an email If I’m missing anything. 
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S: Okay, great. I will be in Denmark again soon, and will let you know when I intend to be in the office 

D: Okay great, take care.  Bye 

S. Bye 
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Appendix R: Correspondence with Klitgaard (Email) (C) 

Email correspondence with Susanne Klitgaard, Delegate, Danish Red Cross in the period of 29.01.18 

– 12.04.18. Only the used quotations have been translated to English when used in the thesis 

(Klitgaard, 2018c). 

From: Daniel Wind [mailto:danwin@live.dk]  

Sent: 29. januar 2018 10:50 

To: log01 

Cc: Daniel Wind 

Subject: MRCS - National Warehouse Strategy 

Hej Susanne, Jeg har netop tilføjet dig på Skype, så se om det er lykkes ;-) Du får lige mine kontaktdetaljer, hvis du ikke allerede har fået dem af Benjamin. 

Fra: log01 <log01@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 30. januar 2018 12:41 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Emne: RE: MRCS - National Warehouse Strategy  

Hej Daniel. Tak for din e-mail med dine kontakt detaljer.  Godt du fik sendt mig en e-mail, da jeg er en smule skeptisk for Skype navne, der starter med live. Jeg 

har lige godkendt din Skype anmodning.  Til din orientering har der været nogle forsinkelser fra HR hos Dansk Røde Kors, så det ser ud til at jeg først vil rejse ud 

i ugen med mandag den 12. februar. Jeg håber at have en afklaring i denne uge, så vil du høre nærmere.  

From: Daniel Wind [mailto:danwin@live.dk]  

Sent: 31. januar 2018 09:50 

To: log01 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Subject: Sv: MRCS - National Warehouse Strategy 

Hej Susanne, Hehe.. Det er bare iorden, det er godt med en kritisk tilgang. Har du tid til at eventuelt mødes i næste uge over en kop kaffe?  (Jeg er ret fleksibel, 

så hvis du har et hul en dag inden d. 9/2). Jeg har fået tilsendt en del matriale fra Benjamin og er blevet en hel del klogere nu. Så ville være rigtig fint at snakke 

nogle ting igennem med dig inden du tager afsted. 

Fra: log01 <log01@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 31. januar 2018 11:16 

Til: Daniel Wind 
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Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Emne: RE: MRCS - National Warehouse Strategy  

Hej Daniel. Ja, vi kan godt mødes i næste uge, gerne tirsdag eller onsdag. Da jeg er i gang med at få en aftale på plads med Blegdamsvej om opdatering af 

computer og evt. briefing, vil jeg gerne om vi kan vente med at fastlægge tidspunkt til jeg har hørt fra Blegdamsvej. Jeg tænkte om vi evt. kunne mødes på 

Blegdamsvej… Du hører fra mig, så snart jeg har flere detaljer. 

From: Daniel Wind [mailto:danwin@live.dk]  

Sent: 31. januar 2018 11:22 

To: log01 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Subject: Sv: MRCS - National Warehouse Strategy 

Det er så fint - jeg afventer nærmere herom. 

Fra: Susanne Klitgaard <sukli@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 5. februar 2018 09:57 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Emne: RE: MRCS - National Warehouse Strategy  

Hej Daniel. Hermed forslag til mødetid i denne uge:  Tirsdag kl. 14:30 Onsdag kl. 15:15 Torsdag kl. 14:30. Selv fortrækker jeg tirsdag eller onsdag.  

From: Susanne Klitgaard  

Sent: 2. februar 2018 13:40 

To: 'Daniel Wind' 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Subject: RE: MRCS - National Warehouse Strategy 

Hej Daniel. Venligst bemærk at det er blevet besluttet, at jeg skal have en personlig e-mail, så al fremtidig kommunikation kommer fra den mail – 

sukli@rodekors.dk  Desværre har jeg endnu ikke fået mit briefing program, men jeg skal igennem en større tur, så jeg vil være på Blegdamsvej tirsdag, onsdag 

og torsdag i næste uge.  Du hører nærmere, så snart jeg har detaljer.  Have en go’ weekend!  

From: Susanne Klitgaard  

Sent: 2. februar 2018 13:40 

To: 'Daniel Wind' 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Subject: RE: MRCS - National Warehouse Strategy 

mailto:danwin@live.dk
mailto:sukli@rodekors.dk
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Hej Daniel. Fint – vi ses på onsdag kl. 15:15.  

From: Daniel Wind [mailto:danwin@live.dk]  

Sent: 5. februar 2018 12:31 

To: Susanne Klitgaard 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Subject: Sv: MRCS - National Warehouse Strategy 

Hej Susanne, CC: Benjamin. Ny email er noteret, tak. Onsdag kl. 15.15 er en aftale. 

Fra: Susanne Klitgaard <sukli@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 1. marts 2018 08:10 

Til: Benjamin Andersen; Daniel Wind 

Emne: Myanmar Update  

Hej Benjamin og Daniel. Jeg håber alt vel hjemme hos jer i kolde Dannevang. Jeg kan bestemt ikke sige, der er koldt udenfor her, temperaturen ligger mellem 

35-38 gr. Cel. Indenfor er det en anden sag, for pokker hvor er man glad for A/C her. En blanding af jetlag, lang rejse, tids- og temperatur forskelle gjorde at jeg 

løb ind i noget forkølelse i sidste uge, men alt ok nu.  

Jeg ankom til Yangon lørdag den 17. februar. Første uge her gik primært med introduktioner og lejlighedssøgning. Efter at set 26 lejligheder er der endelig taget 

en beslutning, og jeg skulle gerne kunne flytte ind i næste weekend. Det vil også sige, at jeg har tilbragt begrænset tid på kontoret indtil nu, men har dog fået 

nogle indledende indtryk. Som udgangspunkt er jeg på kontoret til kl. 09:00, officiel arbejdstid er 09-17, men de fleste er først på kontoret omkring kl. 09:30 og 

smutter allerede 16:30/45, derfor starter jeg dagen på Dansk RKs kontor og går så op til MRCS logistikken på 4. sal til kl. 10:00. Som jeg har fået fortalt er jeg 

den første delegat, som har fået en plads på et af MRCS’ kontorer. Umiddelbart virker det til at de MRCS ansatte er glade, nærmest en smule stolte, over at 

have mig på deres kontor. Et er sikkert, det giver et helt andet indblik i hvorledes de arbejder og interagere med hinanden, når man sidder på deres kontor.  Indtil 

nu har der primært været fokus på indkøbsopgaver. Der var 3 indkøb til åbning (opening ceremony) i går og så har der været meget snak omkring indkøb, så 

ikke videre med MRCS’ pakhus struktur.   

I går inviterede Ei Ei (director of logistics) med til møde i ”DM (disaster management) Working Group”. Et af emnerne her er ”Prestock, replenishment and 

support warehouse network”. Hvilket betyder NZ’s pakhus støtten, med etablering/renovering af pakhuse i: Yangon, Sittwe, Lashio, Mandalay og Myitkyina, også 

er på agendaen her. I gårdagens møde blev det nævnt at Kina RK vil støtte pakhus i Mogway, Rakhine state. NOTE: jeg skal have tjekket navnet samt hvad 

støtten fra Kina helt præcist indeholder med Ei Ei. Desuden ser det også ud til at HKG og Qatar har udvist/er interesseret til at støtte pakhus/preparedness stock 

for MRCS. Her er jeg nødt til at undersøge nærmere med Ei Ei og Qatars lande repræsentant her i Yangon.   

Ref. NZ projektet, så skal Ei Ei mødes med NZ ambassaden og NZ virksomheden den 7. marts. Umiddelbart er jeg ikke inviteret til dette møde, men jeg vil prøve 

at se om det ville være muligt for mig at være med til mødet. Det ser ud til, at man vil lancere tender for pakhus bygning/renovering ca. den 1. april, og jeg kunne 

sagtens forestille mig, at jeg vil blive involveret i her.  
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Udover de 28 steder med pakhuse/lagerrum, så har MRCS tilføjet nok 3 steder. 2 steder i Rakhine state, Thandwe (syd for Sittwe) og Maungdaw (nord for 

Sittwe) og et sted i Yangon området (RRD WH: relief, resettlement Department). I forbindelse med Sittwe er nævnt Buthetaung. Dette sted har jeg ikke kunne 

finde på Google Maps, i stedet fandt jeg Botahtaung, som ligger i Yangon området. Venligst se vedlagte.  

Naypyitaw – Myanmars hovedstad – Ei Ei var i Naypyitaw hele første uge, jeg var i Yangon. Hun var retur på Yangon kontoret i tirsdags, den 27. februar.  Hnin 

Hnin, deputy director of MRCS logistics, er så i Naypyitaw i denne uge, som er en kort uge, da torsdag og fredag er helligdage. De her ”tvungende” 

udstationeringer til Naypyitaw ser jeg som en udfordring, dog har jeg endnu ikke indsigt i hvad det helt betyder for work-flowet i Yangon. Jeg har dog bemærket 

en stor forskel på hvorledes man agere med hinanden når Ei Ei og når Hnin Hnin er på kontoret. Der bliver interessant at se, hvorledes det vil være i næste uge, 

hvor de begge er på kontoret. 

På agendaen ref. MRCS pakhuse for næste uge:  Besøg til ny pakhus i Yangon og muligvis også det ”gamle”. Afklaring omkring de 3 nye steder med pakhus – 

fremtidige planer, tidshorisont, størrelse… Nærmere detaljer omkring involvering af Kina, HKG og Qatar samt evt. andre PNS (participating National Society) i 

MRCS’ pakhus/preparedness stock. Adgang til møde(r) med NZ ambassade og privat virksomhed samt afklaring om forventning til mit evt. engagement her.  

Jeg håber, at dette kan være med til at give jer et indtryk af hvad, der sker/ikke sker her. Umiddelbart kan det virke en smule ustruktureret, men forskellige ting 

har gjort, at det ikke helt er gået som jeg kunne have håbet. Jeg forventer at det bliver bedre, når jeg er på plads i min lejlighed og har fået et overblik over hvem 

gør hvad i MRCS logistik afdelingen, og hvad Naypyitaw udstationeringerne betyder.  Lad mig vide såfremt I har brug for yderligere detaljer.  

From: Daniel Wind [mailto:danwin@live.dk]  

Sent: 2. marts 2018 18:55 

To: Susanne Klitgaard 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Subject: Sv: Myanmar Update  

Hej Susanne, Tusinde tak for din update og resume af de første aktiviteter, det er meget værdifuldt her i vinterkulden. Chillfactoren har rundet -12 grader.... Det 

er tydeligt, at du er landet i felten og skal burge noget tid på at infiltere  deres hverdag, men du er vist allerede godt på vej- fedt!. Og sikke mange værdifulde 

iagttagelser du allerede har lavet derude - det giver da SÅ meget mening at have én på landjorden derude med fingeren på pulsen. Jeg havde en fin snak med 

Benjamin igår, og vi fik afklaret et par små ting, og vi blev enige om (ligesom du og jeg gjorde) at hvis du har nogle ting du kunne bruge hjælp til skal du bare lad 

mig vide besked. Jeg har en række spørgsmål, som jeg håber du kan svare på, men inden jeg 'bare' skyder dem afsted, vil jeg lige høre om du helst vil have ét 

emne per email ELLER flere samlet. Mest ift. internet forbindelse og opfølgning - bare lad mig vide hvad der er nemmest for dig? 

From: Susanne Klitgaard  

Sent: 5. marts 2018 10:33 

To: 'Daniel Wind' 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Subject: RE: Myanmar Update  
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Hej Daniel. Tak for din mail.  Ja, det tager tid at komme ind i tingene, og at få folk til at stole på en og virkelig tro på, at jeg er her for at støtte dem, men et skridt 

ad gangen, så kommer det forhåbentligt, selv om kapaciteten ikke er specielt høj, og folk som udgangspunkt stritter imod forandringer. Du må gerne skyde alle 

dine spørgsmål afsted i en mail, blot du har forståelse for at du måske ikke for alle svar i en mail. Evt. giv prioritet og sæt tidsfrister på dine emner.  Jeg ser frem 

til at høre fra dig.  

From: Susanne Klitgaard  

Sent: 6. marts 2018 07:21 

To: 'Daniel Wind' 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Subject: RE: Myanmar Update  

Hej igen, Afklaring: Ny pakhus sted i Rakhine som er nævnt som ”Buthetaung” på MRCS’ oversigt hedder ”Buthidaung” på Google Maps. Buthidaung ligger tæt 

på (østlig retning, lidt nord) Maungdaw. Så venligst glem alt om Botahtaung.  MRCS har fået 3 stk. Wiik Halls, ved ikke hvorfra, som skal stilles op i henholdsvis 

Sittwe, Maungdaw og Buthidaung. Dette skal foregå i uge 12 og Than Zaw/MRCS og Oo Khine/IFRC skal lede processen.  

Fra: Susanne Klitgaard <sukli@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 15. marts 2018 10:54 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Emne: RE: Transportation Data - Missing Data  

Hej Daniel. Beklager, at du ikke tidligere har hørt fra mig, men en gang imellem er det som at ”herding cats”, som en australier en gang fortalte mig, Alle mine 

nøglepersoner er i Naypyitaw i denne uge, så jeg kommer desværre ikke særligt langt med noget. Dog har jeg fundet ud af, at Myanmar har en hjemmeside med 

bla. officielle stavemåder af alle by- og stednavne i Myanmar, men der er stadig folk som insistere på deres egen stavemåde. Hjemmesiden er: 

http://themimu.info/  Planen er, at få godt og grundigt fat i kraven på logistikchefen, når hun er tilbage. Forhåbentligt mandag, men senest tirsdag. Du hører 

nærmere.  

From: Daniel Wind [mailto:danwin@live.dk]  

Sent: 15. marts 2018 21:14 

To: Susanne Klitgaard 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen; Daniel Wind 

Subject: Sv: Transportation Data - Missing Data 

 Hej Susanne, Det er helt forståeligt - jeg afventer. ;-) Hvis du har tid/lyst kan vi Skype imorgen og snakke det igennem? Jeg har ingen planer imorgen, hvis du 

har nogle huller I dit program?  Jeg vil rigtig gerne prøve, at forstå deres 'Product Flow', og måske du har den indsigt nu. Hvilke produkt bevægelser 

repræsentenere 'Transportation Data' og 'Procurement Data'? Er der noget  vi ikke 'ser' I det data? Vil det give mere mening at se på distancerne imellem deres 

mailto:sukli@rodekors.dk
http://themimu.info/
mailto:danwin@live.dk
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demand points, frem for historisk data? (Fremtidens usikkerhed taget med I betragtning). Til din orienteering er jeg I Thailand fra 20-28/3, så der er vi i samme 

tidszone ;-) 

Fra: Susanne Klitgaard <sukli@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 16. marts 2018 06:31 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Emne: RE: Transportation Data - Missing Data  

Hej Daniel. En snak i dag er ikke godt, da dagen går med møder. Kan vi tage en snak på mandag?  Det lyder godt med en tur til Thailand, så vil vi tæt på 

hinanden. Bemærk at Bangkok er 1½ time foran Yangon.  

From: Daniel Wind [mailto:danwin@live.dk]  

Sent: 16. marts 2018 14:03 

To: Susanne Klitgaard 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen; Daniel Wind 

Subject: Sv: Transportation Data - Missing Data 

God 'eftermiddag' Susanne ;-) Det er helt fint med mig. Kan du finde et tidspunkt imellem kl. 13.30-17.30  LOKAL TID som ville passé dig? (DANSK TID: 08.00-

12.00). 

Fra: Susanne Klitgaard <sukli@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 19. marts 2018 04:44 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Emne: RE: Transportation Data - Missing Data  

Hej Daniel. Please, kan vi rykke vores snak til i morgen? Jeg får nogle møbler leveret på et tidspunkt i dag, ved ikke hvornår, men jeg vil være tilstede, når de 

bliver leveret. Jeg har brugt hele weekenden på at skrubbe og skure, så jeg vil ikke have nogen ind i lejligheden, uden jeg er der. Jeg fik nøgler til lejligheden 

onsdag aften og skulle have flyttet ind torsdag, men pga. af manglende rengøring flyttede jeg først fredag.  Du bestemmer blot et tidspunkt i morgen mellem 

13:30-17:30 (Myanmar tid), og jeg skal få det passet ind.  På forhånd tak for din forståelse. 

From: Daniel Wind [mailto:danwin@live.dk]  

Sent: 19. marts 2018 23:45 

To: Susanne Klitgaard 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Subject: Sv: Transportation Data - Missing Data 

mailto:sukli@rodekors.dk
mailto:danwin@live.dk
mailto:sukli@rodekors.dk
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Hej Susanne, Det er helt fair, og forståeligt! ;-) Håber det er gået godt idag. Lad os sige imorgen fra 14.30 Lokal tid (dvs. 09.00 DK TID) på Skype. Så håber jeg 

vi kan lykkes med at få forbindelse. 

Fra: Susanne Klitgaard <sukli@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 20. marts 2018 01:22 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Emne: RE: Transportation Data - Missing Data  

Hej Daniel. Det er en aftale og forhåbentligt er internettet med os.  

Fra: Susanne Klitgaard <sukli@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 04. April  2018 13:01 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Emne: RE: Transportation Data - Missing Data  

Hej Susanne, Håber alt er vel hos dig - og tak for snakken sidst. Jeg er nu tilbage I DK og vil se på de udestående jeg har til dig - jeg sender dem I separate 

emails for at holde tingene adskilt. Er du blevet klogere på nogle af de ting vi snakkede om hos dig, som vi manglede afklaring på? Hvis du er, kunne vi tage en 

kort skype samtale? 

Fra: Susanne Klitgaard <sukli@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 12. april 2018 04:54 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Emne: RE: Data Analysis - Efter antal stk.  

Hej Daniel. Tak for nok et godt stykke arbejde og beklager at jeg er sen til at komme tilbage til dig, men til tider er det virkeligt op ad bakke her.  Jeg vil foreslå, at 

vi mødes i næste uge på Blegdamsvej. Jeg tager en tur hjem til det danske og flyver ud fra Yangon i morgen. Jeg planlægger, at være på Blegdamsvej onsdag 

og torsdag, så kunne det evt. passe ind i dit program at mødes her? Jeg vil ikke til at gå ind i en masse detaljer her. Lad os tales om det, når vi mødes, og lad os 

se om vi skal have nok et møde i den efterfølgende uge. Jeg flyver ud igen den 01. maj. Hav det godt.  

From: Daniel Wind [mailto:danwin@live.dk]  

Sent: 12. april 2018 09:18 

To: Susanne Klitgaard 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen; Daniel Wind 

Subject: Sv: Data Analysis - Efter antal stk. 

mailto:sukli@rodekors.dk
mailto:sukli@rodekors.dk
mailto:sukli@rodekors.dk
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Hej Susanne, Det er forståeligt, kunne godt mærke på dig det var op ad bakke sidst vi snakkede. Men Onsdag d. 18/4 ville passe mig rigtig godt, og jeg vil meget 

gerne mødes hos RK. Jeg kan hele dagen, så lad mig vide hvad som passer dig? Ønsker dig en behageligt flyvetur hjem til det danske, sommeren er ankommet, 

så du skal ikke frygte sne på landningsbanen. 

Fra: Susanne Klitgaard <sukli@rodekors.dk> 

Sendt: 16. april 2018 10:58 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen 

Emne: RE: Data Analysis - Efter antal stk.  

Hej Daniel. Det lyder dejligt at du kan mødes på onsdag. Hvad med kl. 13:00?  

From: Daniel Wind [mailto:danwin@live.dk]  

Sent: 12. april 2018 09:18 

To: Susanne Klitgaard 

Cc: Benjamin Andersen; Daniel Wind 

Subject: Sv: Data Analysis - Efter antal stk. 

Det er perfekt - vi ses imorgen! 
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Appendix S: Interview with Ei Ei (Email)  

Email interview, Ei Ei, Director of Logistics, Myanmar Red Cross, between 15-04-2018 & 03-05-2018. 

(Ei, 2018)  

Fra: Daniel Wind <danwin@live.dk> 

Sendt: 15. april 2018 12:16 

Til: Ei Ei 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Dear Ei Ei, 

Hope you are well. I have received your contact details from Susanne Klitgaard, Danish Red Cross.  

I understand from Susanne, that she has explained to you, that I’m currently doing a Master Thesis about Danish Red Cross and their role in assisting 

Myanmar Red Cross with their operaions and procedures. 

I have a few questions I would like to ask you, can you please confirm receipt of this email and confirm that you want to participate in answering these 

questions. If you want, I can sign a confidentiality agreement. 

Best regards, Daniel Wind, +24498805, danwin@live.dk 

 

Fra: Ei Ei <eiei@redcross.com> 

Sendt: 17. april 2018 05:22 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Hallo Daniel, 

Thank you for your email. Yes, Susanne has informed us, and also thank you for your work on our warehouse mapping. Very happy about that. 

I don’t need confidentially agreement, I will try and answer best I can. Just sent us all the questions that you have for us. 

Best Regards 

Ei Ei 

 

mailto:danwin@live.dk
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Fra: Daniel Wind <danwin@live.dk> 

Sendt: 17. april 2018 08:33 

Til: Ei Ei 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Dear Ei Ei, 

Thank you for your quick response, Please see the questions I have prepared for you in the attached questionnaire. I appreciate, that this may not be all 

of them that you can answer or is related to your work. Please try an answer the best you can.  

If I can have your answer before the 1st of May, that would be great.  

 

Fra: Ei Ei <eiei@redcross.com> 

Sendt: 02. maj  2018 04:47 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Hallo again Daniel, 

It was a little difficult for me to answer all the questons; I think Hnin Hnin will be able to answer more of them. Please see my answers here below. 

Good luch with your Master Thesis. 

Best Regards 

Ei Ei 

 

Below is the extractions from the questions that Ei Ei did answer: 

1. Could you please describe your academic back ground?  

Answer: I have worked for Red Cross in Myanmar for 5 years now. I have also worked for a small 

company in Yangon for road transport. I have courses in Management and Transport. 

2. What is your current position at the company, and how long have you been working at 

here? 
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Answer: I am the Director of Logistics for Myanmar Red Cross. I handle a lot of the internal 

documentation. 

3. How are you experiencing working with Danish people? 

Answer: I don’t have any problem with working with Danish staff. Susanne and Benjamin are always 

very helpful and know a lot. 

4. What is the Government of Myanmar’s primary role in helping humanitarian 

organizations, like Red Cross? 

Answer: I believe we have a very active government that is establishing a policy for Myanmar that 

includes the humanitarian industry. It is an area of the governmental policies that our government is 

trying to change the circumstances of which we work. They have for many years been trying to 

implement new policies that makes it easier for us to do our job. We have governmental agencies that 

try to support the operation of humanitarian aid agencies. We meet them frequently.  

5. What is Red Cross’s position when it comes to corruption?  

Answer: We do not like to say this, but corruption is not easy in Myanmar. I like to say that our our law 

system is a ‘carnival’ of laws and regulations. It’s not only about protectionism, but the tax system 

does not collaborate and our state machine is inflated in all areas. We have many rules that are not 

followed by the government and we have government officials who take money for favors all the time. 

The military is also corrupted. 

6. How is the customs and import control of Myanmar? 

Answer: We try to have a tight dialog with customs agencies, but the staff often changes, and if not 

that, then the rules and regulations have changed in the meantime. I remember a time were we had a 

change in customs forms three months in a row, than it’s not easy. 

7. How is your operation established in Myanmar? Do you have your own warehouses? Do 

you have your own fleet of vehicles? 

Answer: We have about 30 warehouse located in different places of Myanmar. We also have 

mobile units being moved when needed. We only have a few trucks we can use, otherwise we use 

logistics companies. We use primarily these 5 sub-suppliers: Grand Fortuna Company Limited, U 

Myant Aung Transport Co.,Ltd, Three Seasons Transportation Services, Myat Aung Transport, U 

Khin Maung Myint & Sons. 
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8. How would you describe the capacity of the road transport providers in Myanmar? 

Answer: In general, we have no problems with them. We use five different suppliers today, they do 

a good job. But it is not easy out here, we always change suppliers and use different ones because 

the branches book themselves. So it always change. But the roads are not that good all places, it is 

actually really bad some places and even some regions it is really difficult to deliver aids, and other 

regions its fine. There is a big difference if it’s in the north or near the Yangon or Mandalay that we 

need to bring aids because the money is there. If the government is in the city, then there are also 

roads.  
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Appendix T: Interview with Hnin (Email) 

Hnin Hnin, Deputy Director, Myanmar Red Cross, between 15-04-2018 & 28-04-2018 (Hnin, 2018). 

Fra: Daniel Wind <danwin@live.dk> 

Sendt: 15. april 2018 12:16 

Til: Hnin Hnin 

Cc: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Dear Hnin Hnin, 

Hope you are well. I have received your contact details from Susanne Klitgaard, Danish Red Cross.  

I understand from Susanne, that she has explained to you, that I’m currently doing a Master Thesis about Danish Red Cross and their role in assisting 

Myanmar Red Cross with their operations and procedures. 

I have a few questions I would like to ask you, can you please confirm receipt of this email and confirm that you want to participate in answering these 

questions. If you want, I can sign a confidentiality agreement. 

Best regards, Daniel Wind, +24498805, danwin@live.dk 

 

Fra: Hnin Hnin  <hninhnin@redcross.com> 

Sendt: 22. april 2018 04:10 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Dear Daniel, 

Everything is fine here, just busy.  Susanne told me about you and what your are doing for us – thank you. 

Please send all the questions that you have and I will have a look at it and answer the best I can. I’m quite busy at the moment, but will answer you as 

soon as I can. 

Best Regards 

Hnin Hnin 

mailto:danwin@live.dk
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Fra: Daniel Wind <danwin@live.dk> 

Sendt: 22. april 2018 13:36 

Til: Hnin Hnin 

Cc: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Dear Hnin Hnin 

Thank you for your kind reply. I know you are busy, and really appreciate you helping me, I will await your reply – no stress ;-) 

Please see the questions I have prepared for you in the attached questionnaire. I fully appreciate, that this may not be all of them that you can answer or 

is related to your work. Please try an answer the best you can.  

If I can have your answer before the 1st of May, that would be great.  

Fra: Hnin Hnin <hninhnin@redcross.com> 

Sendt: 27. april 2018 07:22 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Hi Daniel, 

Below you will find the answers to your questions, hope this will help and give you some idea of what we are dealing with out here in Myanmar. 

If any other questions, please let me know. 

Best of luck with the paper and hope to see you here ;-) Susanne told me that you might come to help us. 

Best Regards 

Hnin Hnin 
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Below is the extractions from the questions that Hnin Hnin did answer: 

1. Could you please describe your academic back ground?  

Answer: I have a bachelor of Economics from the university of Mandalay and have courses in 

Transport Law and Business Management.  

2. What is your current position at the company, and how long have you been working 

at here? 

Answer: I am the Deputy Director of Myanmar Red Cross. I have been working for Red Cross in 

Myanmar for almost 10 years and also been on missions with Red Cross internationally, mainly Nepal. 

3. What is the Government of Myanmar’s primary role in helping humanitarian 

organizations, like Red Cross? 

Answer: That is two things. One is allowing us to move freely, right now there is many areas we 

cannot go with our deliveries, sometimes if we use local transport and do not use our own Red 

Cross trucks we can come in to areas we are not allowed, but we have to be honest. So if the 

customs ask us which company the products belong to. Then we tell them ‘Red Cross’ always. The 

other thing is custom office and procedures. Over the last couple of years, the rules and regulations 

are becoming more and more extensive and the government has implemented it-solutions that do 

not work, we often have problems with registering customs papers online, as the waiting time is too 

long, also for registration in MACCS system, that is a customs system, we have to go physically to 

the Custom Office and complete and submit the registration forms which is very time consuming. 

Also they are not educating the staff to work with these new systems. So when we have problems, 

we have to go to the customs office early in the morning and speak with them. It takes a lot of time 

and sometimes we have to fill in a lot of documentation. So all in all, it is not easy for us to get 

products coming from outside Myanmar through customs, many times it sits there for weeks and 

even months. We therefore try to find the products we need in Myanmar to save time, but this is 

only possible for a few products. All in all, the government is trying their best to help and assist us. 

But the government officials do not have a ‘chain of command’ like we have in Red Cross, it is more 

difficult for them, it is not rowdy, but the relationship government authorities and industries is 

improving in the last two years since the election in 2015. The major problem is the bureaucratic 

culture of our legislators and authorities, the military is controlling everything and therefore 

everything is slow. 
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4. What is Red Cross’s position when it comes to corruption?  

Answer: Corruption is bad out here, but as I see it, it is more linked to business, organizations, and 

mainly the regulations, and the relationship with the government agencies. I think the problem 

appears mostly here and not it private life so much. But there is always problems with import taxes, 

as all imports are required to have an import license. In this way the government can get money for 

their trade balance. We always have to get a hold of a license, this is very important, but sometimes 

these change and we have to get new ones or pay fines. This is also corrupt. 

5. What is your experience with supplier selection? 

6. What is your experience with having tenders in Myanmar? 

7. Are the transport companies offering their service mainly local companies or none-

national companies? 

Answer: We have many sub-suppliers here in Myanmar. Some are national and some are 

international. For the transport and other logistical activities, we have about 10 different ones that 

we use. This is both national and international sub-suppliers, but we mainly use national suppliers 

because it is easier with documentation and we don’t have experience to make contracts, that is 

why we have Susanne here ;-) We don’t do tenders, as we are not set up for that, we more try to 

have some agreements with everyone, but not like a partnership. Negotiating in Myanmar is 

difficult, you have to have established partnerships in Myanmar if you want to negotiate here. 

Some institutions in the government are trying to control everything, but until now we have this 

problem of government officials trying to control. So all negotiations go via Myanmar Red Cross, 

but we don’t have the resources to do this. We sometimes consider if we should partner with a 

trucking company or some other freight forwarder. 
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Appendix U: Interview with Lund 

Jakob Lund Andersen, Operations Manager, Damco Logistics, Sommervej 31b, 8210 Aarhus V, 

Denmark, 26-04-2018, Time: 14.00-16.00 (Lund, 2018). 

D: Let us begin. Can you tell me something about you academic background? 

J: Yes, I have been taking a HD, which is a graduate diploma at Aarhus University for 4 years and 

then I have been attending various internal programs at Damco. 

D: What about you working career? 

J: I have been working here in Damco for the past 5 years, and before that I shifted a couple of times 

between some smaller freight forwarders. So I have actually been working with logistics service 

providers industry for the last 10 years more or so. 

D: Can you tell me about how is the organization of DAMCO is? 

J: DAMCO is built on three services, first there is Emergency Response, then Air Logistics Services 

and then Freight Forwarding. 

D: Who is your biggest client? 

J: That would be UNICEF here in Denmark. We are really closely integrated with UNICEF SUPPLY on 

various activities and are involved with many of their operations worldwide.  

D: So, you work with UNICEF SUPPLY in Copenhagen? 

J: Yes, I’m attending meetings there every month to discuss performance of our services, new 

activities, destinations, sub-suppliers and logistic solutions. We are quoting in fees for different 

operations on a weekly basis, they are quite active in getting quotations on prices to benchmark and 

compare. They have developed their procurement a lot, so there are e-tenders all the time. 

J: Do you know what e-tenders are? 

D: Yes, I have worked with them as well in Siemens. It’s quite easy to use, but also a bit 

stressing as supplier. 

J: Yes, I also think that. I think UNICEF is using it too much for too small activities, but that’s their 

procedure. 

D: How is it working with UNICEF? 
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J: It’s a very large organization and the staff is often not Danish, so there is some clichés with 

communication and understanding. 

D: Okay, so the culture distance is real? 

J: Yes, kind of. Even do it is mostly western staff like British, German, France, Swedish and 

Norwegian – there is still some culture differences. But then there is also quite a lot of Chinese, 

Spanish, and Russian and there it is more difficult to work with them. 

D: Can you give some examples? 

J: Mmm.. It is just the common understanding that you have with Danish customers is not the same. 

One thing is the procedures and such, another thing is the language barrier and the understanding. 

We often have these small clichés if something remains unsaid. We have problems, so it is important 

to describe everything clearly. 

J: UNICEF is difficult because the staff often do not have an logistic background, but have maybe 

been working for UNICEF or other humanitarian organizations for many years and that is there way in, 

not trough academic way or trough working at DAMCO or any of the other big logistics companies. 

D: Like who? 

J: That could be us, DAMCO or Kühne and Nagel and DHL for example. 

D: That is very interesting, so in your opinion, the staff is not educated for logistics? 

J: No, but it is changing slowly. I know that they have had a great deal of focus on this for a couple of 

years. That is getting more educated staff within logistics. 

D: Anything else to had to work with UNICEF? 

J: Yes, they have a rotation principle, I think it is MAX 5 years in the same position, and often they 

rotate much earlier than this, maybe after 2-3 years in general. 

J: They also work quite a lot in silo’s, so the organization is too big if you ask me, then don’t know 

what is happening in one department or the other. 

D: I think I will ask some questions now about the industry. How do you see the possibilities 

for new entrants to enter the industry in terms of logistics service providers? 

J:  It will therefore be difficult for new entrants to secure transportation capacity. The difficulty here lies 

in that logistical suppliers also serve other industries, and there is a constant demand for our transport 
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capacity. Especially our planes, we book the capacity with air craft carriers and use a set of sub-

suppliers that is very limited. It is easier with sea freight which we book in advance, but here we also 

sometimes experience problems. The demand for disaster areas and regions always peak once 

disasters hit, and here the prices will increase very fast as capacity drop quickly 

D: How quick is the capacity for planes fully booked? 

J: That is a difficult question, as it very much depends on the region and if there is already established 

supply lines that we can tap in to, but within 48 hrs. I would say that airplane capacity is minimal. 

Hereafter you need to pay a lot and that does not always make sense, then the aid agencies often 

wait a few days – weeks even to supply their products. 

D: I guess this comes as no surprise after what you just answered, but how is the negotiation 

position for the sub-suppliers from a logistics perspective? 

J: I would say that the service providers that provide and arrange the air cargo transport is often in a 

great negotiation position, as their transport option is primarily used in the first hours of a natural 

disaster and booked within this 48 hrs. window. I would say that the container vessels capacity is more 

frequently used for less urgent deliveries and therefore procured under different circumstances. This is 

what we primarily provide to the agencies. 

D: In this thesis I have a focus on partner selection and thus partner selection criteria’s. Is this 

something you can relate to? 

J: Yes, very much. We use different criteria to find sub-suppliers for our customers as well. That is, we 

own a lot of the capacity both within sea, mostly vessels and containers, but also within air and road.  

D: What if we then turn our attention to national transport partners? 

J: Mmm, then it becomes more difficult, as you national circumstances to consider. One thing is 

worldwide transport, were things a more similar in the service offerings. 3PL’s like us can arrange 

anything anywhere, we have a large network of sub-suppliers to tap in were we can locate resources 

available. 

D: Yes, but what about Myanmar? What would you recommend considering here for a partner? 

J: Myanmar is a difficult place to operate. We have had our own problems there. 

J: I would say that partner selection imposes a bit of a paradox concerning resources and criteria’s of 

the partnering company. You have to consider the criteria’s that you want to look at and balance these 
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dimensions and choose what is better for your intensions. If you just want to know the market, the 

institutional environment, then you are not trying to do something different. If you want to know more 

about how to operate, and perform the tasks, then look for a partner that is an expert in this. But if you 

want to minimize the barriers, maybe it is interesting to find a partner that is more similar to you, and it 

is probably going to be short-term relationship. But if you are trying to develop a long-term 

relationship, then it is a different situation. 

D: I think Red Cross is looking for a long-term perspective. 

J: Then they need to be clear about their goals from the beginning of the operation. Then I think the 

cooperation will perform better. They should look at their own goals and compare with the partnering 

company and demand the same of a potential partner. 

D:  It has been really in testing to talk to you and discuss these topics. Is there anything you 

would like to add? 

J: No, I think we have covered a lot of great things here. It will be interesting to hear what you find out 

about Myanmar and the operating environment. 

D: Yes, it will. But thank you for your information. Can I use this freely in the paper or do you 

need this do be classified information in any way? 

J: No not at all, this has no sensitive information and everything is fine t be used. 
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Appendix V: Correspondence with Thomsen (Email) 

Email correspondence with Clause Blok Thomsen, Journalist in the period of 20-04-2018 - 

03.05.2018. Only the used quotations have been translated to English when used in the thesis 

(Thomsen, 2018). 

Fra: Daniel Wind <danwin@live.dk> 

Sendt: 3. maj 2018 15:41 

Til: Claus Blok Thomsen 

Cc: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Fra: Daniel 

Hej Claus, 

Tusinde tak for fremsendte og din tid. Lidt har altid ret og er meget værdsat. 

God rejse 

Med venlig hilsen, Daniel Wind, +24498805, danwin@live.dk 

Fra: Claus Blok Thomsen <CBT@pol.dk> 

Sendt: 3. maj 2018 12:39 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Sv: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

http://www.atimes.com/article/how-china-gets-what-it-wants-in-myanmar/ 

Claus Blok Thomsen, Asia correspondent, POLITIKEN, Mobile +66 (0) 95 821 8358, Skype: clausblok, Mail: cbt@pol.dk 

Fra: Claus Blok Thomsen 

Sendt: 3. maj 2018 11:48:55 

Til: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Sv: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Hej Daniel 

Ja, du kan bare ringe til mig på nedenstående thainummer inden for den næste time. 

http://www.atimes.com/article/how-china-gets-what-it-wants-in-myanmar/
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Jeg beklager at du ikke har hørt fra mig. 

Vh. Claus 

Claus Blok Thomsen, Asia correspondent, POLITIKEN, Mobile +66 (0) 95 821 8358, Skype: clausblok, Mail: cbt@pol.dk 

Fra: Daniel Wind <danwin@live.dk> 

Sendt: 10. April 2018 16:28 

Til: Claus Blok Thomsen 

Cc: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid 

Hej Claus, 

Jeg skrive til dig med reference til nedenttående email fra April. Jeg ved du har travlt, men håber stadigvæk at du har tid til at snakke kort med mig. Det behøves ikke være 

med en 30 min af din tid. 

Med venlig hilsen, Daniel Wind, +24498805, danwin@live.dk 

Fra: Daniel Wind <danwin@live.dk> 

Sendt: 20. April 2018 16:28 

Til: Claus Blok Thomsen 

Cc: Daniel Wind 

Emne: Master Thesis - Myanmar Humanitarian Aid  

Hej Claus, 

Jeg skriver til dig fordi jeg er faldet over dine mange artikler det seneste halve år på Politikken.dk omkring Myanmar.  Jeg er I den afsluttende fase af mit 

speciale (cand.merc på CBS) omkring humunitært arbejde i Myanmar. Jeg laver en multi-niveau's analyse, hvor jeg blandt andet ser nærmere på 

Myanmars Institutioner (både formelle og uformelle). Jeg kan umiddelbart se fra din sidste artikel, at du nu er i Bangkok, men vil du have tid til at svare 

på nogle spørgsmål? Fx. omkring det politiske system, kulturforskelle, religion etc. i Myanmar? 
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Appendix X: Interview with Thomsen 

Interview with Claus Blok Thomsen, Journalist, Poltikken, Skype, d. 03-05-2018, Time: 12.10-12.30. 

Only the used quotations have been translated to English when used in the thesis (Thomsen, 2018a). 

D: Hallo. Det er Daniel 

C: Hej. Det er Claus. 

C: Jeg ringer bare fra skype. 

D: Okay, og du kan høre mig nu?  

C: Ja 

D: Super Claus. Jeg gik lige ind for at checke min email og så lå der et svar fra dig. 

C: Ja, men det er faktisk fordi jeg er på vej ud af døren. Jeg skal ud og rejse nu her. 

D: Okay, du skal ud og rejse nu her eller hvad? 

C: Ja, jeg skal afsted imorgen 

D: Okay, Claus – hvor lang tid har du?  

C: mmm..ikke så lang tid, men hvor lang tid tager det? 

D: Jamen vi kan snakke indtil du ikke kan mere. Men bare så jeg vidste hvornår jeg skulle 

stoppe. 

C: Okay det er fint. Du fyre bare løs. 

D: Okay, tak. Jeg er som skrevet igang med mit speciale på CBS og skriver om Røde Kors i 

Myanmar. Nu er du ekspert i interviews, så jeg vil ikke bruge meget tid på at tale, men lade dig 

om snakken. Jeg har lavet en anslyse på forskellige niveauer, fx. uformelle og formelle 

institutioner og omstændigheder  

D: Jeg vil gerne bruge dig som primære kilde fremfor sekundære kilde. Er du okay med at jeg 

bruger dig som kilde? 

C: Jamen jeg har ikke noget problem med at være kilde og tale til citat.  

D: Det lyder rigtig fint. Specialet bliver en del af CBS’s bibliotek og bruges af andre studerende. 

Claus: Det er helt fint. 
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D: Hvis jeg lige tage det overordnet, jeg kigger meget på hvordan det er som virksomehd at 

arbejde og navigere i Myanmar. I konteksten er det humitært arbjede, men mange af de samme 

bekymringer går igen. Hvis du skulle prøve at sætte nogle ord på Myanmars kultur? Og 

primære kulturforskelle til Danmark? Hvad ville det så være for nogle stikord du tænker på? 

C: Jamen det er helt klart at Myanmar er blevet ramt af en national psykose.  

C: De fæler at hele verden er imod dem. Udenlandske medier jagter dem. Og tildels er Myanmar jo et 

land som består af rigtig mange minioriteter.  

C: Så det er et kludetæppe uden lige. De har en meget stærk bestræbelse på ren politisk at skabe en 

form for national alliance, sammenhold imellem de forskellige etniske minioriteter. 

C: Vi har vi snakket meget om Rhinga indianerne, men der er faktisk ’full blown war’ i andre dele af 

landet. 

Daniel: I sær nord på? Nord-vest? Kan det passe? 

C: Ja...øh...Rakhine staten…og det derligsom også er i spil...det er et land som faktisk er vandt til at 

leve under militært diktatur.. der igennem de sidste 10-20 år har haft magten... 

C: Jeg har været herude mange gange før..jeg var her også før valget i 2015... der var jo meget stor 

folkelig modstand af valget... 

D: Jeg læste et kort resume af valgene i Myanmar..blandt andet om de beskidte valg i 2008 og 

2015. 

C: Ja og faktisk idag der er der 10 års dag for Nagis...denne cycklone som ramte i 2008. Hvor jeg selv 

var inde for at dække delta områderne. Helt inde i landet. Og det var helt forfærdeligt, regeringen ville 

jo ikke lade humnitære organisationer komme til. De (regeringen) gav ikke hjælp til deres egne. Det 

var virkelig et godt eksempelt på hvor menneske fjensk det militære junta og regime egentlig er 

D: Var det primært af religiøse årsager? 

C: Nej, det var det sådan ikke – det var fordi det passede regeringen rigtig godt at de havde militær 

junta som kunne sidde og skumme fløden. Og så var der ikke nogen synderlige forståelse for 

almindelige menneksers ve og vel. Øhm. Og det vil sige at der vr en stor modvillige. 

C: Så var der det her mget store håb til Aung San Suu Kyi  som har den her histore med at havde 

sidste i husarrest og siddet  med  ved møder før. Min fortolking er den at verden faktisk har misforstået 

Aung San Suu Kyi, fordi Aung San Suu Kyi har aldrig været det her demokrati forekæmper og 
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menneske rets forekæmper. Hvilket hun også selv har sagt. Dengang var der bare ikke nogen som 

hørte efter. Hun har altid sagt at hun var en politiker.  

D: Så hun føler sig måske misforstået? 

C: Jamen verden har nogle gange brug for at se helte. Og give lidt håb. Og det var en misforståelse 

og et tegn på noget blindhed fra forskellige politiske freds kredse.  

C: Men det der så sker, er at hun kommer til (efter valgter i 2008?). og hun repræsentere et håb for 

mange Burmesere. Men hun er politiker og hendes agenda er at blive ved magten og få hendes politik 

igennem. Det vil så sige at så begynder denne forfølgelse på Phingaerne, som sker parallet med at 

det har været en stigene stikmatisering gennem lang tid af muslimer i Myanmar af forskellige 

omstædigheder. Og der vurdere hun så af politiske årsager, at det kan hun ikke gå imod fordi nu er 

folkestemninger sådan at folk synes at Rohinger ikke høre til i Myanmar og de skal smides ud og ind i 

Bangladesh. Det er hvad den helt almindelige borger mener på gaden. Det er også adstedkommet af 

den propaganga som er udkommet igennem statsmedierne. Dvs. så har du pludselig en fastlæst 

situation, hvor Aung San Suu Kyi ikke vil gå ud og gå imod tale imod, og hun vil ikke tale imod. Hun vil 

hellere pleje hendes politiske situationen og interesser. Så har så nogle statsmedier og intimerende 

private medier som gør at det idag ganske få medier herude som rent faktisk bringer en nyanceret 

inblik på situationen idag. Så de fleste burmesere idag, hvis du tager til Myanmar og spørger dem, så 

har de et indtryk af at de er er forfulgt offer og de ikke har gjort noget galt. Det er derfor jeg kalder det 

lidt en psykose, som har ramt landet. 

D: Ja, og det beskriver du også godt i dine artikler. Hvad siger de på gaden i det almindelige 

gade køkken? Men også med facebook. Hvor du kommer omkring dette fænonmen. Hvad siger 

den almindelige borger. Den politiske scene. 

C: ja, og så kommer spørgsmålet så op. Hvordan hænger landet så sammen?  

C: Det er enormt svært at forklare i en artikel, fordi så er folk simpelthen stået af inden jeg kommet 

igennem min forklaring. Men det er jo sådan, at du har militæret som sidder på indenrigsministeriet, 

udenrigsministrereiet, forsvarsministeriet og ministeriet for grænser – tror jeg de kalder det. Som er 

ligesom de tunge ministerier. Og så sidder Aung San Suu Kyi ligesom på de andre ministrier.  

C: Og det vil sige i fx. Rahaine del-staten, hvor det meste af Phunga forfølgelsen ligesom foregår. Der 

sidder der nogle lokale guvanør, som ligesom skal administere de lokale områder og de referere ind til 

indenrigsministeriet, som så er under militær juntaen, som så referere til juntaen. Hvor efter 
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Generalerne så bestemmer hvilke informationer som skal videregives til præsident kontoret, som så er 

under Aung San Suu Kyi’s kontor. Hvor præsident kontoret så betemmer hvilke information som skal 

gives videre til de øvrige ministreier og kontorer, heriblandt informations ministreriet som skrive og 

advisere om hvad der foregår i landet. Så du har en sitution hvor du ikke er sikker på at medlemmer af 

regeringen vil være fuld oplyst. Du ved ikke hvad det er for nogle informationer de har fået og du er 

faktisk heller ikke i stand til at checke det fordi opdelngen er så mærkelig som den er. Det er 

selvfølgelig et enormt stort problem i Myanmar, fordi det gør jo også at nogen kan sætte 

spørgsmålstegn ved at når ministreren eller An Sung Ty siger de mærkelige ting hun siger eller 

benægter fakta, er det så fordi hun ikke ved bedre? Det tror jeg personligt ikke på, fordi hun er 

begavet kvinder og læser også internationale medier, aviser osv. Men det måske mere ift hvad 

informationsministeriet siget osv. Der kan man godt tænke om de modtager andre informationer end 

lige netop det informationsministeriet ønsker de skal få.  

D: Så det er også en form for politisk eller kultural aftale med baglandet, hvor hun skal holde 

sig til den agenda som er aftalt? 

C: Alstå hun ved godt, at nu er der blevet skabt en folkestemning af at Rhingaern ikke høre til..eller 

nærmest muslimerne ikke høre til i Myanmar ik. Det er hendes analyse, og det kan være meget svært 

at gå imod. Så ville hun blive upopulær i landet. Det er jo ikke sikkert at den analyse eller konklusion 

er rigtig, men det er hendes analyse. 

D: OK. Men det passe også med det billede jeg har fået igennem andre kilder. 

D: Men løsningen på dette vil tide så vise eller hvad? For så længe militæret sidder på magten 

så står hun vel lidt i en ’deadlock’ kan mand vel sige? Hvad er fremtiden for Myanmar rent 

politisk? 

C: Jamen den er egentlig..både for og imod...hvis du ser på den inderigspolitiske dagsorden så er den 

god. Fordi der er hun relativt populær, og der er ingen tvivl om at hun nemt ville kunne vinde næste 

valg hvis hun stiller op. Myanmar har en ustabil politisk baggrund, men det virker altså som om der er 

kommet forholdvist meget ro på og en ro på magt balancen imellem Aung San Suu Kyi og det militære 

regime.  

C: Men kritikken i udlandet gør indtryk på hende, men der begynder nu at være skriverier i Burmesiske 

medier om at hun er syg og hun måske vil trække sig og du kan godt se det ved hendes udenlandske 

ture, hvor hun aflyser aftaler. Men altså er hun i Kina eller Vietnam hvor hun ved at hun ikke vil få 

kritiske spørgsmål, men hun var for eksempel i Australien her for nyeligt, hvor hun var til topmøde for 
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de sydasiatiske lander hvor hun sagde hun var syg og aflyste hendes møder og pressemøder og ville 

simpelthen ikke møde op og tale med den udenlandske presse med spørgsmål hun ikke har lyst til at 

svare på. Hun aflyste også et møde hos FN for nyeligt i September. 

D: og så der er nogle svagheder at spore, så hvis hun ligepludselig er ude af blilledet kommer 

der sikkert nogle nye aktører til. 

C: ...ja, men hun er jo ansigtet på kampen imod militær juntaen og et andet Myanmar end det militæret 

repræsentere. Så hvis hun ner væk så vil der komme nogen som ikke har samme pondus og så vil der 

være et mere opsplittet politisk landskamp. 

D: Hvad ift. korruption? Er det noget du vil påpege. 

C: Altså der er mange rapporter om corruption i det offentlige og dette er samtidigt også præget af det 

militæres styre besider mange poster i regeringen. Og de love som er vedtaget herude ift. valg er helt 

forskruet, de nærmest dyrker korruption fra især politisk side. Så det vil forpurre valgene herude. 

D: Hvad hvis vi ser mere på statsapparatet, er der meget beaukratii? Nu tænker jeg også på 

told og statslige procedure som borgere og virksomheder skal igennem? 

C: Mmm...man kan vel godt sige at beaukrati er en stat i sig selv herude...der er tre dimensioner af 

kontrol som man skal igennem, regionale, staten og den føderale, det er somom at autoriteterne 

simplethen har glemt at de er til for at tjene befolkningen og ikke sig selv, de kan endda beskrive som 

ubrugelige. På den anden side er det ikke sådan at udenlandekse og nationnale virksomheder 

behandles meget anderledes herude. Det foregår ret ens, lige dårligt. Processer som involvere staten 

er often meget langsome og dyre. Det er mest fordi at reglerne og procedurene er forvirrende og 

stadig under udvikling, de bliver ofte ændret. Mange udenlandske virksomheder synes derfor det er 

uinteressant. 

D: nu springer jeg lidt for lige at nå at komme omkring lidt andet med dig. Jeg har prøvet at 

sidte mig ind i infrastrukturen i Myanmar, hvad angår vejnet, havne, lufthavne etc. Jeg ved der 

blevet bygget nogle store centrale motorveje, og jeg ved Kina investere meget i Myanmar. Har 

du noget viden om dette som er intereessant? 

C: Altså Myanmars livslinje er Kina. Det er der ingen tvivl om. Som investere massivt i Myanmar fordi 

de er interesseret i en havn nede sydpå, som indgår i deres ”One-Belt-One-Road. Kina investere 

massivt i Myanmar og stiller ingen kritiske spørgsmål til menneskerettigheds situationen. Men Kina 

gør jo aldrig noget uden at få noget igen, og det de får igen er politisk loyalitet, og adgang til 
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Myanmars naturresoourcer, der er en kæmpe ressource af forskellige træsorte og mineraler i 

Myanmar. Det er et meget ressource rigt landt Myanmar.  

C: I foreksempelvis hovedstandet NYP, som ligger midt i landet. Det er kundstig opført hovedstad som 

blev bygget for 15 år siden, der bor ingen mennesker, men der er en 5 sporet motorvej i begge 

retninger og store hoteller og alt muligt andet. 

C: Modsat har du Yangon, som er den gamle hovedstand. Her er logistiken helt håbløst og du sidder 

fast flere i timer i trafikken. 

D: Er det også i Yangon som er den politiske hovedstad eller hvordan? 

C: Nej, det er NYP – midt i landet. 

D: Så det er lidt det billede af en kundstigt opført by i Kina? Spørgelsesby. 

C: Præcist. Og nye lufthavne, utroligt flotte. 

Daniel: Hvad så med i de området hvor Nagis og cycklonerne har ramt? 

C: Der er selvfølgelige veje dernede, men de er ikke særligt gode. Og også genopbygget i et vist 

omfang.  

D: Hvor meget bliver der invisteret i infrastrukturen? Jeg har lidt en ide om at mange af 

pengene kommer fra Kina? 

C: Ja, altså der er en journalist, som hedder Linther. Han er svensker. Og hr boet herude i mange år. 

Han er en af de største kendere af Myanmar. Han har lige skrevet en artikel om Kina’s arrangement i 

Myanmar. Den kan jeg lige sende til dig? Så kan du læse om det.  

D: Tak, det må du meget gerne. Så kan jeg se nærmere på det. 

C: Så Kina er ligesom ved opkøbe Myanmar ift. landområder og virksomheder. Og det har de været 

længe. Der er utroligt meget foreign direct investment. 

D: Det minder også lidt om den sabel Myanmar har raslet lidt med ift hvad jeg har kunne forstå. 

Altså hvis I ikke bakker os op, så vender vi os til Kina. 

C: Det er lidt det Kina kort de altså forsøger at spiller herude. Det har de bare ikke stor succes med 

vel, altså tror de virkelig vi holder op med at kritisere og ikke diskuttere de krænkelser de laver. Også 

fordi alle allerede ved at de (Kina) har mange store bygge projekter kørende herude og så er der den 
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her populære havn i Rahkine. Altså i det hele taget må mand sige at regeringen i Myanmar har et 

meget fjernt forhold til hvordan international politik fungere.  

D: Hvor meget tid har du endnu Claus? 

C: haha..jeg har 5 min endnu. 

D: Haha..okay, det er så fint det jeg har fået fra dig. Jeg har fået nogle rigtig fine perspektiver 

og observationer fra dig.  

D: Jeg skal måske bare lige nå at høre..hvor er du henne til dagligt? Er du udstationeret i Asien 

permament? 

C: Ja, jeg sidder herude. 

D: Okay, jeg tænkte nemlig på at jeg måske skal en tur til Myanmar over sommeren i juni-juli. 

Så skriver jeg måske til dig. Det er som privat person og udenfor specialet. 

C: Jamen det skal du være velkommen til. 

D: Rigtig fedt – tak for det. Jeg vil læse fortsat med inde på politikken og se hvad du har 

fingrne i. 

C: Godt.  

D: Tak for din tid. 

C: Det var så lidt. 

D: Hej 

C: Hej hej 

 


